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FORFIIORD 

Charles A. Lory, President Emeritus 
Colorado Agricultural and Hechanical College 

Archaeologists find irrigation was practiced in what is now Colorado 
long before the region was knoHn to the hunters and trappers ~vho roamed 
the mountain country in the first feu decades after Captain Pike's ex
ploration in 1807. 

These early irrigators who left traces of their v-mrk before the 
Indians occupied the territory, disappeared and left no history of their 
times. There are no trustHorthy records that the Indians cultivated 
crops under irrigation in Colorado. 

Irrigation, as we lcnow it, was first practiced by two groups of 
settlers - one of Spanish Americans, racially experienced in irrigation 
agriculture, who settled in southern Colorado in the Basin of the Rio 
Grand Del Norte; the other group, Pioneers from the Eastern States and 
Northern Europe, with no experience in irrigation, who settled in the 
Basins of the South Platte and Arkansas Rivers. 

Spanish Americans were quite helpful to their American neighbors in 
southern Colorado in gro1ving crops under irrigation, but distance, primi
tive means of travel and language limitations prevented effective exchange 
of irrigation experience with the pioneers of northern Colorado. 

Spanish American settlers founded the to1rm of San Luis in the Culebra 
Valley in 1851 - the oldest to-v.rn in Colorado. They began digging their 
irrigation ditch the follm·ving year, using primitive hand tools and a 
,,moden plow drawn by a yoke of oxen. The quality of their 1vork is sho'tm 
by the continuous use of this canal for a hundred years. 

In due time they made the necessary filing for the appropriation of 
water to the San Luis Peoples Ditch and for the adjudication of their 
1-1ater right. In 1890 the District Court of Costilla County awarded them 
Priority No. 1 in ~1ater District 24 of '.:later Division 3, dated April 10, 
1852, uith an allotment of 23 cubic feet per second for irrigating 900 
acres. 

This was the earliest priority in Colorado under the system of water 
appropriation, adjudication and administration developed largely by 
American pioneers in irrigation through experience gained in the rush of 
development in the South Platte River Basin, 1vhich began 7 years after the 
building of the San Luis Peoples Ditch. 

Along with developments in canal construction and operation and 
methods of crop irrigation came difficulties in developing an effective 
system for the use of the waters of our streams, and acilltinistration of 
this system by the State engineer; the provisions for storage reservoirs, 
composing conflicting claims for ti1e waters of our Interstate rivers -
first through State law suits in the United States Supreme Court, and 
later through more effective Interstate compacts; the establishing of the 
right of transmountain diversion of water; the formation of irrigation 
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districts for financing and operating large irrigation systems; and 
follo~·Iing the enactment of the National Reclamation Act in 1902, for 
cooperating with the Bureau of Reclamation in repayment of construction 
costs. 

The 1950 United States Census shows Colorado has 9,258 irrigation 
enterprises, representing a capital investment of $161,396,063. These 
enterprises include 7,713 diversion dams, 16,833 miles of irrigation 
canals, 1,105 reservoirs with storage capacity of 2,021,343 acre feet, 
6,437 wells, and 3,202,911 acres under irrigation. 

Colorado also has eleven water development projects completed by the 
Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers at a total cost of 
:1~55, 771,132. All but t't·ro of these projects have been built since 1937. 
Several others are under construction or in various stages of planning or 
authorization. One of the largest of these is the Colorado-Big Thompson, 
which is now nearing completion and vrhich has been in partial operation 
the past three irrigation seasons. The Conejos unit of the proposed San 
Luis Valley Project, the Platoro Reservoir, is ready for use. Many more 
projects must follow before we can say irrigation development is complete. 

Interest in irrigation and the conservation and more efficient use of 
our water resources increased yearly and as we approached the hundreth 
anniversary of the oldest priority for irrigation, interest and desire 
among irrigation men for proper observance of Colorado 1 s Irrigataon 
Centennial were strong. 

In response to sentiment, Governor Dan Thornton early in the 
year (1952) appointed a committee of t-vrenty-seven men, representing all 
irrigated sections of the State, to arrange for observance of "A Hundred 
Years of Irrigation in Colorado." 

This committee met in Denver February 18, 1952, for organization, 
appointed committees on program and arrangements, decided to hold 
the celebration in Alamosa in cooperation with the Colorado Irrigation In
stitute April 8 and 9, and in San Luis April 10. 

The Committee accepted the invitation of Adams State College to use 
its facilities for its meeting, also the offer of the State Historical 
Society to furnish a br~nze memorial plaque. • Delfino Salazar offered 
to build the monument for this plaque on the bank of the San Luis Peoples 
Ditch. 

Every one requested to take part on the program by the program commit
tee accepted graciously, and the committee on arrangements had effective 
support. The Governorts committee is able to publish the Proceedings of the 
Irrigation Centennial through the generous financial support of Colorado 
Agricultural and lVIechanical College and the Colorado t-Jater Conservation 
Board, and is grateful for the splendid cooperation of all those taking 
part in the Centennial Celebration in due recognition for the out-
standing developments in irrigation agriculture, irrigation structures and 
their operation, irrigation law, and management of vur water resources. 

This report includes two papers which were not presented during the 
sessions at Alamosa or the celebration at San Luis. They are added to 
round out, just a little, the historical picture of irrigation development 
in this State. 
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Frontispiece 

Modern diversion dam and automatically controlled headg.1.tes of the 
Rio Grande Canal at Del Norte, April 12, 1952. 
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Program of Irrigation Centennial 
at Alamosa 

Tue.sday, April 8, 1952 

10:00 a.m. Call to order by Dr. Charles A. Lory, General Chairman of 
the Governor's Committee. 

Introduction of Ivlr. Dave Mathias, Deputy State Engineer, 
Monte Vista, Session Chairman. 

Invocation -- Reverend Herbert Melville, Pastor First 
Presbyterian Church, Nonte Vista. 

10:20 a.m. Early History of Irrigation in Colorado and the Doctrine 
of Appropriations--Judge A. W. McHendrie, Pueblo. 

11:20 a.m. Development of Water Administration in Colorado--M. C. 
Hinderlider, State Engineer of Colorado, Denver. 

12:20 p.m. Recess for Lunch. 

2:00 p.m. Call to Order and Introduction of Fred Christensen, San 
Luis Valley Pioneer, Session Chairman. 

Invocation--

2:20 p.m. Address by His Excellency Governor Dan Thornton. 

3:30 p.m. Poudre Valley Contributions to Colorado Irrigation 
Practice--John C. NcKinnon, Associate Professor of 
History, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
Fort Collins. 

4:20 p.m. Adjourn for the Day. 

Wednesday, April 9 

10:00 a.m. Call to order by General Chairman Lory. 

Introduction of President N. William Newsom, Adams State 
College, Session Chairman. 

Invocation--Reverend Joe Medina, Spanish Presbyterian 
Church, Alamosa. 

10:20 a.m. Possibilities of Ditch Consolidations in the Future-
Royce J. Tipton, Consulting Engineer, Denver. 

11:20 a.m. Underground Water Resources of Colorado--William E. Code, 
Irrigation Engineer, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical 
College,.Fort Collins. 

12:20 p.m. Recess for Lunch. 
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2:00 p.m. Call to order by General Chairman Lory. 

Introduction of George Corletty Former Lieutenant Governor 
and Irrigation Attorney, Monte Vista, Session Chairman. 

Invocation--Reverend Donald Grooters, First Methodist Church, 
Alamosa. 

2:20 p.m. Importance of Return Flow to Colorado Irrigators--Ralph L. 
Parshall, Irrigation Engineer, Retired, Colorado Agricultural 
and Mechanical College. 

3:20 p.m. The 160-Acre Limitation in U. S. Reclamation Law--Jean s. 
Breitenstein, Attorney to Colorado Water Conservation Board, 
Denver. 

4:20 p.m. Adjourn for Banquet. 

Banquet 

7:00 p.m. Adams State College Cafeteria. 
Toastmaster, ~Jilliam E. Morgan, President, Colorado Agri
cultural and Nechanical College, Fort Collins. 

Invocation, Dr. Ira Richardson, President Emeritus, Adams 
State College, Alamosa. 

Banquet speaker, Judge Clifford H. Stone, Director, 
Colorado Water Conservation Beard, Denver. 

Subject--Future Irrigation Developments in Col0rado. 

ITT iiJiiORI..LJVI 

Clifford H. Stone, 1888-1952. Kno·Hn to all, far and wide as ttJudge.n 
He served as Director of the Colorado v·Jater Conservation Board from 
its establishment in 1937 until his death on October 22, 1952. He 
was instrumental in amicably clearing away every major controversy 
regarding water flo~·1ing from Colorado into neighboring states. He 
was a martyr to the cause of water development and use, and left a 
vacancy that may be long in the filling. 
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Invocation--Reverend J. 1. Iviedina 

Emmanuel Presbyterian 0hurch 
Alamosa, Colorado 

"Most gracious God, our Heavenly Father, who hast blessed 
the peoples of the world with the resources of the good earth; 
accept our thanks, we humbly beseech Thee, for the rich land 
given unto us for an inheritance. 

We thank Thee for Thy favor shown unto our fathers, and 
for Thy faithfulness continued unto their children. ~Je thank 
Thee for the vision and the faithfulness of those in the past 
who have labored diligently to develop and conserve the great 
resources of our land. We thank Thee for the fields they 
carved out of the forests and the wastelands, for the ditches 
they dug to water the dry lands, and bJess the people with the 
fruits of cultivated fields. We thank Thee for the rain and 
the snow that quench the thirst of the things we plant, and 
make the grass and the plants grow, to nourish and sustain the 
birds of the air, the beasts of the fields, and the people of 
the world. 

And today we thank Thee for the stewardship of the land 
and of the resources of the earth. Awaken us, we pray Thee, to 
the importance of our stewardship; give us the vision and the 
wisdom necessary to so use the land, the water and all other 
resources entrusted into our keeping, that all mankind may 
come to have a good life; and grant us the love and devotion 
for this good land of ours that will move us to protect it 
from the exploitation of the greedy, and from those who would 
destroy it. 

Give us the mind and the spirit of Christ, we beseech 
Thee, which will enable us to love Thee as the giver of all 
good and perfect gifts, and make us true and faithful stewards 
of all Thy blessings. 

Send Thy Holy Spirit to guide this gathering, and bless 
especially the leaders who will guide the thinking of the 
group. Grant them wisdom that they may be able to pass to 
others the knowledge they possess on the best uses of irrigation 
water. 

This we ask in the name of Jesus Christ, our Lord and 
Savior.n 

Amen 
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Opening Statement by Chairman Lory 

As chairman of Governor Thornton's Committee for planning 
the celebration of the Centennial of Irrigation in Colorado, I 
have the honor of calling the meeting to order and giving you a 
brief outline of the plans of the Committee. 

These include four sessions in cooperation with the Irriga
tion Institute of Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College 
and a banc_;_uet Uednesday evening here in Alamosa Hhere the splendid 
facilities of Adams State College were offered the Committee by 
President N. ~'lilliam Ne1rrsom; an all-day meeting in San Luis 
Thursday, April 10, vJhere as guests of the citizens of the oldest 
town in Colorado you will take part in a parade, the dedication of 
the monument on the bank of the San Luis Peoples Ditch, a program 
at the San Luis Branch of Adams State College and motorcade through 
the beautiful Culebra Valley. Chairman A. J. Hamman of the Exten
sion Service, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College, and his 
Program Committee have prepared a program which assures your 
attendance at every session~ and he and Luther Bean, local member 
of the Committee on Arrangements have everything in readiness for 
our meeting. 

The General Committee limited the Institute programs to 
2-hour sessions each forenoon and afternoon and ruled out evening 
sessions, so you have ample time for visiting, reminiscing and 
planning. 

Outstanding leaders in irrigation will preside as chairmen 
of the four Institute sessions. 

The flags of the nations governing the region where irriga
tion began one hundred years ago in Colorado--Spain, Nexico, and 
The United States--and the Colorado State flag, are loaned by the 
Historical Society of Colorado. 

Since the Irrigation Centennial Celebration is held during 
Holy ldeek, and in gro-vling crops under irrigation -vrhere natural 
rainfall is supplemented with water supplied through human effort, 
the irrigation farmer is really cooperating vJith the Lord, there
fore, in reverence and thanksgiving, all sessions of the celebra
tion will be opened with prayer. 

I now have the pleasure of introducing the Chairman of this 
session, the son of a pioneer family in the San Luis Valley, an 
alumnus of Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College, and 
Deputy State Engineer, Dave 11athias of Honte Vista. 
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Surmnary of Address by Governor Dan T:1.ornton at the ,')an Luis 
Valley Irrigation Centennial Celebration 

ladies and Gentlemen: 

For me, it is a singular honor to be 
able to speak here at Colorado's centennial 
recognition of irrigation. v'ie usually think 
of water problems as those of the future, 
but here in retrospect we pause long enough 
to look back upon the foresight and judgment 
of our previous generc.tions and see vrha t we 
have reaped from their ideas. It is fitting 
and important that we recognize and compli
ment our forefathers for starting irrigation 
here in the San Luis Valley and other sections 
of the Centennial State. Uater is our most 

Jan Thornton important natural resource, and we should feel 
grateful to our pioneer ancestors for their vision in recognizing this 
fact. It is sincerely hoped that our Hork and our plan..Yiing of today is as 
beneficial to our coming generations as this early planning has been to us. 

~lhen I learned of the possibility of having this recognition ceremony, 
I was happy and pleased to appoint the Governor's Cormnittee to make neces
sary plans for an adequate and eventful celebration. Furthermore, I was 
especially pleased to include Dr. Lory of Fort Collins because he has had 
a long and unprecedented career in our State. He and all members of the 
Committee have worked long and diligently, and I am certain that this 
celebration 1rill go doun in the record books as one of the most historic, 
colorful, and interesting celebrations in Colorado. 

I have a deep and abiding faith for people who work with the soil 
and Colorado's greatest resource --water. Irrigation has given the San 
Luis Valley and other areas of Colorado its prosperity, and we must learn 
to make use of every drop of water and develop that use for the economic 
development of the State. We must learn how to better become custodians 
of our resources and that proper care -vrill assure plenty and provide for 
future generations. A good measure of our citizenship is hmv we stack up 
as custodians of our natural resources, of v-;rhich Hater is one. 

Cne of the greatest and responsibility ahead of not 
only in Colorado but the nation, is to think in terms of production and 
not ]_n terms of destruction. ·vie can look for~trard to a greater America and 
better Horld v-Jhen all people become affirmative in such thoughts. 

have made use of this natural resource of ·Hater through 
demccratic processes and vre need not change our system of government to 
fu.:"-the:: develop this resource--Tve do not need social reforms or any other 
"ism11 for the people to continue to vJork our problems to make our v::Jay of 
life better in the future. 

We do need to develop our knowledge and technics together, particular
ly in our schools of higher learning, such as Colorado A & H College, where 
principles of irrigation practice, irrigation laws and similar subjects are 
taught to our oncoming generations. This is vitally needed because water 
resources play the greatest role in Colorado prosperity. 
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1. Toastmaster W. E. Morgan introduces General Chairman, Charles 
A. Lory. 

2. Speaker's table and a corner of the banquet. 

3. Another view of the banquet. 

4. Upper right-President Morgan, Judge A. w. McHendrie and President 
Emeritus, Charles A. Lory discuss water development. 
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The Early History Irrigation in Colorado, 
and the Doctrine of Appropriation. 

Judge A .W. McHendrie 
Irrigation Attorney, Pueblo, Colorado 

As a background for a brief discussion of the above subject, permit 
me to suggest that throughout the world the history of civilization is 
the history irrigation. 

When primitive man first emerged from savagery, ceased to live a 
nomadic life, dependent upon the slaughter of animals and upon wild 
fruits and vegetables, for subsistence, the cultivation and conservation 
of these vegetable products was the first step in his upward journey. 
This in turn was based upon the artificial application of water in the 
irrigation of those crops. This was true because first attempts 
along this were confined to the more salubrious and gentle climates 
of the semiarid regions. The research and study of prehistoric civiliza
tion by students, scholars and archaeologists have definitely establish
ed that for centuries before the beginning of recorded history, irriga
tion of vast areas of land for the support of a large population, was 
the basis of food production for the major portion of the then inhab-
itants of the globe. In the valleys of the , the Euphrates and 
other large streams, irrigation was practiced on a tremendous at 
least 2,000 years before the of Christ. In the Valley of the 
alone, there then existed systems of canals and reservoirs 
more extensive, perhaps, than any such systems in operation to-day. It 
is known that this civilization perished because of some impairment or 
failure of the water supply; what occasions this failure is wholly a 
matter of speculation and conjecture. 

any event it is known that the practice of irrigated agriculture 
was transmitted by the Moors to Spain, and in turn by the Spaniards to 
the Western hemisphere in their conquest of this continent following its 
discovery by Columbus. The Spanish conquistadores brought the experience, 
knowledge and practice of irrigation to the southern portion of North 
America, although these pioneers found in their first explorations in 
that region, tribes of Pueblo Indians, the successors of cliffdwellers, 
depending upon irrigation for the production of a major part of their 
food. 

And particularly connected with the present consideration, 
Spaniards constructed and successfully operated irrigation works 
what is now the of New Mexico, many years before the 
Fathers landed at Plymouth Rock, and the descendants of those hardy and 
enterprising pioneers in turn brought irrigation to Colorado. 

In passing, it might be observed that it is always has been 
corr~on knowledge, that the successful growing of crops depends upon the 
application to those crops, moisture, either by natural precipitation 
or by the artificial application of water to fertile lands by means of 
irrigation. As a convenient yard stick for the land requirements of 
water supply, some students have divided the land areas into four major 
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zones, more or less arbitrarily, and of course overlapping and subject to 
some deviations of climatic conditions. They have divided the regions in 
which agriculture is the basis of the occupancy of the land, into the arid, 
semi-arid, sub-humid and humid regions. The arid region is, roughly, 
that area where the average annual precipitation is less than 10 inches; 
in that region nothing of food value can be grown without the artificial 
application of water by irrigation. The semi-arid region consists of 
those areas in which the average annual pr.ecipitation is from 10 to 15 
inches; in those areas some food products, such as pasturage for domestic 
animals, are grown without irrigation, but no substantial or dependable 
agriculture can be carried on without irrigation. The sub-humid region 
is that area where the average annual precipitation is from 15 to 20 
inches. In those areas many crops can be successfully grown in most 
years, without irrigation. The humid region consists of that area where 
the average annual precipitation is above 20 inches. In those areas, in 
the temperate zone, practically all food crops can be successfully 
produced with only the natural rain and snow fall. The State of Colo
rado, insofar as agriculture is a factor, lies within the semi-arid zone. 

The history of irrigation in Colorado consists in part of recorded 
documentary evidence; in part, of the diaries, letters and articles 
written by early explorers and other contemporary, and usually, temporary, 
sojourners in this region; also, in part, we have the tales and traditions 
passed on from generation to generation orally. Depending upon all of 
these sources of information, we can be reasonably sure that we may draw 
a fairly accurate picture of the history of irrigation in this State, 
from which it will be noted that the history of the development and 
progress of settlement and civilization in Colorado, follows quite 
closely the world-wide pattern fixed by the first civilized inhabitants 
of the Orient. 

Coming more directly to the subject of this discussion, the first 
attempt at irrigation within the present confines of Colorado, by 
civilized peoples, as distinguished from the prehistoric efforts of the 
original natives thereof, is an effort undertaken in the summer of 1787. 
In that summer when the founding fathers of constitutional government 
were struggling in the City of Philadelphia to draft the Constitution 
of the United States of America, one Juan Bautista de Anzi (or Anza}, 
then Governor of the Spanish Province of New Mexico, known as the "Great 
colonizer," entered into a treaty with the Jupe tribe of Comanche 
Indians. As a part of that program he sent a group of some 20 Spanish 
farmers and artisans to initiate with this Indian tribe a colony, known 
as "San Carlos de Jupes," on the banks of the San Carlos or St. Charles 
River near its confluence with the Arkansas River, then known as Nepesta, 
about 8 miles east of the present city of Pueblo. These men, with the 
help of their Indian collaborators, constructed some twenty houses, 
broke up and put into cultivation a fairly large tract of land adjacent 
thereto, and built a ditch taking its water from the river for the 
irrigation of this tract. Documentary evidence of this colonization 
project is extant in the archives of early New Mexico. The project, 
however, was not too successful. The Indians did not take kindly to 
living in the houses built for them, nor were they enthusiastic over the 
manual labor involved in the cultivation and irrigation of crops. After 
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the lapae of a year or two, and the advent into New Mexico of a 
successor to Governor Anzi, the project was abandoned. 

The next attempt at irrigation of which we have reasonably 
authentic information, was made by the Bent Brothers. Upon the construc
tion of Bent's Fort on the North Bank of the Arkansas River, about mid
way between the present cities of La Junta and Las Animas, in the year 
1832, a ditch was built taking its water from the river for the irriga
tion of about 40 acres of land lying in a bend of the river and between 
the Fort and the north bank of the stream. This acreage was plowed and 
planted to corn, beans, squash and melons, cultivated and irrigated. 
According to the stories of contemporary occupants of the Fort, the 
production was quite good, but the harvests were practically a failure. 
This was due to the fact that the tribes of Indians who congregated and 
camped near the Fort, during the growing season, either purposely or 
inadvertently permitted their ponies to invade, graze upon and destroy 
the growing crops. After a few years the project was abandoned. 

The next irrigation enterprise as to which we have fairly reliable 
information, was begun about the year 1841 at the settlement near the 
mouth of the Fountain River, by a group of trappers and mountain men, 
with their Mexican and Indian mates, known as "The Pueblo" - the 
progenitor of the present City of Pueblo. These men put a considerable 
acreage into cultivation and irrigated the land by waters taken from the 
Fountain. They continued this program quite successfully each year 
until on Christmas Day, 1854, the Fort was attacked by a presumably 
friendly tribe of Indians, and the inhabitants were practically exter
minated. 

There is also some contemporary reference to a similar settlement 
on the banks of the Greenhorn, a tributary of the St. Charles, 30 miles 
south of the present City of Pueblo, with the irrigation of a consider
able tract of land begun in about the year 1841 or '42 and continuing 
for at least several years. 

The next irrigation enterprise as to which we have quite complete 
record evidence, was that of the construction of the John Hatcher Ditch 
on the East bank of the Picketwire River or El Rio de Las Animas 
Perdidas en Purgatorio, about 20 miles down stream from the present 
City of Trinidad, in September, 1846. This ditch·was built by John 
Hatcher, foreman for the Bent Brothers, for the purpose of growing food 
for the ox teams engaged in freighting between Bent's Fort and Taos, 
New Mexico. In April, 1847, water was turned into this ditch for the 
irrigation of about 60 acres of land planted in corn. In the Fall of 
that year the Indians raided this ranch, destroyed the crops, and ran 
Hatcher and his employees out of the country. During the next 15 or 
18 years, from time to time, individuals squatted upon this land and 
farmed or attempted to farm the original 60 acres, with considerable 
success. Usually, however, they got into difficulties with the Indians, 
and abandoned the effort. In the early t60s a man by the name of 
Lewellyng settled upon that land, reopened the ditch, and again put 
into cultivation the original 60 acres, and continuously occupied the 
farm and irrigated this acreage for many years. In the year 1881, at 
the first adjudication proceedings brought in that Water District, the 



evidence of the appropriation was submitted to the court by sworn 
testimony of witnesses familiar with the history of that ditch from its 
inception. An attempt was made to have a priority awarded to the ditch 
as of September, 1846, but the trial court held that there was no 
privity of interest or title between the original appropriator and the 
then claimant, and accordingly fixed the priority date as of the year 
1864. However, the appropriation originally made has been used and still 
is being used, for the reclamation and use of the 60 acres first put under 
irrigation by Hatcher. 

So far as I have been able to determine from such investigation 
and research as I have been able to make, the foregoing is a brief out
line of the history of irrigation in Colorado down to the date of the 
construction of the San Luis Peoples' Ditch, the irrigation enterprise, 
the celebration of the lOOth anniversary of which is the occasion for 
this meeting. 

Beginning with the year 1860 and following the gold rush of 1859, 
a great influx of people familiar with the practice of irrigation in 
New Iviexico for generations, came into Colorado and immediately construct
ed more or less extensive irrigation works. This was not only true in 
the valley of the Rio Grande, the Picketwire, the Greenhorn and the 
Fountain, the three latter being tributaries to the Arkansas River, but 
to a less extent was also carried on in northern Colorado. The develop
ment, how·ever, in southern Colorado, was quite extensive; on the Picket
vvire, for instance, the average or normal flow of that stream during the 
irrigation season was completely appropriated by the year 1864. 

Subsequently the great irrigation systems on the Platte and its 
tributaries, the Arkansas and its tributaries and the Rio Grande and its 
tributaries, were constructed and have continually expanded, and are 
still expanding, furnishing the foundation and basis for the greater 
part of the economic wealth and welfare of the State of Colorado. 

In the process of this development Colorado was the pioneer in the 
adoption of what is known as the doctrine of the priority of appropria
tion for the beneficial use of the w·aters of the streams; or "first in 
time, first in right.n This was a distinct departure from the common 
law theory of riparian rights: that is, that the owner or occupant of 
the lands immediately adjacent to a natural stream was entitled to have 
that stream continue to flow past his holdings, undiminished in quantity 
and unimpaired in quality. The riparian right doctrine, of course, was 
never practically adaptable to the proper and economically feasible 
diversion, transportation and beneficial use of water for irrigation. 
The State of California attempted to apply this doctrine in the develop
ment of irrigation in that State, but it proved to be a failure, and 
that State has been more or less continually engaged in controversy and 
litigation throughout its existence. It now attempts to operate under 
a hybrid law, based in part on the riparian right doctrine, and in part 
on the doctrine of priority of appropriation. Their experience 
emphasizes the wisdom of those leaders and statesmen of the early days 
of Colorado, who made our laws conform to the necessities of the region, 
rather than attempting to guide and govern the utilization of a necessary 
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resource by the control of inapplicable, ancient legal doctrines. 

The first recognition by our lawmakers of the fact that in order to 
make the highest beneficial use of this essential resource, we must de
part from or modify the common law, occurred in the first session of our 
territorial legislature, late in the year 1861. At that session, and 
under date of November 5 of that year, an act was passed by the 
legislature in substance providing that the owner or occupant of land 
in the vicinity of, but not adjacent to, a flowing stream, had the right 
to construct a ditch over the lands lying between his land and the 
stream, for the purpose of diverting and using the waters thereof for 
irrigation. The act further provided that if the construction and 
operation of the ditch inflicted damage upon the owner of the lands 
which it traversed, the claimant would have the right to condemn a right 
of way over these lands, with the amount of damage to be assessed by a 
commission appointed by a Justice of the Feace. 

At succeeding sessions of the Territorial Legislature, between the 
years 1861 and 1866, various special acts were passed, granting charters 
to companies engaged in the construction and operation of irrigating 
ditches. On February 5, 1866, an act was passed, in the nature of 
special legislation, applicable only to this region. It is a quite 
unique and interesting law. It provides, in substance, that in the 
Counties of Costilla and Conejos the citizens thereof engaged in agri
cultural pursuits are authorized and empowered to hold an election on 
the first Monday of .i.viarch in each year, for the purpose of electing 
superintendents of acequias, to-wit, a superintendent for each and every 
Acequia Madre in the aforesaid counties. Only those persons in the 
occupation of lands adjoining the Acequia for farming purposes, were 
entitled to vote at these elections. The duties of the superintendent 
so elected are prescribed, which consist of keeping the ditch under his 
supervision in repair, and to that end he is empmvered to call upon each 
person using water from the ditch to contribute his share of the work 
necessary to keep the ditch in operation. It also provides for a fine 
of not less than $.a.oo or more than $5.oo, for any person failing to 
obey the call of the superintendent. 

An interesting provision of this law is that the superintendent shall 
provide an ample supply of water at all times for the benefit of the 
users of the ditch; and if he shall fail or neglect to do so, he shall be 
liable to a fine of not less than $5.00 nor more than $50.00; also if 
he shall wilfully neglect his duty in such manner that damage is done, 
he shall be liable for such damage, and in addition, to a fine of $25.00. 

It might be observed that said statute has never been directly 
repealed, and unless it is repealed by implication, as to which there is 
some doubt, it is still the law of the land. 

The provision making the superintendent liable to furnish to each 
user of water an ample supply at all times suggests an intriguing 
situation. The enforcement of this statute under present-day conditions 
would be interesting. I would suggest that water users under every ditch 
in these two counties proceed to elect a superintendent thereof, and then 
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hold him liable under this law for furnishing everybody at all times an 
adequate supply of water. I apprehend that this is one office for which 
there would be not many candidates. 

Of course, the next major step in the development of our irrigation 
laws, was the adoption of the constitutional provision in 1876, making 
a part of our organic law the doctrine of priority of appropriation. 
It has been said by our Supreme Court that this provision of the 
constitution was merely a recognition of the previous existing custom 
dictated by the "imperious necessit~' of bringing the life giving waters 
to the thirsty land. 

Following the adoption of the Constitution, and in the year 1879, 
the Legislature passed an act providing a procedure for defining, fixing 
and establishing the relative rights of appropriators in accordance with 
the date of each appropriation. This act was very shortly after its 
passage declared by the Supreme Court unconstitutional in part. In the 
next session of the Legislature, in 1881, the defects in the act of '79 
were remedied. From that date to the present, with modifications and 
amendments not specially far reaching or drastic, we are capturing, 
utilizing and developing the water supplies of our State, demanded by 
expanding agricultural needs. 

It will be seen that the inhabitants of Colorado, from the very 
earliest date of its occupancy, have followed the cycle of the history of. 
civilization. Originally, the prosperity and very existence of those who 
were living in this arid region, were based upon the production of food 
by irrigation. Without this foundation the State would have been peopled 
only by the wandering tribes of nomad savages. 

There then followed the great boom of 1858 and '59, created by the 
discovery of precious minerals. This in time faded into comparative 
unimportance. This era was followed by the wide-flung range-cattle industry, 
which in turn gave way to the settlement of homesteads and similar farm 
uses. We then had a period of growth, based largely upon the develop-
ment of the great bituminous coal fields, and related industry. Those 
are no longer of prime importance in the economy of the State. Now, as in 
the beginning, the creation of taxable wealth, the prosperity and growth 
of towns and cities, the development of far-flung transportation systems, 
are all dependent upon the continued spread of agriculture; and that in 
turn upon the utilization of our water supplies through irrigation systems. 

So, these hardy, far-sighted and courageous pioneers who 100 years 
ago made it their first task to construct the San Luis Peoples' Ditch, 
builded better than they knew. No shaft of purest marble, no lofty edifice 
of stone and steel, no tablet of bronze or gold, can constitute a 
monument to forever commemorate their achievement, comparable with the 
acequia dug through the desert of sand and sage by the toil and vision of 
those people whose memory we today honor. 
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A Century of the Development of Water Administration in Colorado 

M. c. Hinderlider 
Colorado State Engineer, Denver, Colo. 

In the presentation of this address, I hope you will bear with me 
in touching upon many items which, more properly, should be presented 
by an attorney rather than an engineer. 

The subject which has been assigned to the speaker however, is in
separably associated with fundamental principles of law and legal pro
cedures upon which the administration of the public waters of our State 
are based, and with which those who are charged with the administration 
thereof, must be guided. 

Within the time available, it is possible in this presentation to 
include only some of the more important aspects of this subject and 
matters relating thereto. 

Many years ago, one of the great Associate Justices of the Supreme 
Court of the United States; namely, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, made 
this statement: 11A river is more than an amenity - it is a treasure 
that offers a necessity of life that must be rationed among those who 
have power over it. n 

I have often recalled that statement because it so admirably covers, 
in a few words, the subject of my talk to you on this occasion; partic
ularly, as it applies to an arid or semi-arid region such as is our State. 

The greatest problem with which man has had to contend, has been 
that of food supplies. This shadow from time immemorial, has laid as a 
pall upon al] nations of the earth, unless it be our own fortunate 
America. No other people have escaped the ravages of famine, that dread 
scourge of nations. With the passing of time are we to be less fortunate? 
Future generations only, can answer this question. 

It is of peculiar significance that since advancement comes through 
incessant urgings, often impelled by necessity, civilization had its 
awakening in a country plagued with sterility, where the ever present 
spectre of hunger stalked the footsteps of early man, and stimulated his 
sluggish mentality into devising artificial means for supplementing his 
food supplies by correcting nature's deficiencies. 

It is also of significance, that civilization made its greatest 
strides in regions where irrigation is necessary to existence, and 
advanced or receded, with the growth or decadence of its agricultural 
activities. 

Agriculture by irrigation, antidates recorded history and is prob
ably one of the oldest occupations of civilized man. The time and place 
of its origin remain unknown. 

The early hieroglyphic records of the Pharaohs 2,500 years before 
Christ, record the great achievements of irrigation which made Egypt the 
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granary of the civilized norld, and the most opulent country of its time, 
while the earliest chronicle of irrigation along the Euphrates is that of 
King Hammurabi, one of the greatest monarchs of Babylonian history, and 
perhaps a contemporarJ of Abraham. graven inscriptions record the 
beneficient effects of irrigation in ancient Chaldea more than 4,000 years 
ago, in the following lines: 

HI have made the canal of Hammurabi a blessing for the people of 
Shumir and Accad. I have distributed the waters by branch canals over 
the desert plains. I have made water flow in the dry channels and have 
given an unfailing supply to the people. I have changed desert plains 
into well-watered lands. I have ~ivcn thEm fertility and plenty ar;.d 
rr.ade them the abcde of happir:ess.n 

The pomp and glory of those people and nations of antiquity -vrhose 
civilization reached beyond the dawn of history are no more, doubtless 
due to the decadence of their irrigation institutions. 

Hardly less remarkable have been the centuries old civilizations 
developed in the ancient countries of Persia, India and even South 
America, and the more modern civilizations of Rome, Athens, and Carthage 
1fhich depended upon the results of irrigation practices in Italy, Greece, 
and Northern Africa. 

Later civilizations of Egypt and India were saved only by the 
restoration and extension of former irrigation institutions, while the 
more modern civilizations of Italy, France and Spain could not survive 
were it not for intensive agricultural practices made possible by irriga
tion. 

Within the past 300 years, this great civilizing agency has played 
no small part in reclaiming a large portion of our own continent. As a 
result of the early settlements of the Spaniards in Mexico which later 
extended northward into what is now the United States, may yet be seen 
the beneficent effect of irrigation in that country. Today, our own 
irrigation practices and institutions developed within the memory of 
living man, have been the most potent factor in the carving of a mighty 
empire from a dreary wilderness accounted by one of our former Presidents, 
tta habitation fit only for roaming Indians and wild beasts.u 

The changes wrought by irrigation in the western portion of the 
United States in the last half century have been scarcely less than 
marvelous. In areas once regarded as forbidding deserts are found the 
highest priced farm lands on the continent, and great cities have been 
reared in these former solitudes. The present age has brought a larger 
and truer conception of the value of the arid west, and of the tre
mendous part this region is to have in the industrial life and security 
of our country. 

Many of these present are familiar with the history of irrigation 
institutions and practices in Colorado, and with the marvelous trans
formations they have brought about. How, from the earliest attempts at 
reclaiming the narrow strips of bottom lands in this valley and in the 
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vicinity of Fort Collins and Greeley, the science and art of irrigation 
practices were extended by the bolder spirits to the reclamation of 
greater areas of land far-removed from the local source of water supplies; 
how men of vision later foreseeing the exhaustion of the normal stream 
flow, conceived and brought about the existence of a great system of stor
age reservoirs for equalizing stream flows; and finally, as the need for 
greater supplies became manifest, pierced the mountains with eA~ensive 
tunnels, and by the use of many miles of great canal systems, supplemented 
their 1 ocal supplies by diversions from foreign drainage areas; and lJhen 
it seemed that individual and corporate ability had been exhausted, the 
Federal Government was appealed to to construct huge systems of storage 
and distribution beyond the ability of individuals and corporations to 
finance. These great accomplishments have not been consummated without 
hindrances and discouragements, yet have gone forward under conditions, 
economically both fair and foul, during periods cfhibh mortality to rail
ways, banking institutions, mining and manufacturing industries. 

Such have been the transformations wrought vTi thin the brief span of 
a single life. 

We, as a young Nation, inherited many of our basic laws from England, 
our Mother country, which as jn most humid regions, recognized the Com
mon law doctrine of riparian o\mership VThich, among other things, pro
vides that one owning land adjacent to, or abutting on a stream, is vested 
with the right to have the waters thereof flow past his land substantially 
undiminished in quantity or quality. That he may take therefrom only so 
much of the tvater as may be required to meet the needs of his household 
and livestock; but should he take an additional amount over and above 
those requirements, he must return the excess amount to the stream before 
it leaves his land. 

Our forefathers realized that such a theory is not applicable to an 
arid or semi-arid region where the maximum consumptive use of the water 
is necessary to produce food products and to sustain life. So in fram
ing the Constitution of our State, our forefathers repudiated the 
Doctrine of riparian olmership as it applies to the use of water, and 
adopted vrhat is knovm as the ttDoctrine of Appropriation, n which is now 
the recognized law in seventeen of our western States. Thirteen other 
states have recognized this principle by legislative enactments. 
Colorado, as I recall, with t-vm or three exceptions, is the only State 
of the Hest tvhich has this announced principle written into its consti tu
tion. 

The Appropriative Doctrine was first announced in 1872 in the case 
of Yunker vs. Nichols, as reported in the First Colorado Reports of our 
Supreme Court. 

The Terri tory of Colorado vias created by Act of Congress out of 
lands which were then parts of the States or Territories of Kansas, 
Nebraska, Utah and Uew Hexico. Local customs -vri th respect to the use 
of Hater tvhich had developed )rior to ti1at time involved important 
questions relative to the rights of different appropriators, both as to 
quantity and time of use. These differences later resulted in the noted 
decision of the Territorial Supreme Court, in Yunker vs. Nichols in 1872. 
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This vias the first case in which the Riparian Doctrine which existed in 
the humid. regions of the East, was held to be not applicable to the 
necessities of an arid region. 

The question of Riparian Ownership vs. The Doctrine of Appropria
tion was definitely decided 10 years later in the case of Coffin vs. The 
Lefthand Ditch Company, wherein the Supreme Court of Colorado announced 
the Doctrine of Appropriation as being the only doctrine applicable to 
this State. 

The foregoing provlslons of the Constitution which are unique, con
stitute the basis upon which the irrigation laws, Court decisions and 
procedure relative to the administration of same, are founded. 

In 1879, the Legislature enacted the so-called trirrigation Statutett 
to give effect to the aforementioned provisions of our Constitution. 

In 1881, the above Act was supplemented by such additional pro
visions as "experience had demonstrated to be expedient and necessary 
to the welfare of the agricultural interests and the quiet,orderly and 
economical distribution of the waters of the State." 

Our Supreme Court has held that an appropriation of water is an 
"Intent to take for some useful purpose, accompanied by some open physical 
demonstration of the intent. n The Court has also held that it is an 
n Incorporeal hereditament; n that is, 11 someti1ing that may be subject to 
being inherited. 11 

A water right in this State is also a 11 usufruct 11 which means, 11 the 
r.ight to use someti1ing belonging to another without rna terially impair
ing the substance thereof." The Courts have also held that its con
tinued enjoyment is dependent upon reasonably continuous beneficial use 
thereof. It is a property right, and may be lost through abandonment 
which, however, is a matter or question of intent that must be proven. 
In Wyoming and some other western States, the established non-use of 
water for irrigation and possibly for other beneficial uses, over a 
given period of years, constitutes abandonment. 

In this State, a water right is not necessarily appurtenant or 
attached to any particular piece of land to which it has been applied. 

Und~r our Constitution, one does n~t own the water; he merely has 
the right to take from the source of supply, sufficient water to meet 
his daily needs vli thin the limit of his decree, and in accordance vii th 
the date of priority thereof as established by the Court. Any time he 
does not need the entire amount of water decreed to his ditch, he must 
leave the remainder in the stream for the use of others who may be in 
need of it. 

Authority to determine questions of the relative rights of appro
priators, is vested exclusively in the several District Courts of our 
State, which have original jurisdiction over such matters. These 
adjudication proceedings are not ordinary court proceedings, but are 
in the nature of -vrhat is known as 11 sui generis, u which means "unique or 
peculiar in itself, or of its own kind.n 
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When the Court finally enters a decree, a certified copy of the same 
is required to be filed with the State Engineer and with the local water 
officials within a prescribed period following the entry of the same. 
These Court decrees are the sole rule and guide which must be followed by 
the water officials in the administration of the water rights of our 
State. The water officials may not administer any waters to appropriators 
whose claims have not been adjudicated by the Courts. 

The decrees of the Courts, among other things, fix the points of 
diversion at the sources of supply, the amount of water in second-feet 
or acre-feet, the date of priority thereof and the purpose for which the 
1-1ater is decreed. 

There are two types of decrees, Absolute and Conditional. An 
Absolute decree is not subject to attack following a lapse of 2 to 4 
years from the date of entry thereof, except for certain specified 
reasons. A Conditional decree is subject to modification or revocation 
by the Court at any time prior to becoming absolute. 

The water officials must administer conditional decrees as if they 
were absolute until such time as the District Court has amended, revoked 
or·made them absolute in a further proceeding. 

There are two kinds of uses recognized by law. One applies to flow
ing water decreed for direct application or use, which is measured in 
cubic feet per second of time; the other applies to water for storage 
purposes which is measured either in Gubic- or acre-feet. Neither of 
these two kinds of uses may be converted into the other kind without the 
prior consent of the Court. 

Within the past 73 years, many laws relating to the appropriation, 
use and administration of the waters of our State have been enacted. 
With few exceptions, the constitutionality of these laws have been 
litigated and construed by more thar- four hundred decisions of the Supreme 
Court of our State. As a result, practically every principle in law 
designed to control the use of the waters of our State and the administra
tion thereof, has been well established. 

The law permits changes in decreed points of diversion, or transfers 
of water from one ditch to another but such changes must have the prior 
approval of the Court. 

Under our laws, the water is not necessarily attached to the land, 
but may be transferred from one area to another, which makes for a more 
efficient use thereof. In times ofshortage, water may be rotated between 
the water users under a ditch. It cannot, however, be rotated between 
ditches. 

The laws permit exchanges to be made between flowing and stored 
water by which, one may take water to which a senior appropriator is then 
entitled, by delivering to the senior appropriator an equivalent quantity 
both in time and in amount. 

\ie also have what is known as the 11 Loan Statute," which I have felt 
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is a Hphoneyn thing. It provides that ditches taking water from the same 
stream, may exchange with, or loan to another for a limited time, the 
1-1ater to tvhich they may be entitled. Our Supreme Cvurt, hoirJ"ever, has 
held that t-Jhen a ·vrater user has no immediate need for his water, he must 
leave the same in the stream. It would, therefore, appear that he would 
have nothing to exchange or loan. 

There is also a lavJ relating to the appropriation of the t·raters of 
springs, which provides that the mvner of the land upon Hhich a spring 
arises, has the first right to appropriate the waters thereof. Our 
Supreme Court, ho11ever, has held that if the waters of the spring, 
left unhindered in their movement, would reach a natural water course, 
they are a part of the waters thereof, and therefore, may not be taken 
except in order of priority t<Jith all decreed appropriators on the stream 
to which the spring is tributary, whether by surface flows or as perco
lating underground water. 

Colorado has no laws specifically relating to shallow underground 
waters, although numerous attempts to enact legislation on this impor
tant subject have been made in recent years. Our Supreme Court has held 
that all waters, whether surface or underground in character, if left 
unhindered in their movements would eventually reach som~water course, 
are a part of the waters of such water course the moment they start on 
their transit. There are two laws relating to artesian waters and the 
use and control thereof which are virtually ineffective for lack of 
administrative authority. 

Under our laws, one may not unduly waste water to the detriment of 
another appropriator and the water officials are charged with the duty of 
preventing such waste. 

Another important law relates to the use of the natural stream 
channels of the State, as carriers for transmitting water stored in an 
upstream reservoir to points downstream, for delive~ to ditches or to 
other reservoirs. This law provides that the owner of the reservoir 
shall be subject to a penalty to cover losses in transit from the 
reservoir to point of delivery, which the State Engineer is required to 
determine. · 

One of the most important responsibilities of the State Engineer is 

\ 

that of passing upon the adequacy of Plans and Specifications covering 

1 
the construction of all reservoir dams, the maximum height of Nhich ex
ceed 10 feet, or v1hich tvill create a reservoir t.vith a surface area in 
excess of 20 acres. He is also charged with the responsibility of re-
quiring that such dams be maintained in a safe condition, and has 
authority to limit the stage of storage in a reservoir within 
which he considers to be safe. 

There is maintained in the State Engineer's office, an elaborate 
filing system which includes many thousands of claims of appropriations 
of water, and Court decrees. Also Plar.s and Specifications for nearly 
one thousand, nine hundred reservoir dams, for which a card index system 
must be currently maintained. 
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Among other things, the State Engineer is charged with the duty of 

administering five Inter-state River Compacts, or Treaties with sister 
States and three decrees of the Supreme Court of the United States, affect
ing the use of the waters of the State. He is also an ex-officio member 
of the State :~ater Conservation Board, the State Planning Commissi<~n, the 
State Irrigation District Commission, the Public Irrigation District Gam
mission, and the State Board of Registration for Professional Engineers 
and Land Surveyors. 

By Act of the Legislature in 1950, he is also charged with the duty 
of reporting to the vleather Control Commission, the results of all \'leather 
Uodification Activities in the State. 

It would be difficult if not. impossible, to definitely establish the 
date of the first practice of irrigation in Colorado. The construction of 
our earliest ditches are almost coincident with the arrival of the first 
pioneers. There are evidences which are found in the Mesa Verde area, of 
canals or ditches which were in existence prior to the advent of the white 
man in Colorado, and 1-vhich are said to have been built by Indian tribes 
that occupied the southerly and westerly portions of the State. Since 
Zebulon Pike, in the history of his expedition into this territory in 
1806, makes no mention of either canals or settlements, it may be assumed, 
that 1~th the exception of canals which may have been constructed in pre
historic times, no irrigation occurred in Colorado prior to 1806. 

Present irrigation practices with few exceptions, were initiated 
immediately folloHing the era of the trappers and fur traders and coin
cident with the gold rushes of 1858-59. \t'Jhile there is substantial 
evidence which lvould indicate that there were instances of the practice 
of irrigation in a minor way, on the Purgatoire River and Hardscramble 
Creek in the Arkansas river basin and on St. Vrain Creek in northern 
Colorado in the early 1640's, such were of a temporary nature andre
sulted in no permanent developments. 

Although three or four ditches were built in the Arkansas and South 
Platte River valleys as early as 1859, no fewer than forty ditches were 
constructed in the San Luis Valley prior to the latter date, by the early 
Spanish-American emigrants from the Territory of Nevr Hexico. 

The ditch which has the earliest priority in this State is the San 
Luis People's Ditch, the Centennial celebration of which, is the 
auspicious and happy occasion for this gathering. This ditch was awarded 
a decree out of Culebra Creek for 21 second-feet and one out of Rito Seco 
Creek for 2 second-feet, both with dates of priority as of April 10, 1852. 
It has been asserted however, that work on these ditches was initiated 
as early as 1849. 

When G. H. Heap rode into this Valley on July 4, 1853, he is ~uoted 
as having stated that he arrived at a small village in Culebra inhabited 
by Hexicans where there were "nume-rous farms" which uere skillfully irri
gated. In his report of December 25, 1895, to State Engineer Sumner, 
Francis T. Anderson, Superintendent of Irrigation in San Luis Valley, 
stated that 11 for variety of crops and fertility of soil, ~vater District 
No. 24, is unexcelled.u 
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As disclosed by the records of the State Engineer•s office, the fol
lowing six ditches, all in Water District No. 24, are the oldest ones in 
Colorado, the priority dates of vihich, range from April 10, 1852 to April 
1854: 

Name of Ditch 

San Luis People's 
Ditch 

San Pedro Ditch 
Acquia Hadre Ditch 
Montez Ditch 
Vallejos Ditch 
Manzanarlo Ditch 

Creek 

Culebra and Rito 3eco 
Culehra and Rito Seco 
Costilla 
Rito Seco 
Vallejos 
Costilla 

Priority Amount 
No. Date Priority Decreed 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

April 10,1852 
April 1852 

1853 
August 1853 
N:arch 1854 
April 1854 

Second-feet 

23.00 
19.50 
22.50 
1.00 

17.00 
23.00 

I now come to the main subject on which I am supposed to talk; that 
is, the 11 History of Administration of the Public 1·Jater Supplies of 
Colorado." 

The Legislature in 1879, following the adoption of the Constitution 
in 1876, realized that there had to be some authority to administer the 
water decrees of the Courts, so it created a few ~later Districts through
out the State and the office of ~"later Commissioner. 

The law provides that a vlater District shall consist of all the lands 
irrigated by the waters diverted from a designated stream. There are now 
sixty-nine water districts in the State. 

From time to time, the Legislature has created Irrigation Divisions, 
of which there are now seven, each of which includes the drainage basin 
of a major river system or an integral part thereof. 

In 1884, the Legislature created the office of Irrigation Superin
tendent which name lias later changed to that of Irrigation Division Engineer. 
Each of these officials have supervision over the water commissioners in 
their respective irrigation divisions. 

These division engineers and water commissoners have certain pre
scribed duties, all of which pertain to the administration of the w-ater 
decrees in their respective divisions and water districts. 

For the proper correlation of the duties and activities of these 
officials, the Legislature in 1881 created the office of State Engineer, 
with general authority and supervision over all of the public 1·Jater 
supplies of the State and the administration thereof. 

There are eleven major stream systems of our State consisting of the 
Arkansas, Rio Grande, San Juan, Animas, Dolores, Gunnison, Colorado, vfhite, 
Yampa, North Platte and South Platte Rivers. 

The Arkansas River produces an average of 1,150,000 acre-feet of 
water per year, of w:nich 880,000 acre-feet are actually consumed within 
the State. 
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Th~ Rio Grande produces an average of 1,550,000 acre-feet, of which 
1,070,000 acre-feet are consumed Hithin the State. 

The North Platte River produces an average of 700,000 acre-feet, of 
which 125,000 acre-feet are consumed within tl1e State. 

The South Platte River Produces an average of 1,650,000 acre-feet, of 
of 'tvhich 1,350,000 acre-feet are consumed within the State. 

A minor watershed of the Kansas River produces approximately 200,000 
acre-feet, of vrhich about 10,000 acre-feet are consumed in the State. 

Colorado River and its many tributaries produce an average of 
11,960,000 acre-feet a year or about 70 percent of the total water pro
duced in the State, of which 4,760,000 acre-feet are consumed within the 
State. 

There is a great shortage of water on the Easte~n Slope of our State 
to meet present and future requirements. At the present time, there are 
thirty transmountain diversion projects, practically all of which divert 
water out of the Colorado River Basin into the Arkansas, Rio Grande and 
South Platte River Basins for the purpose of supplementing the water sup
plies of those basins. The oJdest of these transmountain diversions is 
the Ewing Placer Ditch which diverts water from the Colorado River Basin 
to the Arkansas River Basin. 

The principal transmountain diversion projects consist of the Laramie
Poudre Tunnel, Grand River Ditch, Skyline Ditch, Independence Pass ~~el 
and the Moffat and Jones Pass Tunnels owned by the City of Denver. 

These transmountain projects divert on the average, about 133,770 
acre-feet per year, which is but a fraction of what it will be possible to 
divert when all the transmountain diversion projects now under construc
tion or consideration have been completed. The largest transmountain 
diversion project, now nearing completion, is the Colorado-Big Thompson 
Project which is designed to divert, from the Colorado River into the South 
Platte River Basin, approximately 300,000 acre-feet of water per year. 

The City of Denver is engaged in driving a 23-mile tunnel to divert 
about 200,000 acre-feet of water per year out of the Colorado River Basin 
into the South Platte River Basin above Denver. 

The Bureau of Reclamation is making studies to determine the feasibil
ity and cost of diverting approximately 5oo,ooo acre-feet of 'tvater from 
the Colorado and Gunnison River basins to the Arkansas River basin to 
supply present and future needs in that basin. 

These projects are, and will be very costly. Their economic justi
fication will depend upon their ability to reimburse the costs thereof not 
only through the sale of water to the water users but also through the sale 
of hydro-electric energy. 

A law enacted in 1917 prohibits the diversion of water out of Colorado 
for use in another State. This requirement may be corrected only by 
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amend~ents to the present law~ by Inter-state Agreements or by decisions 
of the Supreme Court of the United States. Colorado novJ has seven ( 7) 
Inter-state Compacts covering the use of the waters of the major stream 
systems of the State. Inter-state uses of the Haters of all others are 
controlled by three decisions of t£1e Supreme Court of the United States. 

The present organization of the Division of ·~Jater Resources con
sists of the State Engineer, a principal Deputy State Engineer, three 
Special Deputies, Seven Division Engineers, one hundred fourteen -~vater 
Commissioners and Deputies, a Chief Hydrographer and five hydrographers, 
t-vro stenographers and an accountant. 

The office maintains, in cooperation with the United States Geo
logical Survey and other Federal Agencies, three hundred eight stream
gaging stations throughout the State, practically all of Hhich are 
equipped vrith automatic recording devices. In this connection, the 
hydrographic branch of the office makes many thousands of measurements 
each year of stream discharges and voluminous computations shm~ing the 
daily floHs thereof. It is also required to calibrate from time to 
time the measuring devices in ti1ousands of ditches throughout the State. 
In this connection, the State Engineer is authorized by laH to require 
that all canals and ditches, or any other facilities used for diverting 
water out of the public streams, maintain proper headgates and measuring 
devices and also automatic recorders, if need be, and for failure to do 
so, he is authorized to prevent diversions of water by such agencies. 

An important improvement in administrative procedure in recent 
years has resulted largely from the use of the Parshall measuring flume 
·krhich now has wide recognition and use as the most practical and accurate 
device for the measurement of vrater, especially under conditions with 
vJnich the uater officials are confronted. The advent of the automatic 
recorder and, more recently, means for transmitting currently, records 
therefrom, to the administrative officiam and the management of canals, 
ditches and reservoirs, has improved t~1e administration of our 
water supplies and has eliminated many former controversies between 
water users and the uater officials. 

Under the Act of 1879, a reservoir vras accorded the right to store 
any unappropriated 1·rater not then needed for immediate use for domestic 
or irrigation purposes. This provision of law was-so-administered by the 
water officials until the Supreme Court in the case of Park Reservoir vs. 
Hinderlider in 1935, held that it violated the superior provisions of the 
Constitution relating to the Doctrine of Priority of Appropriation and 
Use. 

The law of 1879 and Amendments thereto, authorizing the use of the 
natural stream che:mnels for conveying stored ~vater to loHer points of 
diversion, provide that the State Engineer shall determine the amount of 
losses in transit. Due to the many variable conditions which control 
such losses, this requirement has raised many difficult problems of ad
ministration. 

Hany ye:::rrs ago, the Legislature enacted a law creating an Irriga
tion and a Storage season. This Act Has later referred to the People, 
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and as a result, was discarded by a large majority. The Supreme Court 
has held that there is no such thing as an Uirrigation or Storage 
Season, 11 but that the right to the use of vTater, whether for direct 
application or for storage, depends entirely upon the priority dates 
thereof, regardless of the character of use. 

Another important phase of water administration, involves the right 
to store water decreed for direct use. 

In the case of Seven Lakes vs. New Loveland and Greeley Irrigation 
Company, decided in 1907, the Court held that an appropriation of water 
for direct irrigation may be temporarily stored for later use so long as 
the quantity stored, both in time and amount, does not exceed the former 
uses for direct irrigation. 

A later decision of the Supreme Court in Greeley-Loveland Irrigation 
Company vs. Farmer Pawnee Company, had the effect of reversing the fore
going decision, so ti1at the present law prohibits the storage of water 
decreed for immediate use. 

Another problem which is becoming increasingly important, is that 
involving the preferential right one may have to make an exchange of 
water at times when the natural flow of the stream is not sufficient to 
meet the requirements of all those who may at the same time, desire to 
avail themselves of this privilege. 

In 1944, a suit was in the District Court in Water District 
No. 11, against the water officials which, among other matters, involved 
the question of evaporation losses from the Sugar Loaf, Twin Lakes and 
Clear Creek Reservoirs wnich are located in the Upper Arkansas River 
Basin. Following weeks of testimony, the Court rendered a decision which 
required that the owners of these reservoirs be charged with losses due 
to evaporation from the surfaces thereof, affected decreed rights 
senior to those of the reservoirs. The Court directed the State Engineer 
to determine the amount of such losses monthly, and to release from the 
reservoirs to the streams, the equivalent quantity of water. The owners 
of the reservoirs did not elect to appeal the decision to the Supreme 
Court and hence, the judgment of the trial Court is limited to the three 
reservoirs in question. 

The involved computations to determine the evaporation losses each 
month requires one day's effort. It is interesting to contemplate the 
magnitude of the effort and time which would be required should the 
Legislature enact a law requiring such monthly determinations to be made 
for the hundreds of other channel reservoirs throughout the State. 

The placing of the local water officials under Civil Service has 
increased the efficiency of administration since it removes them from the 
pernicious effect of undue influence by those 1tTho may be seeking favors. 
A water official, through lack of a proper understanding of the laws, 
or of experience, may commit wrongful acts to the injury of the water 
users, but under no condition must he allow his decisions and actions to 
be influenced by unwarranted requests, demands, favoritism, or gratiuties. 
Knowledge of the functions and duties of his office and experience and 
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alertness as to his responsibilities are essential to the efficient ad
ministration of his duties, but a keen sense of absolute integrity is 
the most important essential a water official should possess. 

And now, these last Hords in conunendation of the heroic struggles 
and fortitude of the pioneers whom we are here to honor, I can think of 
no more appropriate ones than those of 1-iarcus Cato, vlho 50 years before 
Christ, said: 

"It is from the tillers of the soil that spring the best citizens 
and the staunchest soldiers; theirs are the enduring rewards which are 
most grateful and least envied. Such as devote themselves to that pursuit 
are least of all men given to evil counsels." 

These Hords are as true today as they Here in the time of that old 
Roman philosopher. 

In closing, I Hould leave with you this additional thought so 
beautifully expressed by the late Henry Grady: "A citizen standing in 
the doorHay of his home, contented upon his oHn threshold, vdth his 
family gathered about him while the evening of a well-spent day closes 
in scenes that are dearest, he shall save the Republic when the drum tap 
is futile and the barracks are deserted.n 

Dan Hunter of Dove Creek, member of the Colorado i,'J"ater Conservation 
Board, Judge A. vv. 1·1cHendrie of Pueblo, State Engineer M. c. Hinder
lider and General Chairman, Charles A. Lory. 
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Pc11dre \'alley Ccntributicns to Gclcrado Irrigation Practice 

J. C. McKinnon 
Associ~te Professor cf History, Colorado A & M College 

The first ditch in the Spanish land-grant area of Colorado has now 
completed its first century of service. The Spanish-Americans who built 
the Peoplets Ditch can count their irrigation experience, though, by 
centuries. In the time of Columbus, in Spain, and in our own southwest, 
irrigation was an ancient institution. The Spanish entered what is now 
the southwestern part of the United States in 1599, ideally equipped to 
get the most out of the resources of the area. The climate of Spain is 
much like our own southvvest. The crops and livestock they brought to the 
new world vvere well adapted to the area. 7'.Tore important still, they had 
the lavv and social organization with ·which to administer irrigation. Span
ish law recognized that water was a utility which all should share. Title 
to water was held by the municipality, the commune, or the pueblo, as a 
"common property for domestic use, irrigation, and other purposes." :Nhile 
the use of water was free to all, it was governed by municipal rules, and 
administered by village officials. 

Basic engineering practice ·vvas well developed too. It is quite 
unlikely that the builders of the People's Ditch had to alter it much re
specting curves, slopes, embankments, or other detail. Our Anglo-American 
pioneers in Colorado could have saved themselves money and trouble had 
they consulted their Spanish-American neighbors, but difference in language 
and culture, then as now, was an almost insurmountable barrier. ·~,'e 

learned most of our engineering by the ntrial and error" method, and 
development of irrigation vras therefore slovrer. Herbert • !irilson, 
irrigation engineering specialist for the United States Geological Survey 
during the 1890's when that was the only federal agency interested in 
irrigation, wrote in his report of 1892: 

nuntil about 1882 there can scarcely be said to have been con
structed a single irrigation work designed on sound engineerin~? princi
ples •11 \~hat he said applied only to Anglo-American efforts. He ignored 
both the European and Spanish-American achievement. 

According to men who have made the study of ancient cultures their 
profession, agriculture and irrigation, developed together. As the last 
ice age began to recede the rain belt followed it. The climate of the 
.':Jediterranean area, north Africa, and the middle East was thus modified. 
An abundant growth which had provided a relatively easy life began to dis
appear. Only by the collection of seed and watering of plants could life 
be maintained. Thus agriculture was born. 

How·ever, our Anglo-American forebears had no irrigation in their 
recorded experiences. Coming as most of them did from the United Kingdom 
and northern Europe, they had nothing in their past to enable them to cope 
vvith the conditions nhich they found west of the lOOth meridian. •~later 

had been so abundant that the lrois they brought with them were concerned 
with getting it to the sea as quickly and unobstructively as possible. 
The result was that all irrigation in Colorado, except for the acequias 
built and operated by Spanish Americans, had to be developed empirically. 
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This Y•las a vvasteful process but the adaptability of the Anglo-Americans 
was great, and in the end the Colorado system that emerged was a very 
efficient one--more efficient for the intensive use of water than the one 
which the Spanish had developed. Because the Cache La Foudre Valley was 
the first intensively irrigated area in the State most of the features 
of the Colorado system vvere developed or advocated by its irrigators. 

Colorado irrigation, as far as commercial farming is concerned, 
got its start from the gold rush of 1859. Such men as David K. and 
"Fotato" Clark came out to raise crops for the mining camps, rather than 
to look for gold. At that time there was only one settlement on the 
Poudre. Antoine Janis and a few of his French Canadian associates, found
ed LaPorte in 1844. He became the first permanent settler north of the 
Arkansas River. Fort Collins was established as a garrison in 1864, and 
in that year, also, Ben Eaton came to th8 Valley and began farming on the 
present site of Windsor. The irrigation in the valley prior to 1870 was 
relatively insignificant. 

The first ditch was taken out of the Poudre in 1860 by G. R. Sander
son. In 1863 he sold his squatter's rights to Joshua Yeager, and it is 
under the name of the Yeager Ditch that the first priority was granted. 
The City Ditch of Denver is the only ditch north of the Arkansas which 
antedated the Yeager Ditch, and that only by 2 months. All together there 
were thirty-four priorities granted before the establishment of the 
Union Colony, but the generosity of the court was greater than the facts 
warranted. Ben Eaton testified 10 years later that there was not a 
thousand acres under cultivation in the Poudre in 1870 when the construc
tion of Greeley Number Three was begun. The ditches were relatively 
small and short, irrigating lands on only the first and second bottoms. 
The chief crop produced was hay. It was thought that the uplands were 
sterile lands, that they would produce little even with water. Ben 
Eaton warned the Union Colony that it was senseless to take the ditches 
up on the bench lands; that the land was so poor that it would fail 
after a crop or two. 

The first major event in the history of irrigation in Colorado was 
the establishment of the Union Colony at Greeley. This assertion can 
be justified in several ways. In the first place the Union Colony brought 
men to the state who were to make a fantastic impressio~ on the 
institution, and on the practice of, irrigation that is way out of 
proportion to their numbers. N. c. Meeker, after a trip to Colorado in 
1869 invisioned a colony united in purpose and ideals, which would be 
financially able to build a comnunity without going through the harsh, 
primitive, bac~fard phases of other frontier settlements. To achieve the 
unity that was necessary to the success of such an effort, the members of 
the colony were selected. I quote from N. C. Meeker's circular: 

HThe persons with whom I vvould be willing to associate must 
be temperance men, and ambitious to establish good society, and 
among as many as fifty, ten should have as much as 10,000, 
twenty ,000, while others may have from 200 to ~1,000 or up
wards • • • J.,,fy own plan would be to make the settlement almost 
wholly in a village. And the lots should be sold that funds may 
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be obtained for making improvements for the common good-
such as the building of a church, a town hall, a school 
house, and for the establishment of a library - - - -
~hatever professions and occupations enter into the 
formation of an intelligent, educational, and thrifty 
comLnunity, should be embraced by this colony, and it should 
be the object to exhibit what is best in modern civilization. 

"In particular, should moral and religious sentiments 
prevail; for without these qualities man is nothing.n 

~Nhat was called the Union Colony was organized on December 24, 1869, 
at a meeting in Cooper Union, in New York Oity. The announcement of the 
projected colony had been made in the papers, and a crowd of interested 
people was on hand. The meeting was addressed by Meeker and by Horace 
Greeley, and the organization was perfected. The Locating Committee con
sisting of N. c. Meeker, R. A. Cameron of Indiana, and a Mr. Fisk of 
Toledo, was authorized to go west and select a site. The committee came 
to Colorado in February 1870. They tried to get into the San Luis Valley, 
but they were blocked out by deep snows. They examined the sites at 
Colorado Springs, at Platteville and Evans in the Platte Valley, and the 
Foudre Valley. They selected the Poudre Valley site largely because a 
large tract was available on which there were no settlers. A few came 
out in April to begin construction, and most of the men of the colony 
arrived early in lvlay. l'Jot one man in the group knew anything about 
irrigation, but many of them had developed an unusual capacity to learn. 

Among the men who became prominent in irrigation beside Meeker, were 
General R. A. Cameron, l\iiax Clark, B. S. LaGrange, Solon and Henry Martin, 
David Boyd, and E. s. Nettleton. The wisdom and foresight of these men 
was not always apparent. Mr. Meeker in his Cooper Union speech at the 
time the Union Colony was formed, said, 11 The cost of irrigation is per
haps equal to fencing, and is a work that is to be extended from year to 
year. rt Horace Greeley, at the same meeting, spuke in the same vein. "A 
little water goes a great deal farther than people generally suppose. 
In California they use much more than is necessary." 

In the budget ~ ,20, 000 was set aside to build four ditches that 1-vere to 
irrigate appr~ximately 110,000 acres of land. Greeley Number Three ditch, 
earring out of the south side of the Poudre about 6 miles west of Greeley 
was the first ditch completed. Its purpose was to supply water to the 
gardens and orchards in the town. It was intended to irrigate 5,000 
acres, but it failed to carry sufficie~1t water to irrigate 200 acres. It 
was enlarged in 1871, 72, and 73 before it carried an adequate supply of 
vvater. The estimate of the cost was ~ 6, 333, but the final cost was not 
less than 25,000. 

Greeley Number Two was a much bigger undertaking. Its head gate 
came out of the north bank of the Poudre about 6 miles southeast of Fort 
Collins. It vvas to irrigate all the farming land north of Greeley. The 
failure of this ditch to deliver as originally planned, was almost fatal 
to the colony. About 2,000 acres of crops were put in, in anticipation 
of the completion of the ditch, but the water was so inadequate that 
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v-ras t:~27, 000, but enlargements had to be made in 1873, 74, and 77, and the 
final cost was $87,000. Altogether, the ditches that were estimated to 
cost ~.20,000, required outlays of 412,000. 

The greater part of the unforeseen costs was for correcting structural 
deficiencies. The elimination of sharp bends in the ditches was expensive, 
as was the installation of checks where the slope was too great. A 
little experience could have saved thousands of dollars, but even by the 
trial and error method the farmers on Greeley Number Two got their water 
cheaply. The cost of the completed works was $350 per 80 acres. 

The success of the Greeley colony gave Colorado tremendous publicity. 
The whole world seemed to be watching the experiment. :rrhen the success 
of irrigation farming on the uplands seemed assured, there was a rush to 
build big ditches throughout the State. A few attempts were made to 
imitate the colonization plan: The Chicago colony at Longmont, the 
Fountain colony at Colorado Springs, the Green City colony in the South 
Platte, and the Agricultural colony at Fort Collins. I·fiost of the big 
ditches that followed the Greeley success, were not built by colonists, 
but by corporations using British capital, however. These ditches were 
built with two purposes in mind. First a profit could be made from the 
sale of land. An option would be taken on railroad lands. -i~Jithout water 
these lands would bring from .50 to ~4.00 per acre. 1Nith water avail
able, the value would skyrocket to 100 or more. Second, after the land 
was sold it was confidently expected that the sale of water would give 
very liberal returns as a permanent investment. Several of the Greeley 
men became the promoters of new ditches, and the mistakes made on Greeley 
Number Two were never repeated. 

A second contribution of Greeley to Colorado irrigation was in the 
formulation and promotion of a system of public administration of 
streams. When Greeley Number Three and Greeley Number Tvvo were construct
ed there was little ·water being used above their head gates. Hovvever, 
in 1872 the United States government closed Camp Collins and offered the 
3,000 acre military reservation for sale. The Agricultural colony of 
Fort Collins was formed to buy the reservation and to build ditches with 
which to supply the surrounding land with water and to develop the town 
of Fort Collins. R. A. Cameron of the Greeley and Fountain colonies 
became president of the new enterprise. On the surface it appeared to 
be just such a colonial effort as Greeley, but in reality it was a mere 
speculative scheme. It failed to establish a solvent enterprise, but 
they did build two ditches - Larimer County Canal Number Tvvo in 1872 and 
Lake Canal in 1873. The early summer of 1874 was very dry. According 
to the Fort Collins Standard the river was lower than it had been since 
1863. There was not enough water in the Poudre to supply both the ditches 
at Greeley so Number Two was ordered closed 2 days a week to permit water 
to reach Number Three ditch. The irrigators at Greeley became alarmed 
because they knew that two large ditches had just been constructed by 
the Agricultural colony at Fort Collins. These ditches would begin to 
draw water in the summer of 1874. Who was to have the right to the water 
when it became scarce? The right to appropriate water had been recognized 
by law but the idea of prior appropriation had not yet been specifically 
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expressed by the legislature or tested in the courts. -,r C. T,:eeker spoke 
for Greeley v>~hen, in a Greeley Tribune editorial, he outlined a policy. 
First the principle of prior appropriation must be recognized. Until it 
is, c:api tal invested in irrigation cannot be secure, he -vvrote. 

"It looks to us as though it vvould be much better to consoli
date the interests of every ditch owner and to make the river an 
irrigation canal, subject to such superintendence as is establish
ed on our I11umber Two; for by this means everyone would have his 
rights, the supply of vvater would be constant, and all would knew 
what to depend on." 

On July 15th, a wveek after the publication of the Meeker editorial, 
a meeting of Poudre Valley irrigators was held at the Eaton school. Fort 
Collins ditches vvere taking all the water from the river and the Greeley 
ditches were dry. Davi-d Boyd in his History of Greeley and the Union 
Colony of Colorado has left a highly colored picture of the meeting. 
Greeley-men advocated the principle of prior right at the meeting. Fort 
Collins men argued for the appointment of a commissioner who would divide 
the water according to the greatest need, throughout the current season. 
~hile no agreement was reached, the meeting ended amicably with the 
promise on the part of Fort Collins, to let some water down the river, 
a promise, David Boyd asserts, that they never intended to keep. A heavy 
rain a few days after the meeting saved the situation for that season, 
but the irrigators in the Greeley community were firmly united in a 
determination to secure recognition of the principle of prior right. Less 
than 2 years later the Colorado Constitutional convention recognized the 
Greeley position. The committee on irrigation, agriculture, and manufac
turing consisted of nine members, two of whom were from Greeley, wrote 
the constitutional provisions. 

"The right to direct the unappropriated waters of any 
natural stream to beneficial uses shall never be denied. 
Friority of appropriation shall give the better right as 
between those using the water for the same purpose •••• 11 

The first legislative session was too preoccupied with the organiza
tion of state gover~~ent to attempt to implement the constitutional pro
visions concerning water. The Greeley irrigators did not relax. They 
realized that the courts were too slow to offer protection to gru«ing 
crops. They got new converts from the Fort Collins area when, in 1878, 
Ben Eaton began construction of the Larimer and Weld ditch. This ditch 
was to come out of the Poudre at the mouth of the Poudre Canyon and it 
was designed to irrigate 70,000 acres of land above, and north of all 
other ditches on the river. It was to have a capacity of 571 second
feet, large enough to take all the Poudre water throughout most of the 
irrigating season. 

In October 1878, J. 1. Brush and 1. c. lvlead, representatives from 
Weld County, and Silas B. A. Haynes, senator, called a meeting of Weld 
County irrigators to discuss needed irrigation legislation. A small 
number of farmers attended, but they included representatives from both 
the Poudre and St. Vrain. 1. C. Mead of the St. Vrain was elected chair
man. Quickly the meeting decided that three problems needed legislation. 
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First, some method of determining prior rights had to be devised. Second, 
if prior rights were to be meaningful some reasonably exact principle 
for the measurement of water had to be discovered. Finally a system of 
stream-flow administration which would authorize and control diversions 
was needed, if that prior right was to be completely realized. 

The convention met in Denver December 5-7, 1878. About fifty-one 
irrigators were in attendance--all from the South Platte or its 
tributaries. A few came to oppose any leg isla ti ve program. L. C. Mead 
was again elected chairman. David Boyd of Greeley was appointed chair
man of the committee on order of business. Three proposals were brought 
before the convention by the committee. The proposal to divide the State 
into districts for the administration met vigorous opposition. G. :~J. 

Harriman of Bear Creek was reported to have said, "If the people of the 
Cache La Foudre want legislation let them have a district law and pay for 
it themselves." When the question of water measurement was under 
discussion J. 1viax Clark of Greeley supported the proposal by a reference 
to the successful measurement of streams in Italy. However, there was 
a good deal of skepticism about the feasibility of measurement of water, 
even among the friends of a legislative program. One man, David Barnes 
of the Big Thompson, suggested that it would be more feasible to measure 
the snow in the mountains. The convention ended with the chair being 
authorized to appoint a corrmittee to draft a bill for an irrigation law 
to be submitted to the legislature. The committee was composed of David 
Boyd of Greeley, Chairman; J. S. Stange, editor of The Colorado Farmer; 
Daniel Witter of Boulder, John c. Abbott of Fort Collins, and I. L. Bond 
of Boulder. 

The program this committee recommended to the legislature provided 
first, for dividing the State into water districts corresponding with 
the natural drainage basins; second, the appointment by the Governor of 
a water commissioner in each district whose duty it would be to divide 
the water on the basis of prior appropriations; third, a plan for 
securing a record of priorities through referees' hearings in each 
district. The latter was the most contentiously discussed problem. 
Dr. Bond wanted water rights based not on diversion but on application 
to the land. Each parcel of land thus would have the water rights 
permanently attached to it. Finally, the program provided for the 
appointment of a state engineer. 

The bill was placed in the hands of L. C. Mead who introduced the 
measure. It was rewritten in committee by Judge H. P. H. Bron~ell, 
one of the few lawyers who were sympathetic with the idea of state 
administration. The bill faced determined opposition in the legislature. 
Three times L. R. Rhoads of Fort Collins, who later became one of the 
leading irrigation attorneys of the State, attempted to kill the bill. 
However, on February 9, 1879, the bill became law. The act created ten 
water districts, all but one in the Platte River system, and provided 
for the appointment of ten water commissioners. It empo-Hered the District 
courts to appoint referees to determine the priority of rights on each 
stream. The legislature refused to provide for a State engineer or for 
gauging stations. To economize, the supervision over irrigation vvas 
given to the State Board of Agriculture. 
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The Poudre, District }Tumber Three, was the first district to request 
the court to appoint a referee to hear testimony or priorities. H. H. 
Haynes was appointed referee. Greeley appointed two lawyers to protect 
their interests by cross examining those claiming priority to the Union 
Colony. :1Vhen the testimony was all in the referee made the recommenda
tion to the court but Judge ~lliott refused to issue the decree on the 
grounds that the law was unconstitutional. Later he decided that the 
law was only defective. While the Supreme Court was reviewing the case, 
the Jrd Colorado legislature convened and the Act of 1881 was adopted. 
This law formalized the hearings by which the referee was to prepare the 
decrees. It also created the office of the State engineer, and provided 
for the gauging of all streams used for irrigation purposes. Thus the 
Colorado system came into existence. The men who designed this system 
had been irrigating only 10 years, yet it worked so well that it has been 
adopted, with only a few modifications, by the other sixteen western states 
having irrigation interests. 

The Cache La Poudre Valley irrigators made a third important contri
bution to modern irrigation. They have developed techniques and 
practices for conserving water that has made the water supply of one 
small stream effective, far beyond the dreams of any other irrigators-
even those people who count their irrigating experience by milleniums. 
In 1878, 1\lajor Powell was authorized by Congress to determine the 
irrigation potential of the west. He took Utah as an area representative 
of the eleven western states. By determining the flow of the streams 
of Utah, and estimating that a second-foot would irrigate a hundred acres, 
he reported to Congress that 3 percent of the western lands might be 
subjected to irrigation. Powell's forecast has proved remarkably 
accurate for the west as a whole. In the Poudre Valley, for every second
foot that flows out of the mouth of the canyon there are now over 4CO 
acres under irrigation. This high efficiency has been achieved by 
storing water when it is not needed, and by using water high up in the 
watershed so that the maximum return flow could be achieved. 

During the 18601 s and 1870's hay and small grains were the chief 
crops produced under irrigation in Colorado. In the 1880ts, alfalfa and 
potatoes began to be grown on a comparatively large scale. With hay and 
small grains the flood flow was usually sufficient to give each water 
user enough to insure a crop. Alfalfa and potatoes, and later, beets, 
required irrigation over a longer season. By mid-July only a few senior 
appropriators were entitled to water from the stream. Supplemental 
supplies of water had to be found if the land of the valley was to be 
put under more profitable crops. 

The first movement in this phase was the development of reservoirs. 
The first reservoir built in the State to serve as an irrigation supply 
was built on Coal Creek in Jefferson County in 18)9. A dozen or more 
reservoirs in the State have an earlier priority than any in the Poudre 
Valley, but they are all of small capacity. In 1882 the building of 
relatively large reservoirs was begun with the construction of Chambers 
Lake in the channel of the upper Poudre, and of Windsor Lake reservoir 
in the lower valley. .According to tables prepared by John E. Field, 
reservoir building in the Poudre reached it peak in the decade of 1880 
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to 1890. All other districts were a decade or two later. The storing of 
water for late summer use has done much to increase the productivity of 
agriculture. 

In 1890, Terry Lake reservoir, just north of Fort Collins, was con
structed by the Larimer and ·~eld Canal. Horace G. Clark described the 
change which that reservoir had made in the lives of farmers living under 
it, before the Nineteenth Irrigation Congress in Chicago in 1911. Mr. 
Clark who was a water user of the Larimer and Weld, said: 

"I was a farmer under this ditch, and with others, suffered 
from an insufficient supply of water. We looked with jealous 
eye on the profitable crops of potatoes grown by our brothers 
under old Greeley Ditch Number Two •••• We could not raise 
potatoes. And we had frequently to irrigate our grain crop 
when it was too early--when it baked in the ground, turned the 
grain yellow, and cut the yield down one-third--for fear we would 
make no crop at all for lack of water later on. About one crop 
of alfalfa--the first--and a half crop the second cut ••• That 
was our condition under the Eaton Ditch •••• prior to the advent 
of Terry Lake.n 

Another phase of this search for more water with which to develop 
a higher agriculture was the development of interbasin and transmountain 
diversion. The Larimer County Ditch was the agency that pioneered in this 
field. A. A. Edwards, director and secretary of that company, was the 
man who promoted this development. In 1890 the Larimer County Ditch was 
started. Since it was the last but one of the major ditches on the 
river, its stream flow rights were very poor. That same year the company 
began to build the Grand River Ditch to intersect several tributaries of 
the Colorado River, and to bring the water over Poudre Pass into the 
South Fork. In 1891 heavy rains washed out Chambers Lake dam, which 
the Larimer County Ditch Company had acquired and enlarged. As a result 
of the damages caused it was thought best to reorganize, so the 'i\fater 
Supply and Storage came into existence. This company completed the 
Larimer County Ditch and several diversion projects. The "Sky Line" 
Ditch was begun in 1891 and completed 2 years later. This was an inter
basin project, bringing water from the Laramie River to the Poudre. 
The new company also completed the Grand River Ditch in 1895. The Sand 
Creek Ditch diverting from Sand Creek and Deadman Creek into Sheep Creek 
was built in 1899. The largest of all the diversions, until the Big 
Thompson,which was constructed and operated by the Laramie-Poudre District 
was the Laramie-Poudre system. It was begun in 1910 and completed 2 
years later. The tunnel through which the water was brought across the 
dividing mountains had a capacity of 1,500 second-feet. This project 
provoked Wyoming into bringing a suit against Colorado. The resulting 
Supreme Court decision in this case limited the amount that could be 
diverted to a small fraction of the capacity of the system, and has 
prevented any further diversion projects from the North Platte and 
Laramie watersheds. These diversions bring into the Poudre watershed 
about 2S,OOO acre-feet each season, and it has gone for the most part, 
not to irrigate new land, but to improve agriculture on land already 
under irrigation. 
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A third phase of this search for more water is found in the develop
ment of pump irrigation. Until the 1930's this type of irrigation was 
not important in the Poudre Valley. However, the first well from which 
water was to be pumped for irrigating purposes, was dug east of Eaton in 
1888. 

The search for additional water supplies reveals an ingenuity and 
resourcefulness that is notable. Hmllever, the greatest of the conserva
tion measures developed in the Poudre has been the system of exchange 
of water. The principle behind the exchange of water is very simple. 
The higher up in the valley that water can be stored and used the more 
efficient will be its use. Evaporation losses will be at a minimum, and 
return flow will be at a maximum. 

This is the situation that has led to the development of the 
exchange system. There are four large ditches coming out of the north 
bank of the Poudre. The Cache La Poudre Ditch, which is the old Greeley 
Number Two, is the oldest of the large ditches. Its head gate is the 
farthest down the stream of any of the main ditches. Next is the Larimer 
and 1:Veld, the Eaton Ditch. Its priority is junior to the Cache La Poudre, 
but it is senior to the Larimer County and the North Poudre ditches. Its 
head gate is above the Cache La Poudre, but below the Larimer County 
and North Poudre. Junior to all the ditches, but the highest on the 
river, is the North Poudre. Now the Cache La Poudre Ditch Company could 
insist on getting its decreed water from the direct fl~w of the river 
during the late summer, while its three competitors would suffer from 
lack of an adequate supply. It would be a more convenient and less 
troublesome way. Instead, a system of water exchanges was developed which 
has greatly increased the efficiency of irrigation, and stimulated the 
utilization of all reservoir sites. The North Poudre, for example, has 
developed reservoirs which are too low to be of service to lands lying 
under its system. Therefore, to utilize this stored water, the North 
Poudre releases water to the Larimer County Ditch lying directly belm~ 
it, and, in turn, the Larimer County releases water from its reservoirs 
to the Larimer and Weld. Finally, the Larimer and Weld releases water 
from its reservoirs to the Cache La Poudre, which completes the exchange, 
by permitting the North Foudre to divert water from the North Fork of 
the river for use in the Wellington district. This system of exchanges 
was developed by private agreement. The water commissioner now super
vises such exchanges, covers 5 percent toll to cover seepage losses in 
transit, and keeps a complete record of the amounts exchanged betvveen the 
several irrigation companies. This development is a great achievement 
in co-operation and greatly promotes the efficiency of the use of water 
in the Poudre Valley. 

Other contributions have been made from the Poudre Valley. Dr. Lavr 
and G. kiax Clark vvere the pioneers interested in water measurement. Ulti
mately, the problem was satisfactorily solved by another Poudre man, Ralph 
Parshall. At Colorado A & ~.,i, Elwood Head started the first work in 
irrigation engineering. His successor at the College, after Mead had 
gone on to Wyoming, was Louis Carpenter. Under Professor Carpenter the 
first experiment station work in irrigated agriculture was undertaken. 

was a Greeley man, Delph Carpenter, who became the great exponent of 
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the compact method of adjusting interstate water conflicts. He helped 
to negotiate most of the Colorado compacts. 

All of these achievements reflect a capacity and an adaptability 
of which Colorado has a right to be proud. The development of a new set 
of institutions for the administration of water controls, so quickly 
and so perfectly, was a major accomplishment. Ordinarily the evolution 
of our institutions requires centuries. However, I believe that the 
exchange of water system, reflecting as it does, such high standards of 
social concciousness, stands forth as the supreme achievement of those 
pioneers of the Poudre Valley, and of Colorado. 
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Tipton 
Consulting Engineer, Denver 

Probably history of the development of no other part of the 
country west of the :~iississippi River is as replete with the elements 
of fortitude, ingenuity, and human endeavor as are the annals of those 
of the irrigation development in Colorado. Beginning with the crude, 
comparatively small, irrigation systems built by the aborigines in 
southern Colorado, whose efforts extend into the unrecorded past, the 
evolution of irrigation in Colorado has passed through numerous well
defined stages of development, the more modern stages of which may be 
classified as follows: First, the sporadic attempts by the early pioneers 
to divert water through small ditches for the irrigation of small fields 
adjacent to the streams for the production of those foodstuffs which 
found a ready sale in the mining camps of the State. 

Second, later developments through community effort, such as the 
Greeley and Fort Collins colonies, whereby larger ditches were laid out 
and constructed for diverting water from the streams and conveying it to 
the uplands adjacent thereto, thus covering large areas of land previously 
considered to be infertile and valueless. These enterprises required 
much ingenuity, a strong community spirit, and fortitude to overcome almost 
insurmountable obstacles. 

The third phase in the development of irrigation in the State 
required greater wealth than was available locally. As a result, 
sums of out-of-State capital vvere invested by corporations in enlarging 
some of the canal systems previously constructed, and in constructing 
new systems for diverting still larger quantities of water for reclaiming 
still larger areas of bench lands. Hany of these ventures resulted in a 
loss to the investor, with the result that in succeeding years practically 
all of these canal systems became the property of the individual water 
users through the formation of mutual companies. 

The fourth phase of development resulted when the basic flows of the 
streams became over-appropriated. The available water supplies at 

seasons of the year were entirely inadequate to supply the needs 
of the canals, while at other seasons of the year large quantities of 
water wasted down the river into adjoining states. To correct this 
condition, storage reservoirs were constructed to regulate the flow of 
the streams. As the financing of such developments was beyond the ability 
of the individual, community effort was again resorted to. 
Has enacted which provided for the creation of irrigation districts. 
ether was passed which enabled a community of landowners to 
issue certificates of indebtedness in the form of bonds for use in 
financing these larger enterprises. 
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In 1860 about 35,000 acres of land were irrigated in Colorado. 

From that time until 1909 development progressed at a fairly rapid rate, 
the increase in irrigated land averaging over 60,000 acres per year. 
During the decade from 1909 to 1919, the rate of increase dropped to an 
average of about 10,000 acres per year and from 1919 to the present the 
increase has been negligible. 

The decline in the rate of irrigation development since 1919 may 
be attributed to a number of factors, one of which was the occurrence of 
an agricultural depression in the early 1920's. However, the major factor 
which, in most of the states about the year 1909, caused the sudden flatten
ing of the curves representing the rate of irrigation development is the 
fact that, up to that time, development was relatively easy and compar
atively inexpensive. The basic water supply was being developed with 
only nominal storage requirements. The land which was being developed 
lay contiguous to the streams, or at least in the same basin where the 
water originated, and was so situated with respect to the water supply 
that the vvater could be readily applied through ditches by gravity. 
Consequently, irrigation works were simple and relatively inexpensive, 
and the financing of projects was within the ability of individuals, or 
relatively small groups of individuals. 

A new era in water development has commenced which involves the 
construction of multiple purpose projects to supply new lands with irri
gation water and to provide supplemental water supplies for existing 
irrigated land and, in some cases, to make more useful the water that is 
already being used. Such projects include not only features for supply
ing irrigation water but also for generating hydroelectric energy, for 
flood control, and for other benefits. 

The remaining projects to be constructed are so expensive and so 
involved both from a physical standpoint and from the standpoint of 
human relations that they are beyond the ability of individual irrigation 
districts or mutual ditch companies to construct. It is also beyond 
their ability, acting alone, to resolve many of the human relations 
problems which must be resolved before such projects can go to construc
tion. Whole river basins or major portions thereof, including the 
municipalities and all industries that will be benefited by such develop
ments, will be called upon to pay their fair proportion of the costs of 
such projects. Both the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers 
are being utilized to investigate such major projects in Colorado, and 
to prepare plans and specifications and supervise the construction of 
those which have been authorized for construction by those agencies. The 
Colorado Water Conservation Board, which was created by special act in 
1937, is actively cooperating with the Bureau of Reclamation, the Corps 
of Engineers and other governmental agencies, as well as State agencies 
and various local organizations, in planning the water development pro
gram for Colorado. 

The Water Conservancy District Act of 1937, as amended, enables 
large areas to organize for the purpose of financing and operating large 
multiple purpose projects financed by federal funds in Colorado. Such 
water conservancy districts are over-riding districts, and include with-
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in their boundaries all irrigation districts, mutual ditch companies, 
and all irrigation systems which will benefit from the project. All 
water-development projects have benefits which extend materially beyond 
the direct beneficiaries. The ':Vater Conservancy District Act recognized 
that all property mvners within a water conservancy district benefit from 
the water development for which the district was created, and provides 
for the imposing of up to a maximum levy of one and one-half mills on the 
assessed valuation of all property in the district, this levy being in 
addition to the direct charges made to the water users for the water 
received by them from the project. 

In addition to making new water available by the construction and 
operation of large multiple purpose projects, there is also an opportunity 
in the State of Colorado to increase the benefit from the water now 
being used, by making consolidations of certain ditches and providing 
that some of the water now being diverted as direct-flow water be regulated 
by means of some of the multiple purpose reservoirs under construction 
or being proposed for construction. 

The people of the State of Colorado in 1879 and 1881 provided 
through legislative enactment fundamental laws based upon the doctrine 
of appropriation necessary for the orderly determination and administra
tion of the relative rights to the use of water. Since that time, much 
legislation having to do with the acquirement, determination, and admin
istration of the water supplies of the State has been enacted by- the 
General AssemblY. and applied by the State Supreme Court, the result of 
which is a comprehensive system of irrigation jurisprudence which has 
become a model for other states of the West. However, the over-appropria
tion of many western streams under existing laws impels the search for 
means to increase crop production by the better use of water. The 
increasing evidence of unequal application of irrigation water with 
serious crop losses on some land without commensurate benefits to other 
land, and the many cases of wasteful, damaging, and excessive use of water, 
indicates a phase of conservation to which too little a~tention has been 
given. The necessity of making more workable extensive projects involving 
large expenditures of money, brings to the forefront problems of efficient 
use. 

It is believed that the appropriation doctrine was eminently suited 
to the early development of the irrigated region. It stimulated 
individual initiative and provided protection to those who had the fore
sight and stamina to make the first developments alcng a stream. No 
doubt the appropriation system, in permitting the free exercise of 
personal initiative, resulted in a greater development in the major 
stream basins of Colorado, particularly those on the Eastern Slope, than 
would have resulted under a planned and regimented development. The 
system resulted in the development of a greater irrigation area than the 
tasic water supply will support year after year, a fact which has stimulat
ed the construction of large supplemental water projects, such as the 
Colorado-Big Thompson project, -which might never have been constructed 
if the development within the basins had originally been made under a 
controlled system. 
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While in some localities there is need at the present time for some 

change in the methods of use of appropriated water, it would not be 
possible or desirable to change the basic underlying principles of the 
appropriation system. what at times have been alleged to be wasteful 
practices are not as wasteful as appears on the surface. The early 
decrees were granted by the courts on the basis of alleged beneficial 
application of water. At that time neither the courts nor the water 
users had an adequate conception of the proper duty of water. In Colo
rado this resulted in decreeing to the original appropriators excess 
quantities of water. The lands irrigated by the original appropriators 
lie contiguous to the streams and, in general, consist of, or are under
laid by, a quick draining formation. The application of excess quantities 
of water to these shoe-string tracts of lands along the stream systems 
does not result in an unduly high consumption of the water because the 
water not needed currently for the growth of the crops returns rapidly to 
the streams and is available for diversion and use by lower irrigators. 
This process actually has a beneficial effect upon the regimen of the 
flow of the stream in that it tends to reduce the high flows, and increases 
the flow during periods when it otherwise would be small. 

In practically every stream basin in Colorado, however, where the 
water supplies have been over-appropriated and where there is need for 
supplemental supplies, more efficient use could be made of the water if 
certain consolidations of ditches could be made and, in some cases, if 
some of the water now being diverted under direct-flow decrees could be 
regulated and made more usable through the medium of reservoirs. The 
desirability of changes in the present practice has been recognized for 
many years but little has been done about it until recently, due chiefly 
to mants inherent resistance to any change in the order of things which 
have been long established. Since water rights are in the nature of a 
property right, it would not be possible or desirable to change the 
fundamental doctrine and deprive a water user of the benefits he has 
enjoyed from his water right. However, it must be recognized on the one 
hand that a water right does not necessarily make water and, on the other 
hand, that a diversion of water under a right, beyond a certain limit, 
ceases to be a beneficial use. 

It has been suggested that a centralized control over the use of 
water would result in a more beneficial and efficient use of that water. 
Such a control exists in Colorado, but it does not provide a complete 
solution to the problem. The State Engineer of Colorado administers the 
use of that water which is covered by court decrees. He, theoret~cally, 
has the power to limit the use to beneficial use. Actually this has been 
very difficult to accomplish because of the inability of any one to 
determine, within those limits necessary for administrative purposes, 
what constitutes beneficial use. Even the diversion of direct-flow water 
for winter application has been considered of sufficient benefit to 
prevent its being curtailed by the Office of the State Engineer. Neither 
the State Engineer nor any other State entity has the power to bring about 
the consolidation of ditches, or permit the storing of direct-flow water. 

The inefficient use of water varies between wide limits from 
locality to locality within the State. The majority of the losses result-
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ing from such inefficient use are not readily apparent to the water users. 
This prevents them from visualizing concrete, mutual benefits which would 
result from certain changes in the uses of water which could be made 
among users. However, in connection with recently constructed multiple 
purpose projects, as well as those under construction and those proposed 
for construction, by much effort in ascertaining the benefits which would 
be derived by certain changes in uses, by education, and by broad think
ing and cooperation on the part of the water users, desirable changes are 
being brought about in some localities. 

Much of the substance of that which I have given above was contained 
in a talk which I made before the Association of Western State Engineers 
on October 12, 1942. I should like now to quote from a section of the 
paper prepared for that talk: 

"I wish to give some concrete examples of some situations 
which exist in Colorado. These are to illustrate some of the 
points which I have brought out concerning the better use of 
water that might be brought about by consolidations and storage. 

"Exhibits A, B, and C indicate the diversions of water in 
acre-feet per acre by months in a typical year of three typical 
ditches in Colorado which irrigate an aggregate of 50,000 acres. 
These ditches divert from the same side of the river, and the 
headgates are within a few miles of one another. The ditch 
covering the land closest to the river, having an early water 
right, has more than sufficient water at all times. The inter
mediate ditch has a water right which is junior in character 
but is not so poor as the upper ditch. From a physical stand
point, it would be easy to consolidate the systems, diverting 
the water through the upper ditch. Exhibit A indicates the 
amount of water actually diverted by the senior ditch during a 
typical year, as compared with the assumed ideal requirement 
for that year. The water that was diverted in excess of the 
assumed firm requirements may be noted. Exhibit B represents 
the diversions of the intermediate ditch. It may be noted that 
the diversions are somewhat distorted as compared with the 
ideal demand. This is true to a greater extent with the upper 
ditch, as is shown by Exhibit c. 

"Exhibit D indicates what the diversions would have been 
in acre-feet per acre had the three water rights been combined 
and had the water been diverted through the upper ditch and 
distributed on a pro-rata basis. The improvement may be 
readily noted. The combined supply of the three ditches results 
in an almost perfect water supply for the combined acreage. 
The exeess water diverted by the lower ditch does not increase 
crop production on the acreage under that ditch nearly to the 
extent that the production would be increased if that water were 
used to improve the water supply of the two adjacent ditches. 

"It must be recognized that the process of bringing about 
a consolidation of ditches, such as these three, would not be 
limited to getting an agreement of the water users under the 
three ditches to consolidate. Before changes in point of diver
sion could be made to the upper ditch, it would be necessary to 
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make studies to determine the effect such changes would have 
on other appropriators. Some adverse effect could be expect
ed because some of the excess water diverted by the senior of 
the three ditches would not return to the stream if the ditches 
were combined. The benefits of the consolidation, however, are 
so apparent that water officials and boards interested in the 
most efficient use of the waters of the State should investigate 
fully possibilities such as this one, and be prepared to advise 
the water users of the area of the proper course to pursue. 

".Another example which I have to present involves seven 
ditches which irrigate 60,000 acres of land by the diversion of 
direct-flow water and by the application of some reservoir water. 
A major reservoir is being constructed above these ditches wholly 
at government expense. Some of the capacity of the reservoir will 
be used for regulatory purposes and some of it will be used for 
flood control only. If the water supply diverted by the ditches 
lying below the reservoir is pooled and this water is regulated 
by the reservoir and released in accordance with actual require
ments, less water throughout the year can be used with much 
more beneficial results. 

"The upper series of hydrographs in Exhibit E shows the 
diversions as actually made by the ditches for the year 1925 
to 1929, those years being a typical series of years. It may be 
noted that material direct-flow diversions are made during the 
winter period. October to l·;Iarch inclusive, much of which may be 
assumed to be of little direct benefit. This is a good example 
of inefficient use of water through competition under the appropria
tion system. If the winter diversions were not made as indicated 
by the direct-flow ditches, that water would be diverted by another 
ditch system for storage in a system of reservoirs, whose water 
rights are junior to those of the direct-flow ditches making the 
winter diversions. While the state officials can limit uses to 
that which they consider beneficial, it has not been possible to 
prevent the winter direct-flow diversions since it can not be 
definitely shown that such diversions are wholly nonbeneficial. 

liThe second series of hydrographs show the water supply 
which would result for the ditches below the reservoir if the 
water were pooled and released in accordance with requirements. 
It may be noted that the water supply conforms exactly with the 
assumed ideal, even though the total amount of water diverted is 
less by about 40,000 acre-feet per year than was formerly 
diverted. The excess water that was formerly diverted can be 
made available, if the system outlined goes into effect, for use 
by upstream water users by exchange. There is no method under 
existing laws whereby the results described can be brought 
about. It can be consummated only through the mutual consent 
and cooperation of the water users whose lands lie below the 
reservoir." 

The ditch diversions represented by the hydrograph shown on Exhibit 
E represented the combined diversions of the ditches diverting from the 
Arkansas River in Colorado below the John :·rartin dam and Caddoa reservoir. 
John 1vlartin dam had not been constructed at the time I gave my talk in 
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It has now been constructed, and Caddoa reservoir has been in 
operation since 1943. Exhibit F represents the diversions by the same 
ditches shown on Exhibit E for the years 1943 to 1951, inclusive. It 
may be noted that there is a marked similarity between the pattern of 
actual diversions since the reservoir went into operation and that which 
was predicted as shown on the second part of Exhibit E. 

The operation of Caddoa reservoir has brought about not only a more 
efficient use of Arkansas River water in Colorado, but it has also 
brought about a much better use of the waters of that river in Kansas. 
The provisions of the Arkansas River Compact between the two states make 
possible the interstate benefit from the operation of the reservoir. 

1Hhen the water-use contracts in the Conejos Water Conservancy 
District are consummated and when the recently completed Flatoro 
reservoir goes into operation for the providing of supplemental water 
supplies as well as for flood-control purposes, a much more efficient 
use of the waters of the Conejos River will result. It is estimated that 
the value of gross crop production within the District will more than 
double due to the change in type of crops ·which will be raised because 
of the more seasonal water supply made available by the operation of the 
reservoir. In this case again, some of the water which formerly has been 
diverted as direct-flow water will be stored in the reservoir and released 
for later use at a time when the water will be of more benefit. 

and when Wagon 'Nheel Gap reservoir is constructed and goes into 
operation, and if the owners of canal systems that require supplemental 
vvater can be made to realize that they are not surrendering any vested 
rights if, by mutual agreements with other beneficiaries of the 
reservoir, direct-flow water is stored for later release, the greatest 
benefit will result from the operation of the reservoir. If, on the 
other hand, only so-called "new watern is to be dealt with, the benefit 
from the reservoir will be negligible. 

To brir1g about the most efficient use of the remaining unconsumed 
water to which the State of Colorado is entitled, amounting to about 
3, ,000 acre-feet, and to bring about more efficient use of the 
4,180,000 acre-feet which at the present time is being consumed because 
of man's activities, there must' be continued cooperation of the water 
users and the public officials, lawyers, and engineers who are directly 
concerned with the water program of the State. 

9, 1952. 
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Underground Hater Resources of Colorado 

vV. E. Code 
Associate Irrigation Engineer, Colorado A & M College 

This setting is a most appropriate one to discuss the subject of 
ground water. There is probably no place in the State where the people 
are more conscious of that kind of water than those here in the San 
Luis Valley. The water shortage of last year resulted in certain crop 
losses but had it not been for the ready availability of ground water, 
the financial loss would have been tremendous. Because of the unique 
method of sub-irrigation employed here, the condition of the water table 
whether up or down, is always a subject of considerable concern. This 
situation is rather a puzzle to those in other parts of the State not 
familiar with sub-irrigation. I!Jiany would be greatly alarmed with water 
standing at 2 feet below the surface. In no other part of the State 
and in few parts of the United States is there such a means of controlling the 
height of the water table. But with a short water supply there are times 
when control can be lost; the irrigation method must then be changed and 
resort made to the pumps. Last year of course was an outstanding example 
of use of ground water. The amount of water pumped was at least twice that 
of any previous year. 

There are tvvo main types of ground water occurrence recognized by 
hydrologists. One is that in which the water is confined by impervious 
strata and is under pressure --we call it artesian water. 1Vlany are of the 
opinion that artesian wells are only those that flow at the surface but 
this is not necessarily a criterion. It is only a fortunate circumstance 
that wells flow. They flow only because the land surface is lower than 
the pressure head on the confined water. Out on the edges of an artesian 
basin the pressure may not be sufficient to tring it to the surface but 
the undersurface conditions may be the same. The other type of occurrence 
is that of a free water table. The water level in a well in such a 
formation stands at about where it was first encountered. Ground water of 
this type is by far of the greater importance. 

Artesian conditions of economic importance occur in several parts of 
the State. I will not take them up in order of importance but rather 
geographically. In Baca County in the southeast corner of the State the 
Ground Water Division of the United States Geological Survey in a recent 
survey found 38 flowing wells. There are numerous artesian wells in Otero 
County, many of them flow. Such water is particularly valuable to that 
area because of the poor quality of other water sources. There is a good 
business around LaJunta in selling this water in tank trucks to farm homes. 
There is also a small area of flowing wells around Canon City. Although 
flowing wells are found here and there to the north on the eastern slJpe, 
only the Denver area is of real importance. There are many artesian wells 
in the Denver Basin, some flow, some do not. Before the City of Denver 
provided an ample water supply to its environs, these wells were of very 
great importance. They still are of importance but their usefulness has 
been impaired greatly by a 300-foot drop in pressure head since the first 
ones drilled before the turn of the century. The weak artesian flows in 
the Grand Junction and Montrose areas are of considerable importance because 
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that region is especially devoid of either adequate or potable ground 
water supplies. 

The supply in valley is by far the most outstanding 
in the State if not in the nation. According to c. E. Siebenthal of the 
United States Geological Survey in his report in 1906, there were 3,234 
flowing wells here at that time. Professor 1. G. Carpenter estimated 
the number as 2,000 in 1891. Today the ntunber is probably near 7,000. 
Even in 1891 there were wells 1,000 feet deep, but most of them were under 
500 feet. One of the deeper wells flowed about 600 gallons per minute as 
estimated by Carpenter. About 7 or 8 years ago the drilling of large deep 
wells for irrigation was begun mainly south of Monte Vista and Alamosa. 
Although these wells were artesian in character and many flowed, all are 
being pumped at a high rate. Last year large rotary drilling rigs were 
moved into the valley and deep well construction took another jump. Some 
of these new wells in Saguache County are real gushers. 

I know is a touchy subject here and some may be offended but I 
impelled as an engineer and proponent of conservation to express my 

opinion on this artesian situation. is a known fact that much water 
has been wasted in the past and this will be continued in the future. 
Of this waste some of it has come about through faulty well construction. 
The in some wells were not long enough or properly seated to 
prevent a blowout or other deterioration, and most wells were permitted to 
flow continuously to no purpose. Many of the old wells were abandoned 
when the casing rusted out, and ceased to flow and were replaced with a 
new one. Such a well will continue to leak into the upper water table 
forever. lVIany wells are not being used in a beneficial or efficient manner 
in my opinion. Some of the soil damage by sodium salts could very well 
have come from uncontrolled salty wells. Some loss in pressure has been 
experienced principally in the upper strata and particularly around 
Alamosa. In 1934 Ray s. "~Nells, while drilling a well for the City, told 
me that the pressure in the strata above 600 feet had dropped considerably 
in his time. 

In most situations of artesian supplies, the intake area is remote 
and the recharge limited. Here, however, the intake is reasonably close 
at hand and the opportunity for recharge seems unlimited. The surface 
water coming out of the mountains, before it can be used for irrigation, 
passes over the exposed edges of the upturned artesian strata. Therefore 
replenishment has always been regular and substantial • 

.A. good question to ask is how much longer will this great water supply 
last'? As with most things there surely must be a limit. Not a limit that 
envisions a drying up of a source but one that greatly reduces usefulness 
of water under pressure. When wells stop flowing the people will have 
to resort to pumping for their domestic supplies. lVIost wells in the 

are not large enough in diameter to permit being pumped and there
fore if and when such a time comes, new wells will have to be drilled. 
Such a program will mean much new money spent for water. What will be 
done about the old wells? I might draw your attention to the Romvell 
artesian basin in New }~exico. Carelessness in irrigation well construction 
and casing failures there resulted in a considerable waste of water. 



This combined with overdevelopment in the use of vrater for irrigation 
caused a serious reduction in pressure. The area of flm;Jing wells grew 
smaller and smaller, pumping lifts increased, and the situation showed 
all the signs of continuing deterioration. In the period between 1904 
and 1926 the artesian head declined about 200 feet in one area. Invoking 
control legislation together with a ·well plugging program has decreased 
the rate of decline to an almost stabilized condition. hlost artesian 
areas have either suffered very serious loss of pressure or have become 
of small value. 

Passing nmY from artesian to the free water table type let us 
examine the occurrence of that kind of ground water in the State. 
Practically all the important bodies of ground water are east of the 
Continental Divide. Beginning with the South Platte, from well acove 
Denver to the State line there is a continuous bed of saturated gravel. 
It lies on shale or sandstone and is from a few feet to nearly 200 feet 
thick. It is thickest in the vicinity of Fort r'Iorgan. Irrigation wells 
are scattered throughout its length in a rather narrow belt. The 
tributaries also contain important water-bearing gravels. The principal 
ones are the Poudre, Big Thompson, Lone Tree, Box Elder, Kiowa, Bijou and 
Beaver. One important area, not apparent as a tributary, is Prospect 
Valley. Here in an old buried stream channel there are about 125 irriga
tion wells providing most of the water for 14,000 acres. 

Along Fountain Creek there are pumping plants rather thinly 
scattered from Colorado Springs to Pueblo. Development is extensive from 
Pueblo to LaJunta along the Arkansas and continues to a lesser extent to 
the State line. Small developments occur in Black Squirrel Creek, Big 
Sandy above Hugo, Rush Creek, Steels Fork and Horse Creek. 

In the areas I have just mentioned, the water-bearing gravels have 
been laid down rather recently, geologically, by stream action and water 
tables exist at modest depths. There is a big scope of country in the 
eastern part of the State drained by the Republican River and its 
tributaries. It is covered by a formation known geologically as late 
Tertiary or Ogallala to a depth of several hundred feet. It consists of 
strata of ~lay, limestone conglomerate, sand and gravel. Some good wells 
have been obtained in this formation but ordinarily the water table is in 
excess of lCO feet below the surface. The stream valleys such as the 
Frenchman, Arikaree and Republican contain recent gravels vYi th a water 
table at very moderate depths. Of the approximately 150 wells in this 
region 30 or 40 are entirely in the Ogallala formation. Although this is 
a relatively small number of wells judged by the concentration in other 
areas, it must be remembered that these are wells put down mostly in the 
last 8 or 10 years. 

The rate of growth of irrigation well dcvelcfrr.ent in this val~ey 
exceeds that of all others. I first became acquainted here in 1928. At 
that time, to my best knowledge, there was but one pumping plant on an 
irrigation well in the valley. This plant, 6 miles south of Alamosa, 
belonged to <-T. J. Schecter 1vho may be in the audience. '1'hile I was here 
a crops tour had been arranged by A. J. Hamman and ~'~r. Schecter was agree
able to including a demonstration of his plant as part of the tour. I set 
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a portable Parshall flume and was measuring water when the rather large 
group arrived. The visitors seemed quite impressed with Mr. Schecter's 
novel v;ay of obtaining water. 

On this same trip I found Ray Metz assisted by Mr. Maxwell, local 
manager of the Public Service Company at Monte Vista, valiantly struggling 
to construct an irrigation well on his farm. It seems ridiculous now to 
look back at what they were attempting to do. They had constructed an 
8 by 8 square set 6 feet high. This they were able to get down with a lot 
of hard work even though the water stood at but 1 foot from the surface. 
It refused to go any farther than 6 feet, however, so they started driving 
vertical 2 by 6 planks behind the curb. These would wedge so tightly in 
driving that only another foot was gained and the job was abandoned at 
7 feet. later in 1934, w~. Metz had a well driller put down a 63-foot 
well for him the Gunbarrel Road. 

I think that Mr. Maxey of Monte Vista was about the first irriga
tion well contractor to start such operations in the valley. He moved 
over here from Fowler in the Arkansas Valley in 1929. LP.ter other local 
well drillers got into irrigation well work and by the mi~ile 30's there 
was a very large drilling program under way. There has been little change 
in the situation since then. has grown steadily at a rapid rate. At 
the present time there are 640 pumps being serviced by the Public Service 
Company and the R. E. A. and in all it is estimated that there might be 
between 1,000 and l,2CO plants. Last year the two electric power sources 
furnished 18,000,000 kilowatt hours of electricity for pumping. That was 
about one-third of the total electric load for pumping from wells in the 
entire State. The unusually large pmver load in 1951 was caused by the 
extremely low river flow. The prospects for water this year are very good 
and it is probable that the load will be very much less - perhaps only one-
tenth that of • From the standpoint of pmver suppliers, such great 
annual fluctuation is highly undesirable. 

The water table of course was lowered under the impact of such a 
pumping draft. From Bureau of Reclamation records I would guess that 
the water table was 1 or 2 feet lower at the end of the 1951 season than 
that of the previous year; under such conditions sub-irrigation was 
impossible. Similar conditions have occurred before, less severe per
haps, but the water table recovered with a return of normal water 
supplies and that is the important thing. There is no question in my 
mind that the water table will bounce back this year and you can mani
pulate as you wish. is a mighty vronderful thing to have such an 
easily accessible alternative water supply to draw upon in 
Its value is exceedingly great. 

r.:Jost of the pumping in the eastern part of the State is in areas 

• 

under irrigation from surface stream flow as is here. In nearly all 
such cases the water table has recovered from severe drafts in the past. 
There is a reasonable assurance under such conditions that 
replenishment in excess of use will occur in favorable water years. is 
a fortuitous situation for those owning farms underlain by gravels in which 
irrigation wells are possible. They can draw upon such a reservoir which, 
in many respects is superior to a surface reservoir, whenever they wish. 
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Not all are so favored. And then there are scattered small areas where 
the pumping is so light that the effect on the water table is insignificant., 
Also there are wells adjacent to streams where water flow is frequent 
enough to replenish any withdrawals. 

There are at least two places under canals, however, where the 
balance between replenishment and pumping draft is very delicate. One of 
these is near Wellington where pumping has been on the increase for 15 
or 20 years and canal water inadequate. The water table recedes over 
periods of 4 or 5 years at a time and the few favorable years have never 
brought it back to normal. Prospect Valley is another such place under 
canals. For a period of 9 years after pumping started in 1932 the water 
table there kept going down until in some places it was as much as 16 
feet lower. Then in 1942 it began to rise and by 1950 had recovered almost 
completely except at one end of the valley. In 1950 and 1951 it went down 
again about 6 feet. These delicate balances keep the residents nervous. 

There are two places entirely dependent on ground water for 
irrigation where the downward trend of the water table has been persistent. 
Along Peaver Creek near Gary the decline started in 1942 and has now 
amounted to 10 feet. In Bijou Valley, where about 30,000 acres are being 
irrigated, a similar lowering is taking place which started in 1937. These 
places get replenishment only from flood flows which have not been 
sufficient to prevent a constant lowering. Residents in these areas of 
course are greatly concerned. A third place may be mentioned, one that is 
beginning to show distress symptoms, is in Box Elder Valley north of 

1atkins. It is too soon yet to be certain whether the downward trend 
there is a temporary one or not. 

Water tables have fallen in many places due to overpumping. We 
associate this situation with California and more recently Arizona but 
there are many other places. The High Plains of Texas is one of them. 
California has been giving much attention to the artificial sinking of 
water to halt the decline. Arizona's Salt River Valley and Casa Grande 
Valley are examples of recent overdraught during a period of extreme 
drought. In the Casa Grande Valley there has been an annual lowering for 
over 20 years. It was small at first but lately it has been on the order 
of 8 feet with a total lowering of about 80 feet. Under recent legislation 
the area has been declared critical and drilling has been stopped. V!Je have 
been given a warning that it can happen here in Colorado and we should lend 
an ear. There are many places where a lowering of even 20 or 30 feet would 
put the pumps out of business. 

I should not omit from this discussion something about the value of 
ground water to the economy of the State. We have no accurate way of 
getting at the total amount that is being pumped but we can make some 
intelligent guesses. There is a clue in the amount of povv-er consumed for 
irrigation pumping. We know this reasonably close but it does not account 
for the engine drives. In addition there are the industrial, municipal 
and domestic uses. An overall state irrigation load of 60,000,000 kilowatt 
hours is being reached. It takes about 1 kvvhr. to raise an acre-foot of 
water 1 foot at 100 percent efficiency. Let us suppose the average lift 
to be 60 feet and the overall efficiency 40 percent. These are liberal 
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assumptions but even with these we get by calculation a pumpage of hCO,OOO 
acre-feet. I know this to be very conservative for in 1940 I found 220,000 
acre-feet being pumped in the South Platte Valley. To this must be added 
a substantial amount pumped with engines. The figure of 400,000 acre-feet 
agrees very well with the estimate of the President's 1¥ater Resources 
Policy Commission. This commission also places the total use at over 
500,000 acre-feet. Thomas, the author of a recent book on the Conserva
tion of Ground ~;IJater, has higher estimates. Four hundred-thousand acre
feet is a lot of water and a bit difficult to comprehend so I will try to 
make some comparisons with which you are familiar. The Rio Grande, Santa 

, Sanchez, Terrace and Continental Reservoirs have a combined 
capacity of 243,000 acre-feet or about 60 percent of the water pumped. 
It will fill Taylor Park reservoir four times and Green Iv~ountain three 
times. It would be equal to the combined capacities of the seven largest 
reservoirs in the South Platte system. 

With these figures we can gain some idea of the magnitude of this 
supply; we can begin to realize its worth to our irrigation economy. 
Consider its tremendous value as a working balance between the wet and 
dry years. Think of the capital investment in wells and equipment -
possibly ~10,000,000. If electricity is worth 2 cents per kwhr., 
~·120, 000 is being spent annually for that kind of power alone to bring 
water to the ground surface. 

I believe that we can think of ground water as a renewable natural 
resource. It falls into that category providing it is not used in excess 
of possible replacement. However we have found places where withdrawals 
have exceeded replacement and more may and can develop in the future. 
Possibly to prevent this we can make better use of flood flows in our 
streams to increase recharge opportunities. Possibly we need legislation 
to prevent a continually declining water table. This seems to have been 
the only effective way in dealing with the problem in other states. I 
am aware that legislation along this line is a highly controversial issue 
in Colorado v~here we have no specific ground-water law. It is not wanted 
by those whose ground-water supply is now seemingly assured but there 
appears to be a demand for it by those whose supply is threatened. To 

around some of the objectives, perhaps control legislation should be 
invoked only where it is desired. I am of the opinion that this is 
possible. 

I do not believe that much pump water is wasted because it is too 
costly. is the free water -- artesian water -- about which we need 
to be concerned. The opportunities for waste from artesian wells in any 
such area are much more numerous than with water table wells. There is 
no question in my mind that such water should not be hoarded but used to 
the fullest extent. However it should be used beneficially -- not wasted 
to cause soil-troubles, to contaminate other ground water sources, to 
evaporate to the atmosphere or to some unrecoverable water source. These 
losses combine to reduce pressure and reduce its overall usefulness. One 
of our biggest problems is the prevention of waste from defective wells. 
These exist in every artesian area. Many such wells have been abandoned 
and are worthless. It is a puzzle to know what to do with them. Money 
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spent to correct such defects is not productive for the individual on w·hose 
land they occur and further he may in no way be responsible for the 
condition originally. Perhaps it is in part the Staters responsibility 
to correct such conditions because it has not insisted on proper con3truc
tion standards in the past. \·ve can take care of the future if we wish to. 
It is our responsibility to pass on to those who follow us, a resource that 
is ours to use but not destroy. And to end on the note which has been 
sounded several times in these meetings and by the governor yesterday --
·;re do not own this water, nor the land it serves. We are its custodians 
and have only the right to use it in such a manner that our children will 
not face an empty inheritance. 

The Community of San Luis, oldest tm-Jn in Colorado. 
The Culebra river is in the center foreground and 
the monument on the Peoplets Ditch is at the edge 
of town, on main street, a little left of center in 
the upper part of the picture. 

(Curved arrow to monument) 
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The Importance of Return Flow to Colorado Irrigators 

R. 1. Parshall 
Retired Irrigation Engineer 

Colorado A & N College and Soil 
Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 

are on this occasion commemorating a historic event. One hun
dred years ago, a colony of settlers established themselves in the 
fertile valley of the Culebra at San Luis and having had experience in 
the art of irrigation recognized the necessity and advantage of divert
ing water into an artificial channel to irrigate the land bordering the 
north side of this sparkling mountain stream. Spanish laws and customs 
came with this group of settlers from the South and the simple diversion 
of water from the Culebra into the People's Ditch established a claim of 
legal status in accordance v.ri.th the recognized law of right and pro
cedure, as of April 10, 1852. (Centuries of irrigation in Spain gave 
these people a background on ~hich to draw.) 

Previous speakers on the program of this centennial celebration 
have revie1t1ed the historical events and the development of the use of 
water to sustain the settlements of the pioneerso In this development 
of use water for irrigation, as guided by the limitations of law and 
order, related problems of agriculture have appeared the at-
tention of the agricultural scientist the engineer. 

The fundamental principle of Colorado irrigation law is first in 
.. use, first in right, but the water. ![!J.St_!?_~_!ipplied be.:r:!e.!J...£i.S1~ ... , Other 
appropriators follow in time, diverting fromfi common water supply, and 
in due course the flow of the stream is insufficient to provide amply 
for all ditches served by the parent stream. We here recognize the 
problem of limitation water supply where the solution, part, re-
quires the attention of the engineer, agronomist, soil scientist, and 
others. 

Almost from the beginning of agriculture in our State 
the menace of water shortage in many areas has been acute. Relief has 
been found i_g_:th?.-S.iQr..sge-~o.f.. __ exc.e.~s.~Ji§:.t§r._s:lgr_t.ng_ higLstages ~f- .fl~od 
_!low together ¥:Ltl!.~the_ ~ID::P9..1JJlQ.inK .. .C~[,..l?ir§C!lJL.fl2W~~-.rl.Iu:inK J?-~ri<?Q.e .. Wh.~n~- tb.e 
~ter is not_~-~~e:9:.!2:r .. d~_E?_q~- i.rr.igalian. This reserve water supply 
later to be used to augment the needs of appropriators having a late 
right to direct flow water for their lands. 

The subject proposed for discussion, as appears on the program, has 
to do with the all-important question of water supply. In the past many 
engineers, not thoroughly informed as to the potential water supply of 
natural streams, have in many cases neglected this limitation. As a 
result they have helped to create water shortages for the irrigation 
enterprises. In this picture is found a compensating factor in the 
phenomenon of return flow or seepage into the stream from adjacent 
gated lands and the contribution from storage reservoirs located within 
the drainage basin. 

In northern Colorado along the various tributaries to the South 
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Platte River, as well as along the main stream, are to be found many 
irrigation appropriation rights dating in the early 18601 s. Nost of 
these early rights were for small quantities of water to serve limited 
areas along the bottom lands of the valley. Because of the favorable 
water supply of the Cache la Poudre River and the fertile lands of the 
valley, irrigation development was rather rapid and included the con
struction of comparatively large canals to serve large acreages. These 
more extensive enterprises were built and lands irrigated prior to 1880. 

The first Water Commissioner of the ~ache la Poudre was B. s. 
La Grange, one of the pioneers of the Greeley Colony of 1870. He was 
one of keen observation and believed that the water supply for irriga
tion in the Poudre was strengthened by inflow from adjacent irrigated 
lands along the river. He interested E. s. Nettleton, then State 
Engineer of Colorado, in this phenomenon of returning water. Measure
ments of river flow were made ty Nettleton, October 12-15, 1885, as a 
means of showing seepage return. It is believed that these observations 
were the first made to show return flow to a stream resulting from irri
gated lands. 

Bulletin No. 180, entitled "Return ~iaters from Irrigation, 11 by 
Professor L. G. Carpenter, published by the Colorado Agricultural Experi
ment Station, 1911, gives the historical account of the first seepage 
investigations along the Poudre and South Platte. The 1885 observations 
by Nettleton, assisted by Commissioner La Grange, were conducted by 
simply closing all the head gates along the river and then comparing 
the discharge of the Poudre at the mouth of the canon and at a point 
near Greeley, a distance of 47 miles. A gain of 86 second-feet was 
found in that distance. Subsequent seepage measurement, between these 
two river stations, over a period of 25 years indicate a more or less 
steady gain each year, reaching an inflow of more than 150 second-feet 
by the end of this period. 

The irrigated area along the Poudre Valley had reached an acreage 
of about 200,000 in 1910 but some of the return flow from the lands near 
the mouth of the river no doubt reached the South Platte without credit 
to the Poudre. The average flow of the Poudre at the mouth of the 
Canyon during July, August, and September, a period when the return 
flow would be near a maximum, was approximately 530 second-feet. This 
substantial and sustained additional water supply, in the river, of 
150 second-feet is of considerable importance to the water users of 
this valley. 

Experiment Station Bulletin No. 33 published in 1896, gives Prof. 
Carpenter 1 s conclusions, in part, as follows: 

~ ttThere is a real increase in the volume of the streams as they 
pass through irrigated areas. 

~ The increase is more as the irrigated area is greater. 

v The amount of seepage is slowly, but constantly increasing. 

J It may be expected to increase for some years to come. 



On the PouGre River about 30 
returns to the It • 

of the uater 

These conclusions have since proved to be substantially in 
with the findings of later seepage 

early of return flow on the Poudre 
Rivers were extended to other 
more or less: in accord with the investigations. 
work in Colorado has, over the s, been applied to 
the areas of our :Jestern States and is noH, no doubt, 
basis of estimating the Hater supply in many foreign lands. 

importance of return flow to the 
to our attention in the case of the lower reaches 

in Colorado. the beginning this area was 
and the irrigation supply meager. As late as 1902 the 
in this section of the Valley was about 100,000 acres was 
then considered to h2ve the poorest water supply of the valley. 
By 1926, the acreage had increased to about 250,000 acres and the water 
supply raised to the of accommodation of all 
irrigation rights along the river. This satisfactory 
wholly from the increased supply due to return flow as concluded from 
studies made by Ralph I. Meeker. 

storage: 
filled 

section of the stream. 

in the South 
return flow accumulations 

Ivan E. Houk, in his new textbook "Irrigation ...... J..I.F,-'-''J.'"''"' ... 

the results of a study of return floH on file 
State Hinderlider. These records cover many 

on the South between Haterton 

are 
this 

about 240 miles. They show the total return flow, exclusive 
contributions, amounted to about 700 second-feet in 1891, 

nearly 900 in 1900, 200 in 1908 :1nd nearly 1,500 second-feet in 1918. 
Because of stabilization of the irrigated area and the more or less 
fixed water supply over the last several years, Mr. Houk feels that the 
return flm·J to the South Platte is at about a maximum of 
1,ooo,ooo acre-feet per year. 

the area this stretch of the river was 
l,ooo,ooo acres and on this basis the return was one 
acre some areas this ratio is much 

For the South Platte return floH is estimated to bt: about 
to one-half the annual diversion from the river. 

extent of return floH 
in Uyoming 

--~~------~-.~--~----~~~~~~ former chief of the 
Bur t33.U of Irrigation for the State of Nebraska, reports the results of 
B return flo~rr study, in • , Transactions of the Society 
of Civil Engineers covering the years 1925, 1926, and 1927 for this 
stretch of the North River. The mean annual diversion 
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these years was ). , 200, QQP .. .. ?-9£~=-~~-~-~,_C?f-... whicf.1: ... ~1;£~_:tl:l.a:thi!.~~---u~~ return 
:0 aH: t.a_ . .tlliLriver. On this basis, for every three ~ec0nd-feet a1 verted 
from the river and applied as irrigation, two returns for 
reuse in canals on dovJnstream. The one secnnrl· . .foot unaccounted for is 

..e:,ssumed__:t.o. be canallillpti ve J:Se. ·~lftll:i.s .uvucludes that increase in diver
sion is a major contribution to r~turn flow • 

About 1909 the area in the valley west of Bridgeport 
50,000 acres not after 1912 did the return fJ.o1-1 

become perceptible. Additional lands were put under irrigation and by 
1919 had reached a total of 2.i.3 .~ 000 acres in the valley beti·Jeen \"ihalen 
and Bridgeport. In the irrigated area approximated 350,000 
acres • 1-Jj 11 i. s found that the mean monthly floH of the river, after 
Pathfinder Rese.rvoir began storing flood water in 1910, was about 50 
~=·~~·-~· t less for May and June than the mean prior to that time. For 

it was about 30 percent less; August, 95 percent more; September, 
perl..!ent more; and for October, 215 percent more. This increase 

river flow during these months being the result of the application of 
water to irrigated lands between Whalen and North Platte, Nebraska. 

to be noted that the very large increase in the return flow occurs 
during September and October. 

The increased diversions from the river are believed to be the 
major contribution to the return flow. Most of the water returning to 
the river is through ~tion and is designated as ninvisible 
~." It is believed that the extent of return flow to the 
North Platte is the greatest for any of our western streams. Because 
of this substantial increase in the available water supply for irriga-
tion the stability of agriculture in this valley is assured. 

During recent many western streams that provide water for 
irrigation, have been studied to determine the extent return flow. 
The Sacramento River between Red Bluff and Sacramento during July for 
the years 1924 to 1928 inclusive had an average return flow of 36 per
cent of the river flow. However, streams having wide valleys and of 
flat grade may show losses instead of gains in discharge. (The San Luis 
Valley along the Rio Grande is an example, according to Dr. Wm. P. 
Headden.) 

In the Poudre River Valley, in northern Colorado, the 
of development, about 1 second-foot was considered 

to be required per 80 acres of land. At that time the water 
table 1·ras at a considerable depth and the area was not • 
From 1870 to 1880 the acreage in the valley was increased to 
about 15,000 acres and at the time the first return flow measurements 
were taken in 1885 the total irrigated area had reached about 70,000 
acres. The return flow from the mouth of the Canyon to Greeley in 
was less than 50 second-feet. The area in the valley in-
creased with the years and for the period 1906 to 1910 the return flow 
to the river had increased to more than 200 second-feet during the fall 
months. This can only ce accounted for through the substantial amount 
of return flow, and reuse of the water supply. (434 acres per second
foot is high efficiency.) 
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The return flow along the main stream of the South Platte for a 
distance of about 240 miles, betHeen Haterton and Julesburg, is no1d 
more or less establishe~ at about 1,000,000 acre-feet annually. The 
return 1-raters accruing in the several tributary streams would increase 
greatly the total amount for the entire drainage area of the South 
Platte. Because of the topography and favorable soil conditions through
out the irrigated areas within this basin, it is estimated that from a 
third to one-half of the total diversions Hill appear eventually as re
turn flmv- to serve water users farther downstream. 

Very shortly the principal tributaries to the South Platte will re
ceive an additional supplemental water supply of approximately 300,000 
acre-feet annually delivered by the Colorado-Big Thompson Project. It 
is likely that the bulk of this neH water supply will be used on lands 
of higher elevations. The return flow entering at points farther down
stream 't·rill be available for reuse on lands at lower elevations and thus 
tend to maintain and strengthen the water supply beyond. If this premise 
of the final stabilization of return flow, when the present water supply 
is augmented by another Poudre River, proves later to be a reasonable 
assumption, then the total return from this added supply may well exceed 
one-half the Hater delivered by the project. It can be expected with 
confidence that the water supply in the Lovrer South Platte Valley will 
be ver3r much increased due to the return flow from irrigated areas up
stream as well as inflmv- from lands along this stretch of the main 
river. 

The phenomenon of the return flo't'J to streams from adjacent irri
gated lands and Hater held in storage reservoirs is somewhat paradoxical 
in that the more water we use judiciously in the irrigation of our lands 
the stronger the available water supply in the parent stream to serve 
yet more land. 

R. L. Parshall 

The Parshall flume was named for him by those 1vho 
worked with him on its development. 



The Lm; 

JeanS. Breitenstein 
Legal Consultant, Colorc<.do Water Conservation Board 

Colo. 

the paper vrrs gi von, the San 
Luis Valley has secured relief fron the excess land 
provisions of the Federal Reclanation Laws. S. 2610, 
to -v-v-hich reference is rw.de in the paper, -rras unani
nously passed by each House of the Congress and 
approved by the President on June 27, 1952. 
lavr provides that so f Pr as the San Luis Valley 
Project is concerned the effective linitation is 
th2.t no one land ovmer nay receive a greater quantity 
of project TvPter than that reasonably necessary to 
irrigate 480 acres of land (Act of June 27, 1952, 
Public Law 415, 82nd Congress, Chap. 478, Second 

Develornent of the Colorado v,rater resources in recent yeers has 
an enterprise in which the United States, the State, the local 

cornunity, and the farners all perforn inportant functions. partici-
pation of the United States has fron the high cost of the 
projects 1,-rhich renain to be built if we are to utilize fully our renain
Trator supplies. Public rather than private financing essential. 
Until sene nethod is for or local financing, we nust 
look to the United States for the funds with which to construct the 
projects of the future. 

financing produces nany problens. This is inevitable. 
If -rre ask the Federal Governnent to cone into Colorado and build water 
projects uith its own noney, vre nust realize that the Federal Govern-
Dent have sonething to say about the construction and operation of 
such projects. cannot have our cake and it too. 

One of the rules Tvhich the of the United States has 
established for Federal recla:oation proj is the 160-acre lau. 
The idea of the 160-acre linit undoubtedly goes back to the 
Act of 1841 and the Ho:oestead Act of 1862. Its applicability to the 

lands of the Ohio, and Lower 11issouri has 
been tested by tine. As the nore arid lands farther west were 
for settlenent, Congress increased the by the Desert Land .Act of 
1877, and the Stock-Raising Honestead Act of 1916. This latter statute 
pernitted the entry upon 640 acres of lands designated by the Secretary 
of the Interior as ttstock-raising lands.u various laws 
the national sentinent for dLspcsal of the public donain to settlers, 
not to speculators, and in tracts suitable in size for operation. 

The 160-acre farn principle was contained in the original 1902 
reclanation act and has been restated in several aDendatory acts. 
these, section 46 of the Cnnibus .Adjustnent Act (act of 25, 1925, 
44 Stat. 649, 650) is nost pertinent. Therein provision is nade for 
contracts bet'.veen local districts and the United States for the paynent 
of project construction and operation costs and it stated that: 



n-3~ ?f- ?f- Such contract or contracts vd th irrigation 
districts hereinbefore referred to sh~ll further provide 
that all irrigable land held in private ovmership by any 
one owner in excess of one hundred sixty irrigable acres 
shall be apprnised in a m~nner to be prescribed by the 
Secret2xy of the Interior and the sale prices thereof 
fixed by the Secretary on the basis of its actual bonH fide 
value nt the date of the appraisal Yri thout reference to 
the prop;,~sed construction of the irrigation vrorks; and that 
no such excess lands so held shall receive water from Pny 

ect or division if the owners thereof shall refuse to 
execute valid recordable contracts for the sale of such lands 
under terms and conditions satisfactory to the 3e~retar,y of 
the Interior and at priues not to exceed those fixed by the 

of the Interior;~~ ?~ ~~. n 

As presently construed by the legal advisors of the Interior 
Department, this me ("Ins that a farmer who ovms more th;1n 160 acres of 
irrigable lc:md under a reclf'mf':tion project cnnnot receive project water 
for more thnn 160 acres unless he signs a recordable contract to sell 
the excess over 160 acres at a price determined by the SecretRry of 
the Interior. For exanple, if an o~mer h~s 480 acres, he can receive 
project weter for the entire acreage only if he agrees to sell 320 
acres at a price fixed by the Secretary. 

Various reasons have been assigned for this limitation. One 
factor WPs probably the desire to prevent speculation and to assure 
that the incremental land value, resulting from organization of land, 
water, and labor into a farm unit will inure to the benefit of the 
water user 1vhose skill <1nd energy make possible such development. 
Another vv-as the intent to protect the investment of the United States 
agPinst the hazards which result from sh<1rp rises in land costs and 
the 2ttendant increHses in the landovmer 's overhead expenses. In recent 
years the land li~tation provisions have been advanced as an essential 
part of a social program designed to assure family-unit farms and to 
prevent corporate farming. 

The 160-acre law is of universal application in all of the states 
wherein the Federal reclmn::.tion program operates. It applies equally 
to the fruit and vegetable raisers of Arizona and California and to the 
livestock raiser of Colorado. This element of universality is the 
bCJsic cause of trouble over the 160-acre law. 

So far as the family-size farm principle is concerned, it seems 
self-evident that the desirable Hcreage must necessarily VRry iwith the 
different conditions which prevail in the VCJrious sections of the 
United States. Is it fair or logical to apply the same yardstick to 
the San Luis Valley of Colorado, with its mile and a half altitude and 
100-dcy frost-free season, as is applied to the low-altitude <1reas of 
Illinois and liiissouri where there is a 180-d~y frost-free season or to 
the fertile valleys of the southwestern and Pacific coast states 
vvhere crops may be grorm the year round? In a desert oasis Tratered 
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by a reclamation project a 40-acre almond grove may support a baronial 
estate v1hereas a 160-acre hay meadovl in one of the mountain states v1ould 

only uuvm•~~ existence. The sensible answer is that 
in some sections an area and in others it is 
too small. 

before a comrt1i ttee several ago 
was that on the Conejos Division of the San Luis Valley Project the net 
farr:1 income of a 160-acre farm, without livestock, was ~930.00 and vdth 
livestock -v;as 598.00. At the sane hearing there was testimony that 
on 160 acres in the Central of California devoted to fruit speci-
alty crops the net farm income v-ras ,200.00. Under these conditions 
does it make any sense to apply to the Conejos the same limitation as is 

to the Central 

This problem is not new. in the 1930's the of 
ruled that the lands served in the of Cali-

by the an Canal were not subject to the 160-acre law 
because the farmers owned the water and the reclamation 

only acted as a facility for the delivery of the water. A com-
parable situation on the Conejos in Colorado where the stream 
supply, all but extreme flood flows, is covered by existing 
appropriations under Colorado and the constructed .J:-'latoro Reser-
voir will only the delivery of that water. But while the Se-
cretary exempted the Imperial District from the 160-acre law, he now 
says that the Conejos farmers are bound thereby. 

In 1938, exempted the Thompson Project from 
the of land limitation provisions. 
emption the Commissioner of Reclamation told a 
that: 

n ?t- ?~ i~ those are high lands, comparatively 

this ex-

I don 1 t know what the is, but I it is 
or better around Loveland - vlith a comparatively short 

lands -
5,000 
grovr-

ing period. You be able to drum up some j 
for a shorter growing • u 

The San Luis lands are a half mile 
two-thirds that of 

and have a 
Thompson 

In 1940 tvvo Nevada reclamation projects -v·rere freed from the land 
limitation provisions by action of Congress. The sponsors of the 
lation told Congress that the projects were located in an area of high 
altitude and frost l'rhere 11 a must have more land than 160 
acres in to farm and carry on livestock 
tions.n In most sections of Colorado similar conditions prevail. 

The land limitation provisions have been construed by the In
terior Department as permitting the ownership of 320 acres by man and 
wife in community property states. The Department also has ruled that 
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in non-community property states the same result can be obtained by the 
mvnership of 160 acres each by the husband and wife. Representatives 
of the Bureau of ~ieclamation have pointed out that the law may be avoided 
by an arrangement lihereby tracts up to 160 acres each are held by children, 
other relatives, or friends. In at least one area a scheme has been de
vised ·whereby a corporation split up its holdings into tracts of not more 
than 160 acres each among its stockholders and then took back leases. 
'These devices are, in truth, methods of avoiding a law which, because of 
its universality, is unworkable. 

V'1hile the land limitation prov1s1ons are part of the law of the 
land, the Bureau of Reel amati on has been loathe to insist upon complete 
compliance. In 1946 the Bureau published a pamphlet entitled 11 Land
ov.rnership Survey on Federal ~ieclamation Projects .u Therein it is con
ceded that at the time of the survey 4.1 % of the acreage of 11 Hegular 
Bureau Frojects" constituted 11 knovm excess land in violation of acreage 
limitations. u 

The difficulty which arises from an attempt to limit Colorado 
farms to 160 acres is well illustrated by the preliminary re~ort on the 
1950 census of agriculture ~repared by the Bureau of the Census. This 
shm:s that the average size farm in Colorado contains 832.7 acres. The 
acreage varies from a high of 3, 733.4 acres in 1lioffat County to 6.9 acres 
in the City and County of Denver. A fevT county figures may be signifi
cant, for example: 

County 

• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Alamosa • 
Saguache 
Gunnison 
i~ontrose 

lLesa 
Pueblo 
Otero . 

. . . . . . . . 
Prowers • 
Larimer • 
·iield 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 

. . 
1~organ 

Logan • . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Average size of farm 

. . . • 751.1 . • 1,519.7 
• 1,324.1 . . . . 432.8 . . . . 216.3 
• 1,039.5 

735.5 
887.8 . • 430.0 . . • 493.5 . . . . 548.5 
751.4 

Although these figures are on total acreage rather than irrigable acre
age, they do emphasize the _?roblem ·which is presented. 

At the moment the situation existing in the Conejos Division of 
the San Luis Valley Project is critical. The Conejos peorle have been 
trying for sorr:e fifty years to secure a storage reservoir on the Conejos 
River which will impound the high spring flows and permit their use later 
in the growing season. After many years of disappointment the Conejos 
·v~ater Conservancy District and the Bureau of Reclamation agreed upon the 
construction of the Platoro Dam on the headwaters of the Conejos. The 
Bureau told the District that construction could not start until a repay
ment contract was executed and that such contract would have to contain 
the usual provisions relative to land oVInerships in excess of 160 acres. 
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The District said it would the contract it were by 
the electors but that the repayment contract would in itself mean noth-
ing unless the secondary agreements ·with the water users v1ere 
ated and signed. This results from the fact that the Conejos flows are 
overap~ropriated and no firm be available for in 

unless the holders of direct-flow rights forbear the use of a 
on of those rights the heavy run-off and permit the 

water to be stored in Plat oro. the District told the Bureau 
that it doubted its ability to secure the secondary agree-
n~ents .:i th the ovv11er;::; of the es~.ential water rights so as the 
,jec.t was subject to the land limitation provjsions. 

'The payment contract was signed, and the dam has been built. How-
ver, the essential contracts with the miners of the water have 

n,Jt been executed. At the Dam and heservoir is inoper-
ative for flood-control purposes. 

The efforts to secure a modification of the land limitation pro
visions so far as the Conejos rroject is concerned may prove a valuable 
case to those who are in Bureau of Reclamation projects 
in Colorado. In 1947, pursuant to the advice of its leaders in Congress, 
Colorado joined with Texas and California in a bill to exempt certain 
named supplemental Tlater projects in the three states from the land limi
tation laws. The San Luis Valley Froject was one of those included in 
the bill. Extensive he were held by the Committee on Fublic 
of the United States Senate. on to the bill was centered on 
certain California and Texas projects. The Committee no report on 
the bill. In 1949 the Colorado senators introduced s. 1385 which per
tained only to the San Luis Valley Project. At the committee hearing on 
this bill a letter dated July 20, 1949, from the Secretary of the Interior, 

on the bill, was That letter said among other , 
that the Conejos Division of the San Luis Project 
somewhat relati with established use of 
practices not readily to farm units of 160 
320 irrigable acres for man and wife, as by law. n 

The bill, vrhich did not remove all limitations but enlarged the permis
sible mvne in one individual to 480 acres, was passed unanimously 
by both the Senate and House. The President of the United States then 
vetoed the bill upon the ground that it violated a nnational policy of 
1 ong-standifl_g • n 

After the disappointing veto of s. the solicitor of the In-
terior nt announced an opinion in a matter involving the Tulare 

on District of interpreted this 
as holding that the limitations imposed by the Federal Reclamation laws 
rr:eant that no land ovrner could receive a greater quantity of project 
~dater than that reasonably required to irrit.,ate 160 acres. If such was 
the case, the opinion furnished a possible solution of the Conejos 
lem. Accordingly, the attorney for the District wrote the 
the on February 27, 1950, requesting the application of the so
called Tulare formula to the Conejos. In January, 1952, an adverse rul
ing was apparently made as the Commissioner of Reclamation wrote his field 

that the excess land provisions must be met en the Conejos 
and that they meant a limitation on land rather than water. 
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The Conejos people again appealed to the Colorado Senators for 

advice. They recommended that another bill be filed v':i th the hope 
that, if it be vetoed, enough votes will be available to override the 
veto. Accordingly, last Februa~, S. 2610 was introduced by Senator 
L'iillikin for himself and Senator Johnson. This bill does not remove 
all limitations but rather restricts the project water which a land 
owner may receive to that quantity reasonably needed to irrigate 480 
acres. The fate of such bill is in doubt. Its passage will ensure the 
success of the Conejos Project. Its defeat vlill mean that the Plat oro 
Dam at least for the time being will stand as a momument to a stubborn 
-~~ashington bureaucracy. 

Those interested in Colorado water development should not take the 
smug attitude that the San Luis Valley must work out the land limitation 
problem for itself. The same problem will arise on the Fryingpan-Arkan
sas, the participating projects under the Colorado River Storage Project, 
the Blue-South Platte, and other projects. You cannot hide it. You can
not escape from it. The idea of avoiding the problem in an authorization 
bill is, in my opinion, fallacious. It merely postpones the fatal day 
and opens the door for the charge, which has been most unfairly made in 
connection with the Conejos, that the farmers have misled and deceived 
the United States in securing the construction of the project. 

There is at tte moment one faint ray of hope. The legislative com
mittee of the National Reclamation Association has recommended that the 
hard and fast 160-acre limitation be removed and that in its stead pro
vision be made for the determination of the maximum acreage which may be 
held by one ormer under each project by a board created to study and 
pass thereon. I am informed that the legislation which the President's 
National tater Resources Policy Committee has recommended contains a 
similar provision. The difference between the two proposals, according 
to my informant, is in the appointment of members to the Board. Under 
the NHA such appointments would be locally controlled. Under the 
plan of the President's Committee, the appointments will be controlled 
by the 0ecretary of the Interior. This difference might conceivably 
cause difr'icul ty in Congress. The legislative recommendations of the 
President's committee have not as yet been given public release. 

In conclusion let me say that I believe that speculation in lands 
to be served by a Federal reclamation project should be prevented. 
Also I believe in the principle of family-operated farms. Cn these two 
points I am in agreement with those who support the existing law. I 
part company 7rith them when they insist that the 160-acre limit must be 
applied everywhere that the Bureau of Reclamation operates. A 
vrbich might be reasonable in the rich farm lands of Illinois, Iowa, and 
ll.issouri or in the prolific valleys of Arizona and California is entirely 
unreasonable when applied to Colorado. For a fruit orchard the limit 
may be too high. For a livestock operation it is too low. 

One parting comment. I see no way for Colorado to secure the vast 
projects, which are essential to its full water development, without 
federal financing. This means that we cannot overlook the conditions 
which the United States imposes ·when it advances the money. The only 
v1ay to change those conditions is by action of the Congress. If you 
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believe, as I do, that the 160-acre limitation is unsound when applied 
to Colorado conditions, then I invite your advice and aid in the attain
ment of a reasonable modification of the land limitation laws which will 
retain the basic principles of the existing law but afford a sensible, 
realistic, flexible limit on acreage. 
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HFUTU?.E IH.RIGATIJP DEV'i:LJPi"ENT IL COLORADOU 

by 
Clifford H. Stone 

Director, Colorado lJater Conservation Board 
Paper ~.eli vered 

at 
Colorado Irrigation Centennial 

April 9, 1952 

A discussion of nFuture Irrigation Development in Colorado, 11 im
~ortant as that subject is to our people at the present time, may seem 
somevrhat prosaic in the light of the romantic story of the early begin
nings of water development in this State. 

A centennial observation, such as the one vve observe on this occasion, 
must emphasize historical aspects of the event which is celebrated; we look 
back and turn the "spotlight,n as best we may, on those individuals who 
played an important role in the initiation of great institutions, enduring 
enterprises and \·vorks which time has demonstrated accrued to the happiness 
and well being of those who came after them. Too often these individuals 
played their great part unnoticed at the time; the significance of their 
acts was not realized in their day. This comment may surely be made con
cerning those hardy and venturesome people who built the first irrigation 
ditches in Colorado. 

It is a far cry from the time the San Luis People's Ditch was built 
to Colorado's irrigation development of this day. But the locat rk: of 
that ditch brought with them the Spanish influence which, together with 
other factors, gave birth in Colorado to the appropriation doctrine of 
vater law. They and settlers in other parts of the State initiated a sys
tem of ·water lav•r which later ripened into a legal basis through the Colo
rado Constitution and Statutes. 

These first water seekers who would nurture crops on arid lands 
vvere endov.red with but little of the worldly goods; they possessed only 
crude tools with which to build; and they faced insecurity in a country 
only partially explored. 

If a personal reference may be pardoned, the insecurity and un
certainities which these early irrigators in Colorado faced are shown by 
the experience of my father who settled in the Cebolla Valley, just across 
the Continental Divide from the San Luis Valley. He crossed the San Luis 
Valley in a stage coach nearly thirty years after the San Luis People's 
Ditch ;vas built. ··.:hen he was fencing his land, which he had taken up 
under a placer claim because it had not yet been surveyed, Chief Ouray and 
a band of his Ute Indians came along. The Chief told him he would have 
to get off the land which, he said, belong-ed to the Ute tribe. ~-,hen the 
Indians had passed by, my father continued to fence his land, and later, 
after it had been surveyed, he proved up on it as a homestead. Not long 
after this encounter with the Indian chief, the Eeeker Llassacre occurred 
and the Utes were removed from Colorado to the Uinta Basin in what is now 
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the State of Utah. N. c. lfueker, then an Indian agent, was killed in 
• Before to he had played a prominent 

part in irrigation ventures of the Greeley Colony in the South 
Platte Basin in Colorado. 

There is some evidence that many years prior to the time my father 
came to the Cebolla Valley, a small of Spanish explorers 
for a short time in that Valley and built two or three small irrigation 
ditches. 

These irrigators and those vrho came to Colorado after 
them the next three decades were able to construct by individual 
effort the ditches which were the least expensive and easiest to build 
for the irrigation of the land nearest the rivers and creeks. Then 
came a period when farmers banded together through associations and dit~h 
companies to irrigate much larger acreage at higher levels and land re
moved from the strips which bordered the water courses. This was ac-
complished by the construction larger structures, canals and reser-
voirs and required the expenditure of sums of money beyond the financial 

of the individual land owners. In many instances, the irrigation 
ventures of this period were highly promotional; and often the available 
water supply for the land proposed to be irrigated was inadequate. Thus 
the record ates that, in many instances, those who had advanced the 
money for these ventures in were substantial losers and too 
often the farmers who relied upon them for a dependable water supply 
were doomed to bitter disappointment. Nevertheless it was during this 

that irrigated acreage had its greatest expansion in Colorado, 
much of it remains to this day without an adequate and de-

hundred years the San Luis 's Ditch was 
built, acreage has expanded from a few hundred acres in Colo-
rado to about 3,000,000 acres in From 1930 to 1940 irrigated acre-

in Colorado decreased and from 1940 to 1950 there was a decrease of 
000 acres, even though during that period new irrigation structures 

v.rere constructed. l\o doubt, such reduction in irrigated acreage is 
due to the fact that at the present time, and it must be so to 
extent in the future, for use of water must provide 

a more supply in all It is only good planning to de-
vote, as far as practicable, the water of the State 
to the stabilization of the economy of the State. 
This decrease, as shown by the last tentative census figures, is also 
partly due to the fact that in 1950 irrigated acreage in parks, golf 
courses, cemeteries and similar public areas was excluded. 

to the last tentative census returns, Colorado is the 
third state of the nation in total acreage. In the last ten 
years, the had dropped from second to third place. California is 
nmv first with 6,619,000 acres; Texas, second with 3,148,000 acres; and 
Colorado, third vlith 2,941,000 acres. Although the precise figures for 

are not now available, the tentative figures show 24,869,JOO acres 



of land are now irrigated in the seventeen \:estern arid or semi-arid 
states, and in the other thirty-one states, there are presently irri-
gated 1,529,290 acres of land. The total for all of the country is 
26 ,398', 2 -,0 acres. Of the irrigated acreage in the seventeen hestern 
states, slightly more than 6,000,000 acres of land have been provided 
by Bureau of Reclamation projects with a new or supplemental water 
supply. 

Irrigation permits a more intensive use of land, and, where vrater 
supplies are adequate for a given irrigation system, an assured year-in 
and year-out high level of production, less influenced by vagaries of 
season and ',:eather than any other t~ pe of agriculture. Only six-tenths 
of one per cent of the vJorld 's land is irrigated, but this irrigated 
acreage provides a greater diversification than other forms of farming, 
and thus helps both the economic stability of agricultural areas and 
the living standards of consumers. For these reasons, irrigation, 
formerly confined to the arid regions of the -~4est, has steadily oeen 
spreading eastward. As an example, take note of the increase in irri
gation in these states during the past ten years: New York, 5,900 to 
19,200 acres; New Jersey, 8,000 to 28,000 acres; South Carolina, 411 
to 6,400 acres; IJ.iassachusetts, 2,000 to 18,500 acres; Florida, ,000 
to 363,000 acres; Arkansas, 162,000 to 419,000 acres; and Tiisconsin, 
2,345 to 9, 781 acres.. i1iuch of the irrigation outside of the seventeen 
arid land states is accomplished by pumping underground water supplies. 
It is interesting to observe, too, that states east of the ninety-eighth 
meridian encounter difficulties when any extensive diversion of 
water from natural streams is considered. This is because these states 
embrace the riparian doctrine of ,Hater lavr, as distinguished from the 
doctrine of prior appropriation which is largely practiced in the 
v.-estern states. 

The Lleventh census (that for 1890 with acreage figures for 1889) 
was the first to give attention to irrigation. This census report 
listed the Colorado irrigated land by counties. The irrigated acreage 
in Colorado during the past one hundred years, as disclosed by the 
census, may be noted by the following figures: From a few hundred acres 
in 1852, to 891,000 acres in 1889, 1,611,000 acres in 1899, 3,394,000 
acres in 1929, 3,221_,000 acres in 1939 and about 2,941,000 acres in 1949. 

The year 1902 -was the beginning of a new era in irrigation devel
opment in the ,.est. Federal reclamation of arid and semi-arid lands, 
as it is known today, was initiated by the passage of the rtec1amation 
act of June 17, 1902. The original act and subsequent legislation es
tablished this Federal reclamation program for the seventeen ,,,estern 
states. In 1901, President Theodore Roosevelt, in urging initiation 
of this Federal irrigation program for the \.·est, made a significant 
statement. It emphasized the need for the program and he pointed out 
that it should be undertaken in full recognition and ation of 
state water laws. He stated: 
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"There remain, however, vast areas of public land which 
can be made available for homestead settlement, but only by 
reservoirs and mainline canals impracticable for private en
terprise. These irrigation works should be built by the 
National Government. The lands reclaimed by them should be 
reserved by the Government for actual settlers, and the cost 
of construction should so far as possible be repaid by the 
land reclaimed. The distribution of the water, the division 
of the streams among irrigators, should be left to the set
tlers themselves in conformity VIi th State laws and without 
interference 1tJith those laws or vrith vested rights. The 
policy of the tJational Government should be to aid irriga
tion in the several States and Territories in such manner as 
vvill enable the people in the local communities to help them
selves, and as will stimulate needed reforms in the State 
laws and regulations governing irrigation." 

The early-day concept of Federal irrigation development of the 
public domain has been expanded over the years by numerous acts of Con
gress to include supplemental irrigation of private lands, incidental 
power production, flood control, and relief from detriments to fish and 
wildlife from reclamation activities in connection with multiple-use 
projects. Also, it is no longer financed solely from proceeds of the 
Reclamation Fund. 

The authority of the United States to engage in reclamation was 
sustained in the beginning by Article IV, Section 3 of the Constitution 
giving Congress power "to dispose of and make needful rules and regula
tions respecting the territory or other property belonging to the United 
Stntes. 11 Some reclamation project authorizations, such as the Boulder 
Canyon Project, were based on the corrmerce clause of the Federal Con
stitution. As late as June 5, 1950, the concept of the authority for 
Federal reclamation was broadened in the important united States Supreme 
Court case of United States v. Gerlach Livestock Company. ~-~hile holding 
that Congress has directed that, in the Federal reclamation program, 
state-created water rights must be recognized, the Court said: 

n • • • Thus the power of Congress to promote the general 
welfare through large-scale projects for reclamation, irrigation, 
or other internal improvement, is now as clear and ample as its 
power to accomplish the same results indirectly through resort 
to strained interpretation of the power over navigation.n 
(.2mphasis supplied) 

Although the Federal reclamation program does not by any means 
foreclose irrigation development through private financing, it is realized 
at this time that, in most instances, the major projects development re
quired to utilize the water resources of the ·.;est will have to be ac
complished through Federal financing. 

In the first thirty-five years of the Federal reclamation program, 
from 1902 to 1937, only two Federal water development projects were con
structed in Colorado. These were the Uncompahgre and the Grand Valley 
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projects in 1festern Colorado, the latter including the Orchard rlesa 
Division. Prior to 1937, except for the Pueblo flood control works 
which were fincmced under a district created by state law and with
out the aid of Federal funds, no flood control projects had been 
constructed in this State. 

The total construction cost of completed Federal water develop
ment projects in Colorado, including both reclamation and flood control 
projects, is JS~,971,132. All of this expenditure, except the amount 
of ~::14,120,800, has been made since 1937. 

The estimated cost of Federal water projects now under con
struction in Colorado amounts to .~192, 769,000. 

The estimated cost of Federal projects authorized for con
struction in Colorado, but on 1rhich construction has not been started, 
is !;69,092,700. 

The Federal water development projects which have been completed 
in the 0tate are the Uncompahgre, Grand Valley, which includes the Or
chard .ulesa Division, John 1Jartin Dam and Reservoir, Pine .River, Fruit
growers, lJlontezuma, StillvTater, Eancos, Cherry Creek, Templeton Gap 
and the Conejos Unit of the San Luis Valley Project. 

Federal water development projects now under construction in 
Colorado are the Colorado-Big Thompson and the Paonia. 

Federal projects authorized for construction in Colorado, on 
which construction has not been started, are the Narrovrs, Eorrison, 
Trinidad, extension of the Pueblo flood control works and the South 
Platte flood ~ontrol project. 

Of the projects just mentioned, the John Martin, Cherry Creek, 
Templeton Gap, lJlorrison, Trinidad, Pueblo and South Platte will provide 
only flood control benefits. The others are Bureau of Reclamation pro
jects and v1ill serve irrigation, flood control and power production 
purposes. i1iany of these reclamation projects are multiple-use in 
character. 

A report on the proposed Blue-South Platte project has been 
made available to project sponsors and the Colorado tater Conser
vation Board. Litigation now pending in the courts is delaying con
sideration of State coffiffients on this project. 

11.uthorization by Congress is presently being sought for the 
Fryingpan-Arkansas Project, the Colorado .River Storage Project and 
Participating Projects and the Collbran Project. The Fryingpan-Ar
kansas Project will divert an estimated 70,000 acre-feet of water 
from the Fryingpan Basin of the Colorado River for use in the Arkan
sas Basin. This project was approved by the Colorado Water Conser
vation Board after a Policy and Review Committee, appointed by the 
Board, had vmrked out operating principles satisfactory to both 
Eastern and \·iestern Colorado. The Collbran Project, located near 
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Grand Junction, Colorado, will provide supplemental irrigation in 
the Plateau Valley, domestic Tfater supplies for Grand Junction and 
the surrounding area, and a relatively small amount of hydroelectric 
energy. This project has definite defense relationships because 
of the great need for domestic and municipal water supplies in the 
Grand Junction area to meet demands created by the atomic energy 
activities and uranium ore production in that section of the State. 

The Colorado River Storage Project and Participating Projects 
is a plan for the comprehensive development of the entire Upper Colo
rado River Basin. It is a great basin-wide undertaking and will re
quire many years to complete. The States of Colorado, New I~exico, 

Utah and hyoming are primarily concerned vJi th, and will be benefited 
by, this proposed development. The report of the Bureau of Recla
mation on this project has been favorably commented upon by all the 
affected states, including the States of Arizona, California and 
Hevada in the Lm;er Colorado River Basin. The report on this pro
ject is now on the desk of the Secretary of the Interior and every 
ef ..:.·ort is being m2.de to have it transmitted by the Secretary to the 
Bureau of the Budget. The Upper Colorado River Commission, of which 
Colorado is a member State, has approved a draft of legislation to 
authorize this great project. The Colorado River Storage Project 
is of great concern to all of the people of the State, both ~~est and 
East of the Continental Divide. It will provide hold-over storage 
to enable Colorado, New l.lexico, Utah and 1;yoming to meet their obli
gations under the Colorado River Compact to make deliveries of water 
at Lee Ferry in the Lovmr Colorado River Basin and, at the same time, 
enable the Upper Basin to make full use of the 7,5oo,ooo acre-feet 
of water a year allocated by the Compact to that basin. Y1i thout this 
hold-over storage, it is estimated that the Upper Basin will lose the 
use of from 1,300,000 to 1,600,000 acre-feet of the water a year. 
Since Colorado, under the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, is en
titled to 51.75 per cent of Upper Basin water, the loss of this 
1,300,000 to 1,600,000 acre-feet of water would be a serious blow to 
the future development of the State. 

At the present time, a matter of great concern to Colorado and 
its present and future water users is that of securing adequate sur
veys and investigations for water development. It is recognized now 
that in order to formulate plans for the utilization of Colorado's 
remaining water supplies, basin investigations are of primary concern. 
The Colorado River is virtually Colorado's last "water hole" for its 
principal future development through the utilization of the water re
source, The entire State is concerned with the completion, at as 
early a day as possible, of surveys and investigations in that part 
of the basin nhich lies in Colorado. 

The sources of six major rivers are found in Colorado and there 
lie in Colorado portions of four major river basins. Because of this 
geographical situation and the origins of so many major rivers in this 
State, the utilization of surfaJe water supplies has created many inter
state water problems. Under the principle of equitable apportionment 
of the use of the water of interstate rivers, Colorado, in the past, 
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has been a party to more interstate water litigation before the Su
preme Court of the United States than has any other state. In the 
light of this experience, the Colorado lJater Conservation Board has 
adopted the policy of seeking amicable adjustments, if possible, of 
interstate water controversies by compacts and other means. At the 
present time, no interstate litigation over water, in which Colorado 
is interested, is pending. Even before the last United States Su
preme Court case was finally settled, the State became actively en
gaged in negotiating water compacts. Colorado is now a signatory to 
eight interstate water compacts. These compacts, together with de
cisions and decrees of the Supreme Court of the United States, cover 
every major river of the State and some of their tributaries. The 
State is also taking an active part in the activities of the tissouri 
Basin Inter-Agency Committee and the Arkansas-Y.hite-Red Basins 
Agency Committee. 

Colorado's pre-eminent leadership in the formulation and ex
ercise of the doctrine of prior appropriation is generally recognized. 
1-:.nother distinction which, I believe, the State can justly claim is 
that of leadership in developing the principles of equitable apportion
ment among states of the use of water of interstate streams and in 
furthering the compact method for settling inter-state water contro
versies. 

In recent years the importance of two phases of present and 
future vrater development in Colorado has become more fully recognized. 
One of them is that of the utilization of underground water resources. 
Lriore than six years ago, the Colorado Hater Conservation Board, in 
cooperation with the United States Geological Survey, initiated a sur
vey in the State of the extent and occurrence of these ground water 
resources. This survey is only partially completed, but money has 
been made available by the last Legislature to continue it. In some 
parts of the State, the drilling of wells and the utilization of ground 
waters for irrigation and domestic purposes have greatly increased. 
As is al\Jays the case, such extensive use of ground waters has demon
strated the need of an under-ground water code. Although efforts have 
been made to formulate such a code, no progress has been made in this 
direction. At the present time, a committee is being set up to study 
legislation on this subject. Such a committee would consist of farm, 
municipal, technical and representatives. The Colorado Con-
servation Board has passed a strong resolution expressing the need for 
the formulation and adoption by the Legislature, of an underground 
Vlater code. 

The other phase which has been more fully recognized in recent 
years as an important factor in future water development in Colorado 
is that of increasing needs for water for municipal and industrial 
purposes. With the increase in population, particularly in urban cen
ters, and with the very apparent need for water for various industrial 
purposes, such as that for the processing of oil shales and coal for 
fuel oil production, the availability of water for future 
expansion requires continual reappraisal. 
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The effect of water project development on the fish and wild
life resources of the State and the n0ed of securing the highest and 
best use of limited water supplies, v1ith as little interference as 
possible with these fish, -v1ildlife and recreational attractions and 
resources, constitute another problem which requires serious atten
tion. 

Colorado, along with other states of the .est, has now ap
proached the time when a final pattern of water development is be
ing cut. The problems are all numerous and complicated. Aside 
from those which I have mentioned, there are involved questions of 
national water policy which, at the present time, are being heatedly 
debated over the entire nation. To preserve the integrity of state 
water laws, to prevent threatened action for the centralized Federal 
control of a great natural resource, to accord recognition of the 
Federal interests while, at the same time, recognizing the rights and 
interests of the states, to resolve problems related to the repay
ment of the costs of water development projects and to settle many 
issues, such as that of the land limitation provision of the Federal 
Reclamation Law, - all present problems incident to the present and 
future development of the water resources of Colorado. Colorado will 
not be able to make the best use of its remaining water resources 
without careful attention being devoted to these matters and without 
the interested agencies of the State and its citizens being ever 
alert and prepared to take appropriate action. 

In closing, I wish to emphasize, above everything else, that 
if Colorado is to utilize, for the present and future welfare of its 
citizens, the limited remaining water resources of the State, every 
effort should be made to avoid, or, at least reduce to the minimum, 
internal controversies over its water resources. Such controversies 
inevitably result in years of delay in the realization of the use 
of water in the State 1uhich is so greatly needed. Internal contro
versies long continued might threaten the eventual ability to use 
a substantial part of the unappropriated waters of the Colorado River 
Basin, to ·which the State is entitled under existing compacts. 
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Theodore C. Henry--Champion Irrigation Project Promoter 

A. J. Hamman 
Extension Service Irrigation Specialist, 

Colorado A & H College 

Space in this report does not permit much of the detail of irriga
tion development in Colorado. Very soon there will, no doubt, be another 
Centennial observance to take note of the efforts of pioneer irrigation 
farmers and developers of the basis for present-day irrigation law. This 
next centennial mile post should be marked in the Cache La Poudre Valley. 
It is a worth while project for all communities of that valley to unite on. 

However, it seems fitting here to mention briefly the work of that 
champion promoter of irrigation projects,Theodore C. Henry. He was known 
to a former generation as T. C. Henry or just T. c. He left his marks 
and his monuments in all the principal irrigated areas of Colorado. 

There were numerous irrigation advocates and promoters active in 
the State during the 18801 s and 18901s. However, T. C. Henry appears 
to have been the most prolific of the group. A dozen large projects are 
credited to him. 

He and his associates are reported to have gained little or nothing 
for themselves from their vast and scattered activities. It is said that 
T. c. broke himself and all those who were associated with him. Whether 
this be fact or fiction will be left for some better researcher to determine 
If it be fact it may account for the very significant general acceptance 
and use of the mutual form of irrigation companies in this State. 

Perhaps T. c. Henry planned to turn his projects over to the water 
using land owners. In any case that is what happened to the extent that 
today there are comparatively few corporations selling water in Colorado. 

The mutalization of some ofT. C. Henryts canal systems as well as 
of those of some other promoters were not accomplished without bitter 
controversy and long drawn-out legal battles. 

~-Jho was T. C. Henry? In his testimony in the famous Kansas-Colorado 
Suit) before Supreme Court Commis&oner, Granville A. Richardson at 
Denver in October, 1904, he said he was a native of the State of New 
York. He came to Colorado by way of Abilene and other points in Kansas 
after extensive and varied experiences in large-scale farming and land 
speculation ventures in that state. He also served the Kansas Pacific 
(now Union Pacific) as land agent at Abilene to help promote an economy 
Hhich vJould absorb into private ownership the large blocks of granted 
lands held by the railroad. 

His operations in Kansas began, according to the records, in 1867 
and included a battle with drought, flood, grasshoppers, famine and 
abundance until 1883 when he moved to Colorado. I1r. Henry took credit 
for establishing winter 1vheat as the preferred 1vheat crop for Kansas as 
early as 1573. His farming operations covered some fifteen thousand 
acres in 1878 and a 11 seventy-five to a hundred thousand dollarstt loss in 
1879, the beginning of the end of his operations in Kansas. 
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Arguments that the rain belt was westward with the plow and 
that the pores of the soil would open up and absorb moisture better when 
countless buffalo no longer impacted it could no longer hold T. c. Henry 
in Kansas. He broke with the large railroad land-grant interests and 
advocated, in an address before the State Horticultural Society, in 1879, 
I think, or possibly in 1880, the idea of n't-rithdravdng that country from 
homesteading and making a stock country of it.n 

Quoting again from Henryts testimony: 

!!About the year 1880 there began to be more attention paid to the 
need for irrigation. I myself put in some windmills and experimented, 
on the uplands particularly, but found that no practical results ensued 
of any worth. The quantity of "t'ITater obtained in the face of enormous 
evaporation, the hot winds, the dry atmosphere and the parched ground 
made practical results of any value impossible--by pumping. We ran some 
levels with the idea of taking water from some of the tributaries that 
were flowing into the Smoky Hill (river , but the expense involved and 
the small supply of water really available, in the face of large areas 
of country that needed irrigation, made it too small and pitiful a 
proposition to advertise •••• Some Kansas people, particularly Senator 
Plumb, as I remember it, and some of his associates, about that time 
began irrigation development in a way, out in the Garden City Section of 
the Arkansas Valley. tt 

The testimony here emphasizes the point that irrigation was quite 
generally under discussion, especially following the years 1879 and 1880. 
The Kansas Pacific railroad had reached Denver in August 1870 and T. C. 
Henry continues his testimony as follows; 

11 Naturally, more or less of our people were back and forth (between 
Kansas and Colorado) and irrigation had become inaugurated in this state. 
I first visited the state in 1876 and went up into the northern part • • • 
and investigated the irrigation conditions and soon saw that it was not 
possible ••• at home to utilize or employ irrigation, our conditions, 
as I say, not being favorable, and I took some opportunity to promulgate 
my vievrs as a result of my investigation. I was greatly impressed, of 
course, with the advarrtages of irrigation. We were pretty hungry for 
water sometimes." 

This and other similar evidence, together with crop failures, con
vinced Mr. Henry that Colorado was a more promising area in which to 
carry out his type and style of operations. So within a few weeks after 
he arrived in 1683, he became interested in irrigation. His first 
Colorado enterprise was the Grand Valley Canal System at Grand Junction 
in the Grand Valley. 

Counsel for Colorado, Charles D. Hayt, asked: 

n~oJill you now state in detail what experience you have had in the 
building of ditches in Colorado and else1.rhere in the arid region? 
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A. The Grand Valley enterprise cvv,:;red about forty thousand acres 
of land. A canal Has built proportionately. I raised the money and 
practically completed the system, involving an outlay altogether, under 
my administration, of about four hundred thousand dollars. Since then 
there has been added to that outlay perhaps a couple of hundred thousanQ. 
dollars more, on the canal system itself. The canal is located in the 
Grand Valley, which is watered by the Grand River on the western slope, 
and the is taken out of that river to supply the canal system so 
built at a point about sixty east of the Utah line and about twelve 
miles above the to~m of Grand Junction, Colorado. The canal is about 
forty feet wide on the bottom, with a carrying depth of about five feet, 
and it is about forty miles long. The distributing canals have perhaps 
a total of two or hundred miles. The next enterprise I was 
interested in 1tJas at Fort Eorgan, called the Fort lYiorgan Canal, down on 
the south bank of the South Platte River, about seventy miles below 
Denver. It waters Fort Morgan flats, in the center of which is the town 
of Fort f'Iorgan. It is a canal about thirty miles long, about twenty-five 
feet wide on the bottom at the head gate, with a carrying depth of about 
four and a half feet, and irrigates about fifteen thousand acres of land. 
It cost, altogether, about three hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 

"The next enterprises I was identified with were in the San L.uis 
Valley, namely, the Del Norte canal, the Citizens 1 canal, the Empire canal 
and the San Luis canal. The Del Norte canal, the first one, abcut 

feet 1vide on the bottom and one hundred and ten feet wide on the 
top, carrying about seven feet of water and having a grade of about 
seven feet to the mile for the first few miles--the largest canal in the 
United States so far as quantity of water or carrying capacity is con
cerned. It has cost, altogether, with the distributing canals, perhaps 

of a million dollars, and it has a total length, including 
main canals and distributing laterals, of perhaps five hundred miles. 

nThe Citizens t is about forty miles long and 
on the bottom, ~nth a carrying depth of about six feet, the 
aggregating three or hundred miles in length, and cost about between 
four and five hundred thousand dollars. 

ttThe Empire canal is do1vn in the San Luis Valley; is also taken, 
as the previous canals in that valley from the Rio Grande River. 
It is sixty-six feet wide on the bottom, with a carrying depth of about 
six feet; it is about miles long--the main canal--and has 
about one thousand s of distributing canals under it. The total 
cost is about seven hundred thousand dollars. 

"The San Luis canal, also taken from the same river in the San Luis 
Valley, is a canal------

• You are now of canals constructed under your manage-
ment·] 

"A. • (I:Ii tness continuing )--fifty feet wide on the bottom, 
possibly, with a carrying depth of about five or six feet, and a total 
mileage, including main and distributing canals, of about three hundred 
miles, and cost, altogether, about four hundred thousand dollars. 
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nThese canals were built in 1884 and 188.5, except some of the 
distributing canals, needed for the use of farms brought under cultiva
tion subsequently. 

HThe next system was the North Poudre, taken out of the north fork 
of the Poudre river, northwest from Fort Collins. has been very 
greatly extended and improved, but at that time, the time that I was 
connected with it, it was a canal thirty feet wide on the bottom and 
about sixty miles long, and with distributing laterals aggregating a 
couple of hundred miles--a very expensive undertaking. The original 
cost was about five hundred thousand dollars. 

"The Pawnee canal was located in the lower South Platte valley, on 
the north side of the Platte river, adjoining and tributary to the town 
of Sterling, in Logan county. The Pawnee canal is about forty feet wide 
at the head gate, carries about five feet in depth, and the main line 
is about thirty miles long, with perhaps one hundred or one hundred and 
fifty miles of distributing canals. It cost about two hundred thousand 
dollars. The Pawnee canal was built in 1884. 

nin 1884 we built the Uncompahgre canal, now called the 
Montrose canal, in Montrose county, the water being taken from the 
Uncompahgre river. It is a canal about thirty miles long with perhaps 
two hundred miles of distributing laterals, a very proposition, 
having cost more than half a million of dollars. 

nin the Arkansas valley, in 1887, the first project I undertook was 
what is now known as Fort Lyon canal. The head is taken out of the 
Arkansas river on the north side, about two miles northwest from the 
town of La Junta, and in the course of two years it was extended so that 
the extreme length of the main canal uas one hundred and seventeen miles. 
It been subsequently enlarged, but not under my administration, with 
a much greater was at that time about fifty feet vnde on 
the bottom, with a capacity and depth of something over six feet, 
and cost, as originally constructed under my administration, between 
four and five hundred thousand dollars. 

11 The next in the Arkansas valley I undertook is what is 
called the Bob Creek canal, known as the Colorado Land and vlater 
Companyts canal, the headgate of which is taken out on the north side 
of the Arkansas River about eighteen miles below Pueblo, and is carried 
about sixty miles and waters Sugar City and the territory tributary to 
it. It is a canal of about, as I now recollect, fifty feet wide, carry
ing a depth of perhaps about five feet, and cost, under my administration! 
about three hundred and fifty thousand dollars. It has subsequently been 
enlar and is a much more ambitious • 

nAlso in that year, 1890, I undertook the Otero canal enterprise in 
the Arkansas valley, the canal taken forty miles below Pueblo. The 
main canal is about sixty-six miles long, has a width at the headgate of 
about feet, carrying four and a to five feet in depth, 
and cost about two hundred and fifty to three hundred thousand dollars. 

nThose are all the main canals that I have constructed. I have 
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been identified Hith some smaller ones, but comparatively small. 

"Q. vJere there Kansas people interested Hi th you in the construc
tion of some of these canals? 

11A. Yes, most of the capital employed in, the Fort Lyon construc
tion at the time I was connected vJith it 1.ras Kansas capital or capital 
belonging to the friends of Kansas people, including principally Topeka 
people--the Hulvanes, Senator Burton and others less prominent. That 
·Has the first enterprise I undertook in the Arkansas valley. I think 
there were no Kansas people identified -vrith any of the others there. 

"Q. But during all those years the people of Kansas were taking a 
lively interest in the question of irrigation, were they not1 

11A. Yes. 

11 Q. Attending irrigation congresses and generally advocating aid 
from the national government? 

"A. I think the people of that portion of the Arkansas valley 
in the State of Kansas were more active and more aggressive in further
ing irrigation development and talking irrigation than the people of 
perhaps any other State in the arid west. The Santa Fe Railway Company 
was particularly active. It went so far as to employ Judge Emery of 
Florence as a general solicitor on the subject of irrigation, who first 
acquainted himself thoroughly with the subject and on all occasions, 
nearly~ appeared, advocating irrigation. 

11 Q. Do you remember a man by the name of Gregory who resided at 
Kansas City? 

"A. Yes, sir. Gregory was perhaps in some ways even more active 
then Judge Emery. Judge Frnery had no material interests at stake and 
Judge Gregory had. Judge Gregory V\as a resident of that part of arid 
Kansas, and Judge Emery was employed because of his ability as a 
speaker, but lived in eastern Kansas where irrigation was not so much 
needed. 

"Q. Do you remember E. R. Noses? 

"A. Yes; he was another active man, very prominent in the vJork, 
chairman of the executive committees of the various congresses, and 
active in that way. 

"Q. lrJhere did he live? 

11A. At Great Bend, Kansas, I think. 

"Q. 1rJhat were these congresses you have spoken of? 

11A. They were conventions held for the purpose of discussing and 
furthering irrigation interests as a general proposition and as applied 
particularly to the respective localities from whence representatives 
appeared. 
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places uhere these congresses were 

11A. was a congress held in Denver, a congress in Ogden, a 
in Salt Lake City, a congress, I think, in Los ~~,,~v·~ 

Phoenix, Arizona, and other places--in Phoenix in particular. 

nl;.~. Do you know v.rhether people generally attended 
and advocated the cause of irrigation? 

HA. Invariably, with and influential delegations. 

HQ. One purpose was to the government to make 
for irrigation, was 

nA. I think the idea Hhich culminated in the reclamation 
fund originated with Kansas people. 

11 Q. Over what years did discussion and this activity on the 
of the people of Kansas in favor of irrigation extend? 

"A. lrlell, over the decade beginning, I should say, about the 
year 1890. 

"Q. continued, I suppose, until it culminated in the act of 
congress in 1902, setting aside a fund for that purpose? 

"A. Yes; I dontt think Kansas has displayed so much at 
any rate in the sessions of the congress held during 
last two or three years, as it did thereto. 

11 ~. You have stated 
tion of ditches and in farming 

experience in farming "tvi th 

HA. the State of Kansas? 

HQ • An-yv.r here. 

n.a. Oh, yes, in State. 

ttQ. Briefly, over what 
or small? 

your experience in the construe
without irrigation. Have you 

would that extend, and to what 

11A. I commenced agricultural operations in the spring of 1884 in 
the Grand valley, as well as horticultural operations. There I 
out the to-v1n of Fruita, I think, shipped the first car.:::load of 

trees over the range. The town of Fruita is under the Grand 
system. And we did some farming besides on various tracts of 

our company acquired there. I began that same year agri
operations in the San Luis valley, where I opened up what we 

called the North Farm, under the Norte canal, of seven thousand 
acres, about six miles north of Honte a toVJn our company laid 
out; then on the south side of the river, in the San Luis valley, I 
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opened up the South Farm, under the Citizenst canal, of three thousand 
acres. I v-ras interested in a ranch of about eight hundred acres that 
year in Horgan county, near the town of Fort l'1organ, also some agricul
tural operations under the North Poudre valley system, north of Fort 
Collins. The next year we farmed in the San Luis valley, under the 
Empire canal. The next two or three years we put about sixty thousand 
acres under cultivation. 

"Q. Well, in 
to the present time? 

nA. Yes. 

have your farming operations extended dmv-n 

nQ. conducted under the irrigating systems you have spoken of? 

11A. Yes, supplied by canals. 

nQ. During the twenty years or more that you have been in Colorado 
you have had occasion to go about the State considerably, have you? 

"A. ~iell, very considerably. I have traveled over the State. 

"Q. Have you given very much attention to the agricultural and 
horticultural interests of the State during that time? 

nA. Very close attention. 

11 Q. You have, I judge, in addition to your practical experience, 
made a study of these questions to some extent, have you not? 

nA. 

ttQ. 

It' A. 

IIQ. 

I think I have. 

Have you ever made investigations abroad with reference to 

I have. 

When, and what countries have you visited? 

11A. I visited southern France and examined the irrigation systems, 
more particularly in the section of Nice, also in northern Italy, on 
the plains of Lombardy, and in the vicinity of Hilan, and also along 
the Rivera, below Genoa and Naples, where the operations are comparatively 
small. Those investigations were made in the year 1889. And I saw 
something of the irrigation operations in Holland that year. In 1893 
I was again in Holland and made some investigation of the conditions of 
agriculture and irrigation. They were quite different, of course, from 
the conditions in Italy. I made those examinations, I may say, in order 
that the work of a commission which had been appointed by Governor 
Cooper (Job A. Cooper 1889-1891) the year before according to an act of 
the legislature, of which I was a member, in revising and codifying the 
irrigation statutes of this State, might possibly be more intelligently 
done. 
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11 Q. I understand you to 
Governor of this State, under 

were appointed an official by the 
enactment to codify the 

of the State. 

Yes, and with those credentials and by virtue of that he 
had 
system 
ticed 

me special consideration and facilities to examine the 
and the conditions of etc., as prac-

11 Q. I suppose you have also read the of others, 
and of their upon this subject? 

uA. Quite extensively, • 

HQ. I will now ask you to state your conclusions with reference to 
the productiveness of lands as compared with non-irrigated 

and with reference to the capacity of these landsto support popula-
tion. 

n&. \fell, as a prvposition, under average conditions in 
the State of Colorado, for instance, where tion is practiced, on 
the one hand, as compared with the average conditions in the section of 
Kansas of which I have spoken, and where I resided and farmed, in what 
is termed western Kansas, it is my judgment that a family of five per
sons, during a decade, can more safely rely upon the production of ten 
acres of irrigated in Colorado for a livelihood than upon one 
hundred and sixty acres of non-irrigated land in, as I said, that section 
of Kansas; that is, particularly the Smoky Hill and the watersheds of 
the Smoky Hill, Solomon, Saline, and along the Arkansas river in that 
State Hhere is not in vogue. 

n Q. can you say as to the of crops, with 
to those grovm on lands and those grown on non-irrigated lands? 

ttA. For instance, within the past t-vm weeks I visited the Arkansas 
the Fort Lyon Canal, and visited an addition to the to-vrn of 

La and in over lands I was in fifteen or 
ago, "tvhich had been cut up into small tracts, I saw a 

acres in a high state of tivation, with very heavy 
a sort of that at the time I was familiar with that 

tract of land I supposed would practically never be re-
claimed, now nted to sugar beets, and when I spoke to the man 

the beets he instan recognized me, and I found I had sold him, 
as he told me--and I remembered htm then--a tr~ct of one hundred and 

acres in Dickinson county, twenty-five or thirty years ago, and 
he was living on this two-acre tract. I think he was a Scotchman by 
birth, perhaps. He assured me positively he was making a better and 
safer for himself and his think he had no children 

the two acres in question than he was able to make in a 
term of years on the one hundred and sixty acres in the State of Kansas, 
tbecause,' he said, ti am sure here of a living.t To be sure, he has 
his cow, and a pig or two, etc., on the two-acre tract. He had lost 
his crops entirely on the one hundred and sixty acres in State 
Kansas and became involved and sold out, I think he told me in 1896 or 
1897, and moved away.n 
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(Mr. Henry and others of his day might be greatly surprised at the 
trend in size of both Colorado irrigated farms and Kansas wheat farms 
today.) 

Return of irrigation water to the parent stream and its reuse was 
observed studied by T. c. Henry and his contemporaries. There was 
considerable time spent in the hearings of the Kansas-Colorado case on 
this point, storage and stabilized river flow. Almost a half 
century ago this promoter and others visualized a project such as the 
John Martin or Caddoa project in the Arkansas basin but believed land 
values were too low to justify the necessary outlay by private enter
prise. They also talked of many other storage projects, some of which 
have been names but have not taken shape. While there are now some 

thousand different irrigation enterprises in Colorado and active 
part in the first organization and construction of the twelve (among 
the in the State) above is quite a record for any one 
promoter. 

Thus we add to the evidence of the pioneers in establishing irriga
tion and developing a stable agriculture in the watered valleys of our 
State. A generation is growing up, or should we say has grown up, 
which discounts the sweat, tears and heartaches of our pioneers in 
irrigation who were friends and neighbors of many still living among us. 
This new generation takes these hard-won developments for granted, even 
more than they now take weather. 

To assume that irrigation is established and fixed and needs no 
attention or study by any but a few State administrators and ditch 
company officials is to stalemate progress. A good foundation has been 
laid to'tiard the structure that must eventually be l}uilt. 

Stockmen, farmers and their advisors are generally and constantly 
active in the improvement of their animals and their crops, but find 
too little time to intelligently study their irrigation problems. I 
suggest t11at almost sufficient time has elapsed since the rough-and-tumble 
development period to begin to correct some of the early mistakes to the 
end that our limited water supply may serve and increase agricultural 
production on more acres for more people. 
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HOV! /fELL HAVE WE BUILT 

Clifford H. Stone 

Director of the Colorado Water Conserv?tion Board 

Delivered October 13, 1942 at IBnver, Colorado 
Banquet ;.:reeting of the Association cf 

Western State Engineers 

After two d2ys during which you have considered engineering 
questions, m::ty 1v-e put aside the slide rule and review ?.. story of 
western irrigCJ.tion? Cold as Elay be the engineering and legal factors 
involved, it is a hum2n interest story. It deals vdth life and the 
nurturing Yvaters of vrestern rivers. It is inspired by nen who en7 
visioned the building of an empire. The principal actors do not 
appear on the scene as heroes, but as benefactors whose contribution 
to society has never been adequately evaluated. Many of them play 
their inportant roles almost unnoticed. 

It is possible in the space of this paper to relate only the 
outst<?nding incidents in one typical western community where economic 
influences B.nd the 2.cti vi ties of conspicuous characters present a 
significant story of irrigation development. We refer to the area 
in the vicinity of Greeley, Colorado, where the Union Colony, at an 
early date, brought water and land together to lay the foundation for 
the prosperous agriculture found there todey. 

It we.s at Greeley th2.t a great leader of New York City prot1oted 
the cause of irrigation and temperance. ~~en the purpose of the Union 
Colony, which was founded in April 1870, was under discussion, this 
man from the East, Horace Greeley, said: 

"Now, I desire and I am. in eBrnest for hun.anity' s sake that you 
people build up an asylun under the shadow of the Rocky Mountains, 
under new circumstances, where you ·will live by irrigation and 
flourish in a new clime, where a man can go and cannot get drunk. 
There are mc:my men who desire such a place. What I desire in this 
matter is not for myself but for humanity.n 

It was the Union Colony which, in its early years, came under the 
guidance of 2.nother crusader for ~':estern Agriculture, N. C. Meeker. 
Ever a pioneer, pushing his vrork into nevv areas, Ivieeker met his death 
in the Meeker Indian Massacre of 1879. David Boyd in his trHistory of 
Greeley and the Union Colony of Colorado," published in 1890, says of 
N. C. Heeker: 

"Every brick block, every church, every school house, every 
beautiful residence reared in Greeley is a monument to N. C. 
Meeker. Every tres planted, every lawn clothed in grass and 
bordered vvith flowers, every field waving with grain in and 
eround Greeley is a nonument to N. C. liieeker. Every bird thc<t 
sings in the branches of the trees th2.t border the fields c::md 
streets once covered with cactus, every bee that hQ~S in our 
clover lav-ms or fields of alfalfa sings or hums a requiem 
to the ashes of N. C • Lieeker. tr 
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VJhen l?.nd-developnent promoters in Denver held out to the people in 
the East the promise of great expanse of land with a~nost inexhaustible 
supplies of water, it was J. Max Clark, who, at thHt early time, made an 
estimate of the available direct-flow supply of water in the Greeley 
area for irrigation. He made ~n estimate vdthout knowing the term 
11 acre-foot", ·without measuring devices, Yvithout previous records, which, 
in the light of present knowledge, has proven subst2ntially correct. 

It was a Greeley 1-:1an, Delph Carpenter, who in later years became the 
exponent of the compact method of adjusting interstate water 

controversies. He spent his last active days in this work. He lives 
today but is hopelessly paralyzed. In his time he has performed a 
work which has redounded to the vvelfare e_nd advancement of the entire 
Vifest. 

It is in the Greeley area that the proponents of dependable water 
supply have in this day planned, secured the federal authori~ation for, 
and are constructing a $54,000,000 irrigation and power project to 
furnish supplementRl vrater supply for more thm 700,000 acres of highly 
developed Pgricultural land. These men in our time, by this great 
project, are building the -rmrks to bring 320,000 acre-feet of water 
through the Continental oi vide by a thirteen file tunnel from the 
Colorado River basin. Only yesterday such extensive works were consider
ed possibl0. of realization m2.ny years in the future. They c;.re surely 
a -~\:tr-cry from the crude, early works of Horace Greeley, J. 11ex Clark 
and N. C. Meeker. Their building constitutes an interesting chapter of 
a story which in its beginning told of hardship, uncertainties and 
experiment. 

But these men of three quarters of a century ago envisioned the 
pattern of irrigation development. In September 1873 an irrigation 
convention was held in Denver. To this convention vmre invited delegates 
from the states and territories of Utah, Wyoming, New l''Iexico, Kansas, 
Nebraska and Colorado. The main objective was to get up a petition 
to Congress to donate half the proceeds from the sa~e of Governoent 
land for the building of ditches and irrigation works. This was done, 
but there was no response from Washington. Here, then, we find that 
in 1873 the principle of the Reclamation Act of 1902 was proposed by 
an irrigation convention in Denver. Seventy-five years were to pass 
by before the men of another generation were to see a project construc
ted under the Reclamation Act, in the Greeley area. 

The Greeley, Tribune of September 17th, 1873, contains an a.rticle 
on irrigation in It2.ly, by J. Max Clark. It indicates how vigorously 
those early settlers vrere trying to find out something about irrigation. 
From this may we quote: 

11It has been our great drawback in agriculture from the beginning 
here, that parties got engaged in the business, Clnd having no 
practical knowledge of irrigation, c:nd nothing but a sort of 
theoretical itching interest in the farm, have continually sought 
to a.dvise us as to what might, could or should be done, while 
those practical men who have for years been engaged in the pursuit, 
have lacked either the ability or inclination to tell us what they 
know. And now, after quite a goodly number of us hHve been 
making this system of tilling the soil our exclusive business for 
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the past three ye~rs, and hPve sought to obtain all the know
ledge we could by close observation, repe2ted experiments, 
end the nost careful study of all av2ilable sources of information, 
here C01"1es a banker, who, in the intervals of business hours has 
time to do a little not very succesful tinkering in a garden, and 
has sunk a little noney in non-resident farming over the river, 
and lJroposes, 2t one fell svYeep to upset all our careful calcula-
tions 2s to our nee and resources, and tells us, at one 
guess, more than 2.11 we know upon the subject,~*"~~ ~*" 

"Now a -rmrd a.bout the system of irrigation in Uteh. It may be 
said, th:'"'t while the }'iormons have practiced it a little longer 
than Yre have, they knm.r very little more about· it, and except, 
perhaps in the City of Salt Lake, resort to ve~ little 
nore system th2n -vre do. They have, so far as I have been able 
to lePrn, contributed nothing to the vrorld t s store of knovrledge 
on the subject, have vrritten no books, 8J1vanced no new theories, 
recorded no new facts, and vrhen, some three years since, the Far-
mer 's Club of this corresponded with s orne of their princi-

men upon the subject, \"rith H view to ascertain facts of im
portance for our mvn application and use, they were able to 
afford us nothing of ?ny practical value. 

11 It is quite fortunate for us that in Italy they have practiced 
this art for centuries. They have there such costly appliances, 
such extensive vvorks in the sh2.pe of d8ms, sluices, water-gates, 
head-gates, flumes, reservoirs, etc., Bnd such a perfect system 
withal as vre may not expect for years to come. They have, for us, 
which is most import?nt still, extensive treatises on the subject, 
cont2ining valuable information as to the effects of the system 
upon the soil after hundreds of years of trial, statistics as to 
the ancunt of w2.ter required, and records of the size P.nd capacity 
of their canals, and the number of acres cultivated under them, 
·which ca.nnot fa.il to be cf infinite advantage to a people propos
ing to prcoctice the art in other lands.-;f- -l~ -?~n 

There follmYs in this article an application of some of the priL
ciples found in the article on irrigation in Italy to the problems which 
were encountered by the Union Colony. 

In 1880 Patrick 0 t an English engineer, surveyed And super-
intended the construction of the North Poudre canal. He became interes
ted in the consumptive use of water in the area. When he returned to 
Engl2nd in 1883, he read a peper on this subject before the Institute 
of Civil Engineers, London. The proof of the p2per was sent to E. S. 
Nettleton, Color2do Ste.te Engineer, for review and corrun.ents. The State 
Engineer turned the paper over to David Boyd of Greeley for study. 
His co1mnents vrere published in the proceedings of the London Institute 
of Civil Engineers, along ni th the discussion contributed on the 
subject by a.bout bventy of the Institute. The discussions of 
these men represented the experience gained from nearly every country 
on the face of the globe where irrigation was then practiced. 
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One of the problems vvhich perplexed these early irrigationists was 
how to regulate diversions of Wflter delivered from the main canals to 
the fp_n'!J.ers. The first attempt was made by Dr. G. Law, in the spring 
of 1872. He constructed a device consisting of a wc=tlking bet'1m supported 
by posts attached to the sides of the deli very flume. One end of the 
bePm vvas connected by a shHft to the g2.te, and the other by J shaft 
to <?. float in the flume. By this n:eth od increased flow lowered the 
gate. David Boyd, in his history of the Greeley colony says th.?t this 
contrivance wa.s not Pdopted "because it would have incurred 8. consider
able expense which the board w2.s not prepared to meet, and partly because 
the question vms not ho~.'-r to deliver a steady quc=mti ty at any given place, 
but rather to divide a fluctuating volume proportionately among the 
consumers." 

J. l''Iax Clark appeared vvith a device for measuring the an ount of 
water passing through a flm:1e. It consisted of a spring b.?.lance 
which mea.sured the force the vvater exerted in passing. This method 
was not workable. Next, Er. Clark suggested a net hod used in Italy. 
This consisted of c=t receiving aperture regulated by a gate next to 
the canal, and a delive~ aperture regulated by a side slide at the 
other end of the flume, the front gate being raised or lowered so as 
to the water at the s c:nne level in the flume and fill the deli very 
aperture to the top. This latter device, adopted in various states and 
territories at the time, came to be used. Another method, more expen
sive, hc:td been proposed by State Engineer, Nettleton. 

Although the principle of priority of use was recognized in the 
territory when the Union Colony was established, the laws were inde
finite and no adninistrati on was provided. Recourse to the courts was 
expensive and entailed delay. The Greeley colony was not threatened 
by later upstream users until 1874. A colony at Fort Collins was 
established by four of the original Union colonists. This later enter
prise threatened to appropriate and use water on which the early Greeley 
group depended. There vv-as much discussion of the subject and differ
ence of opinion expressed in the newspapers. A Denver paper expressed 
itself against the priority of right. This led to a convention of 
ditch owners, attended by about forty delegates. David Boyd viho was 
present gives this interesting account of the meeting: 

tq~ -x- i{- The question took a wide range in discussion, and the 
Collins parties were told that if their policy of the ditches 
highest up strec=m taking what they wanted was the one to be pur
sued, then we could go above them, and there would result an 
interminable c:md exhaustive rae e in which the greatest numbers 
and largest purses -vvould come out the winners. The writer was 
willing to accept, for that season, the proposal of General 
Cameron, because he saw that nothing could be done in the courts 
that year to relieve the present pinch. Most of the Greeley 
delegates differed from him, but might have been made to yield 
but for the defiant attitude of those up stream. At length 
patience seemed to him to ceose being a virtue, and he hurled back 
defiance in hot and unsemmly lc=nguage. They would not hear to 
moderation and justice. Force must meet force. Vve outnur,1bered 
them, and n.?ny of us had seen as rough service some ten years 
ago as -vve were likely to experience in Pn encounter vd. th these 
weter thieves, etc. Then some one arose and moved e.n irrilnediate 
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ourm:rent. Every m?n to his tent, to his rifle and cartridges. 
But voices of conciliation Yvere heard above the storm. 
Eeeker 1 s, Cameron t s, 2.nd even J. Hax Clark's. It was finPlly 

that they vv-ould let us dmvn some wRter to save the rn.ost 
v2.luable things in Greeley. A promise they did not keep nor 
:mean to keep. They vrere too intent on running the water out on 
the cactus plain in order to boom the nAgricultural Colony 11 , which 
was to be our great rival. A general rain-storm carn.e in about a 
week afterwards and saved us; but from this day forth we had set 
our hearts on hPving some regulations looking towards a distribu
tion of the we1ters of the state in harmony with the principle of 
priority of Cippropriation. But nothing of any importance was 
reached by the legislature of either 1875 or 1877. A bill had 
been passed to enable counties to take out ditches and tax 

benefited. But nothing was ever done in this line. 11 

In the meantime (1876) the constitution of the state had been 
The difficulties encountered in the Greeley area had arisen 

in other settlements of the territory and the constitution recognized 
the principle of "first in time, first in right, n and specified that 
the of the state vvere dedicated to the people, subject to 
regulation and control under state law. There followed a call for an 
irrigetion convention to be held in Denver during the last days of 
December 1878 to formulate proposed irrigation legislation. Some 
vigorously opposed any legislation claiming that the rights to the use 
cf water should be worked out through the courts. Concerning an 
opponent to legislation, D2vid Barnes, Boyd relates: 

11 He was a fifty-niner. In his gray hair he stood as erect as 
a tree, over six feet high, spare of flesh, but probably 
·Freighing two hundred pounds--splendid specimen of well-preserved 
physical vigor. He undertook to bully the COinmittee and force 
doYm our throets his opinion that no legislation on the water 

on was advisable. The chair told him that we had met to 
do business, and thRt if he had any resolution to offer, or motion 
to m2ke, it vrculd be entert2ined; but if not, he vras out of order, 
and would have to take his seat, end in case he did not do so an 
officer -,,rould be called. brought him down. R~ '":f r~:-~ n_thing.n 

Those favoring legislation prevailed. Considerable discussion 
ensued as to what constituted priority of appropriation. One group con
tended that the construction of a ditch entitled the owner to use 
of the water it could irrigate and that the priority dc:tted from the 
date thet work was commenced in good faith and prosecuted to completion 
with due diligence. Another group maintained that only an actual 
application of water to the land effectuated an appropriation, and that 
not only the use of the water but its application to specific parC~.:'ls 
of land under each ditch w2.s necessary to determine priority. No 
definite conclusions were reached, but a committee of five was 
appointed to meet in Denver and draft legislation for submission to the 
legislature. This committee spent a vreek in its vmrk 2.nd presented to 
the legisle,ture vvhich met in 1879 2 rroposed bill ·which provided for: 
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wnter districts corresponding to ~reas 

fron certain natural ; (2) appointment of water 
com1rj_ssioners whose do.ty it "if?S from the natur?.l 
stre~ms according to of use as by a 

(3) plan for a record of priority of use, the contro-
versiP.l question as to what constituted such priority being compro-

(4) Regulations for the construction of reservoirs; 
of P. st2te Hnd ( 6) The gcuging of the streams. 

One Brownell, who was a member of the corrnnittee on 
tion, in the legislature, vvorked out chc.r:ges vd th respect to 
procedure for establishment of priorities. The legislation was 

the e. The providing for the state engineer and 
for of approvc.l. 

In the f::1.ll of 1879, the Poudre district vrB.s the to move for 
of a referee to hear under the nmv i':Iuch 

was encountered in obtaining information which could be re
lied upon in establishing water rights under the procedure. 
claims were made. A few years Elwood Assistant 

in Colorado, reporting on the relation of amount of 
creed 2nd mnount used, stated: 

Hin District number six I to gauge out of 
recorded of South Boulder creeks. 1"!hile 

the canals of this ny attention wa.s very forcib-
cB.lled to a matter to v.rhich it seems proper to refer. is 

the vride discrepancy v'fhich often exists betvreen the decreed and 
e.ctual cc.rrying Ce,pacity of ditches and cannls. So was 
this in some instances, that the results of the gaugings Rnd the 
decreed capacity s to have no connection with other. 

were met decreed of two, three and 
even five times the volume are e of carrying, ever 
have carried, or will probably ever need. Other ditches in 
Sffine district have decrees which ent their actual 
needs.~::. -:::. -::-

ority of decrees of small ditches are 
the testimony of men training or 
and hovrever honest ma.y have been, it is 

of cases, a Hlmost univers 
·would seem to no to rendered 

state has been represented, and an estimB.te of the 
of the ditch made by some c.nd 
either state or some one selected by him. n 

Although the legislction for the acquisition and regulation of 1.72.

s 1.vas p?.ssed and the reference for the taking of 
vras made, still the controversy with respect to 

was not settled. who felt that the courts afforded the 
exclusive and proper and control such unaided 

authorized continued to 
I~en was made for a decree in 

upon the report of the objection was m?.de that the act 
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Yfas unconstitution?.l. 
those 1xho thcught thc>t the mPtter 

the c.mgineers who so 
the bench Pnd bPr, 
in tho G.ceeley Tribune of 

sion to his disgust in no uncertain 

about much bitter 
In this rE::spect, 

a npanning" ndminis
from Pn article by David 

21, 1880. He gave expres
terrns Yv-hen he v:Jrote; 

11So Judge h~s decided that the irrig<'tion l:::vr is 
unconstitution2l. No doubt he is conscientious in 
But it is the opinion, nevertheless, of a narrow-minded, con-
s Grv:'ti ve lav~er vrho fGars to upon eny ground not 
covered by 2 precedent. It will doubtless greatly delight all 
that class of lmvyers who h;::1cl_ been c::head to endless 
fat jobs about to come to them from the wasting ;::1nd ceaseless 
litigt'.tion likely to arise in reference to the establishment of 
priority of clc:tims to the use of vrater. The farmers forsaw the 
same thing staring them in the face, P.nd have done the best 
could to 2.vert it .-3(- " 

HBut ,,'vhc:t P.re the re::sons tl1at Elliott as 
reason for the unconstitutionPli ty of the law? 1iVell, I have seen 
the reasons as by our • is not c:m opinion of 
rrhich he need be proud, either as to the clearness of its views 
or the ability of s. Indeed, it is the thinnest and 

stc:rte:r:1ent upon a subject of the 
importence to tho Y!hole It throvrs 2. cloud over the face 
of millions of dollc:<.rs t worth of invested property. But for the 
rer.sons--or, rather, reason, for there appears to be but one 
offensd--it is this: t Th:-t it is unconstitutionc:l to deprive a 
mPn of property without due process of lFw. 1 But the law was 
pPssed for the express purpose of property, not for 
the purpose of taking it <LYray. It WP.s made for the express 
purpose cf si:t~1plifying the of protecting vested 
~1ho but a crotchsty could construe such a bill into 
device for t:>king away -.d.thout due process of lP:w? It 
was an c.ct for the est<lblishment of rights. But the 
trouble Yvith it is, thnt it is a little new in its mcde of proce
dure. It docs not follow the usual routine.->(- -3;- -3f-

11 ~(- -3(- -)f- The decree of the court wos to fix these and 
thon on record. And any itself by 

decree of the court could ask for further hearing, evi-
end ;::1ppeal to a court. Fow all this -rrould e.ppear 

to th•J non-legal mind as sufficient gunranty of the rights of 
inoi vi duels or corporations, and the interested he.ve ac-
ce~)tsd the provisions of the bill (;.S the best possible 
of impending difficulties. Not so, the l2~yers. To 

mind not crotchets c:;nd pre-
it seems to me the numerous statutes of }imitations, vrith 

VJhich our laws now would 2.ppear fAr more in con-
flict vYith the constitutional clause quotco, than would any 
provisions of this ·~*- -3r 
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"But you say, Y::hat are Yie going to do about There 
appears to be only one course left. This is for all farmers 
to unite and bring the matter before the Supreme Court of 
the State, and there have its constitutionality tested. 
There it must be argued fully, and -rre must secure the best 
and most high-minded counsel the State affords. That the 
ordinary lawyer v;ill the measure tooth and ail is 
to be expected, because, ii' it is sustained, a good 
or' his occupation is over in the rural districts; and be
sides, he will fight it because the movement commenced 
among the farmers, a class of men v1ho believe very little 
in patronizing his profession. * * * 

nlegal gentlemen, we have laid down a plan with the 
assistance of one of the clearest headed and broadest 
minded of your profession. This plan on the whole suits 
us--at least as many of us as have vested rights to 
maintain. r.-e ask you to respect it, or sugr;est a better. 
If you only have the ability to pull dm·:n, to criticise de
structively, you are enemies of the human race and must be 
superseded by saner and broader minded leaders. -;~ -;~ -)~ 

tt~~ -:~ -:~ That Utah is getting into like difficulties is 
certain. I had a letter, last :'Tinter, from a member of its 
legislature stating that they needed sadly some 
on the subject. He had heard that we had here done some
thing vrisely and r.rell on the subject, and ·wanted a copy of 
our bill. But alas! The lawyers have proved that v:e, too, 
are at sea without a compass, rudder or telescope. How 
my fellow- sufferers, are we to be the )?laythings of these 
quibbling lawyers, these men of hide-bound precedents, of 

procedures, of blind conservatism, of narrmJ routine, 
of crass stupidity? The toils that bind us must be cut if 
they cannot be untied.~~ 

This Tias a rather severe indictment. In defense of the 
profession it should be said that many lawyers of the time favored 
and defended the legislation. Over the years la~7ers have played a 
prominent part in an effort to develop a constructive irrigation 
code. ht this present time lav~ers and engineers in Colorado have 
under consideration revisions designed for improvement of the code 
and to meet changed conditions. 

Before the irrigation act of 1879 came before the su:preme 
court, Judge Elliott denied that he had formally held the lavv un
constitutional, but stated that it was defective, that the court 
could not remedy it vii thout stepping into the legislative sphere. 
find so the matter came before the Supreme Court on the question of 
the competancy of the court to make rules covering the deficiency 
of the law. The luv·Ter court had prescribed vrhat vmre deemed ne-
cessary rules to comply with judicial procedure. The 
lower court was sustained. The court refused to dictate 
the rules to be followed by the tri· 1 tribunal in such a case. 
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The next legislature, that of 1881, a laYr providing 
for which disposed of the c -:mtroversy. This s-:-lr:~e 

lc_rt ure for the creation of the office of state 
Other important irrigation provisions were made. Changes and ad-
ditions have oeen made since that time out basic are 
found in tLe on of 

No is made here to anal vze code 
of Colorado. The influence of mining for YJater upon 
fundamental principles, the effect of Spanish customs in the southern 
part of the State, the early territorial customs and v1ater law and 
the amendments and expansion of the code in more recent years cannot 
be covered in this paper. These considerations and the comparison 
of the Colorado development of irrigation lav,- vri th that of other 
Tmstern states present an extensive study. 

These men of the early time established a pattern for the ac
quisition and protection of rights in the use of lfater. 'They did 
not encounter the questions implicit in present-day development. 
The men of this time must meet and resolve problems of a different 
type. These may be summarized as follovrs: (l) ?lanning for ul ti
mate river basin development; (2) adjusting interstate controversies; 
(3) determining and settling the relative uses of vvater for irri
gation, power and other purposes; (4) resolving the conflict betvreen 
federal and state interests in water; (5) modifying existing water 
law so as to make it more flexible to meet changing conditions; 
( 6) providing for the conservation of vra_ter resources through investi
gation and construction of federally financed projects; (7) coordinat
ing flood control and vrater conservation; and ( 8) effectuating con
servation through the highest beneficial use of limited water supplies. 

The proper solution of these problems cannot be accomplished in 
a dilatory manner nor vti thout foresight, enterprise, appropriate plan
ning, and a vvillingness to recognize in a reasonable v:ray all of the 
interests involved. If we are to follovr in the footsteps of those who 
initiated ·western irrigation, and if yre are to do the part required 
in this day, then the interested states must be prepared vvith pro
grams supported by adequate knmrrledge of physical facts, a clear and 
reasonable understanding and maintenance of states' rights, and a 
,_villingness to collaborate with other states and federal agencies. 

How well have we built? How well shall we build in the future? 
Shall we be able to maintain all that is in the best interest of 
western irrigation development, to expand and adjust the program and 
to preserve a great natural resource in the ,,~st for the highest be;·---

ficial use? It is for organizations such as the hSsociation of 
1-.estern State Engineers, the National Reclamation Association, and 
the federal and state agencies to answer. 
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1, 2, 3. Descendents of the pioneers with their friends and neighbors at the dedication of the mon
ument. Flags in background in No. 2 are Colorado, Mexico, Spain, and Old Glory. 4. A string 
trio serves as a band to lead the parade. 5. Some of the paraders bring their shovels and hoes. 
6. Everybody is in the parade. 7. A. J. Hamman, Clifford H. Stone, Charles A. Lory, William 
E. Morgan and Delfino Salazar, of the Governor's Committee at the Monument. 8. Hamman, 
Lory and Morgan congratulate Delfino Salazar on his handling of arrangements. 9. Part of the 
Governor's Committee in the parade. 
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10: a. m. 

:00 ae m. Dedication of plaque - Mr. James C. PeaboC:.y, Director, 
State Historical Society of Colorado, Pueblo. 

of vJaters -
ts -Reverend J. s. Garcia, 

San Rafael Hospital, Trinidad, Colorado. 

Lunch at San Luis. 

Old Spanish Palata game, Chama, Colorado, vs. 
San Francisco, Colorado. 

of Spanish and handcraft -
auditorium. Display agricultural imple-
ments old College and Court House 

- tour of Culebra Valley, its century-old 
Sanchez Reservoir and old San Acacio. 

Nay those Nho follow us here im.prove on what 1ve have done. 



Left. James C. Peabody presents the Bronze Plaque of the State 
Historical Society. 

Right. The montmlent is unveiled. 
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A Brief Historical Review 

Delfino Salazar 
San Luis, Colo. 

happy to 'tvelcome of you to Centennial 
unveiling of t:i1is monument. There are t1vo groups 
vr:1ich I especially want to welcome. One is our visitors 
our coiTh'11unity and the other is the group of descendants 
settlers in this, oldest town in Colorado. 

I 1-vould like to revieu very briefly some of the history of this 
area uhich has laid the foundation for this gathering this morning. 

In 1601, Onate came this ~.vay but little or no record of his 
Juan D. Archuleta visited the area in the middle of the 

century to recapture runaway Indians. Juan Uliba~ri took possession 
of eastern Colorado at El Quartelejo, a point believed to be in 
County, in 1706, in the name of Don Felipe V of Spain. Antonio De 
Valverde made a trip from Santa Fe to the site of Salida in 1719. 
Governor Anza, in 1779, led an expedition against Indians in the 
Luis Valley who tv-ere raiding Spanish settlements in New Hexico. 

Nany other Spanish explorers are reported to have visited 
in Colorado before any permanent settlement was established. Santa 
Fe was established in 1605 and this settlement at San Luis de la 
Culebra t<.Jas begun 246 years later 1851. There vias ample time 
many visitors -v.rho left to us no record of their wanderings or their 
purpose. 

In 1803, James Pursell traversed the valley on his trip from 
Franklin, Illinois, to Santa Fe, New Mexico. He was followed the 
year by Baptiste Leland l-Jho 1·1as sent with an ox train of goods by 
~Jilliam Harrison, a merchant of Kaskasakia, Illinois. There were, no 
doubt, several who came this 111ay and left no record of their origin, 

or their destination. 

During the fall of 1806, • Zebulon Pike, in his 
trip along the Southern the r Purchase, wandered 
across the Arkansas river into what 'tvas then Spanish and lviexican 
territory. He arrived late in the season at the junction of the 
Conejos and Rio Grande where severe weather forced him to spend 
winter. Thinking that he 1-ms on United States soil he set about 
building a military post (nmv known as Pike 1 s Stockade). He had 
hardly completed it uhen a llexican military force appeared and 
arrested him and his men and took them to Santa Fe, before the 
Governor who, after an investigation of the case sent them on to 
Chihauhua, Eexico. After being retained as prisoners for a fe't<I months 
and after further review of the case they were released. Host of their 
records were confiscated, destroyed or lost. 

In 1842, Queen Isabella II of Spain (1833 - 1870) granted 
Beaubien, a mere boy, and Stephen L. Lee, a youth, almost a million 

155575 
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knoHn as the Sangre de Cristo Grant. It included all of 
County, Colorado and the northern part of Taos 

The Beaubien and Lee had received areas 
of land from the Spanish Crovm. Evidently it 8ppeared to be better 

not to give too much to one person. Gifts to members of 
not appear to matter. The elder Beaubien was the 

grantee of the lands nov-r described as the l'iaxwell Grant, 
Beaubien's son-in-law. 

On Decer.ilier 27 of the year (1843) Lee and Beaubien 
petitioned J.,ianuel Armijo, Civil and Governor of New Nexico for 
approval of said grant of land. The drainage basins of the Costilla, 
Culebra and Trinchera rivers, including El Rites de los Indios and 
Sangre de Cristo, to their junction with the Rio Grande Del Norte~ 
petition was ratified on the 30th day of December by Governor Armijo 
and sent to the Prefect 1dth instructions to give the petitioners pos
session as requested if no impediment stood in the way. 

The Prefect, Juan Andres on January 7, 18h4, directed 
the Justice of the Peace of the area in the land livas situated 
to the parties in possession in accordance with the decree of the 
Civil and Governor. Justice Jose Miguel Sanchez 
placed Lee and Beaubien in ion of the lands within the boundries 
described in their petition and vested in them, their children and suc
cessors, a fee title to said lands. 

The terms of Queen Isabella's Grant were explicit in providing 
that the lands would be opened to Spanish settlers. War was declared 
against Nexico by the United States on Hay 13, 1846, and ended by the 
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which was ratified by the United States 
Senate on 10, 1848. During much of the tvar period young 
was in school in St. Louis, l•iissouri, where he came under the influence 
of many new friends and acquaintances. \Jhen he returned to Taos, :New 
Fiexico, his body servant is reported to have spread the story that the 
lands would be opened to Anglo American settlers. Suspicion of Beaubien's 
and Lee 1s intentions led to the murder of both of them, Governor Bent, 
a District Attorney named Lieh and some others in the Taoc revolt of 
January 19, 1847. 

Young Beaubien was of age at the tL~e he was 
and dying lJithout issue, Carlos Beaubien, became his heir. 
The elder Beaubien also acquired the undivided interests of Stephen L. 
Lee from Joseph Pley, the ac~inistrator of the Lee estate. 

By the 1848 treaty vJi th Nexico the Rio Grande Del Norte was fixed 
as the boundary betu-Jeen Mexico and the United States and the Beaubien 
grant came under the jurisdiction of the United States. The was 
confirmed and approved by the Congress of United States on June 
1860. 

Because of Indian hostility inducements were made to attract 
settlers, each man was to a strip of land one hundred varas wide; a 
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married man and ':Jife to get a strip 200 Yaras N·ide across the valley v.ri.th 
an additional 100 varas for each child. These parcels of land \-Jere 
described as follo1·rs: for a single man one hundred varas 1·Jide from east 
to 1·rest or across the ) bounded on the east by the of a 

; on the south a line equi-distance bett-Tee:n the Culebra and 
rivers; on the west the land of another neighbor and on the 
a line e.:.1ui-distance bet\,Jeen the Culebra and Trinchera rivers. 

of land for a man was a little less than 100 ~r~~~c 
vara being 1/3 inches and 16 to 20 miles measure-

ments 1~ere made ui th a horsehair rope because it ;:·rould not stretch or 
sJ.rrink uhen ~v-et. The object in makin.g this type of land 1~as 

to eacl1 lane. o·Hner farm la.~1d ,,ihich could be irrigated, land 
and timber. This has proven to :1ave been a very ·Hise method of alloting 
land. This is the only corru-:tuni ty this area ~tJhere farm has land 
for grazing, fuel and timber. 

, Antonio Jose Hartiniz, Juan Nanuel Salazar, 
and Jaquez attempted to settle i1ere but the Indians ran them 
out. The first permanent \rhi te settlement was made in by Fa us tin 
Hedina, Narieno Pacheco, Ramon Rivera, Juan Hanuel Salazar, Benancio 
Jaquez, Dario Gallegos, Antonio Jose Vallegos, Diego Gallegos, Juan Angel 
Vigil, Juan Ignacio Jaquez, Jose Gregorio Marintez, and Jose Hilario 
Valdez. The underscored names indicate those killed the Ute Indians 
in the fall of 18 51. 

These settlers located at San de la Culebra, now known as 
Luis. The name was chosen most of the settlers 1cJere of 
San Luis Gonzaga, and the settlement was on Culebra (water snake) river. 
Hence San de la Culebra. ·vJhen the application for a post office 
VJas made in 1652, de la Culebra ~;cJas eliminated. 

The first ouilding 1ras about 100 yards east of the 
Church, of adobe walls to 30 inches thick. 1vas arranged 

style, that is several houses 1r.rere built adj each 
form a sauare 1vi th entrance. No v.rindovrs Here used in 

Halls ... which Here with 4- .x 4-inch holes. A 

Hell in tl1e patio. This of building ·Has to 
Indian raids. 

Chama, Colorado, and Costilla, New were in 1854. 

In April, 1854, the first child was born in 
and Hrs. Jose Hilario Valdez and named Juan C. Valdez. 

all his life and died in 1936. Ten days after this 
lrras born the Ute Indians came in from the north and caught the settle
ment una·Hares. To save young Juan and his mother they were hidden in 
near by uilloHs and trees. HoVJever, the Utes made off ui til the 8-year 
old son of Antonio Jose Vallejos. The settlers gave chase and over-
took the raiders about a mile north of San \cJhere were 
fortunate enough to kill the horse of the Indian carrying the and 
rescued him. 

I have this opportunity I would like to call the attention 
of our visitors to something VJhich cannot be found any ~:here else in 
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this area. Before you and to my back is the San Luis Commons or to the 
local people, The San Luis Vega. It is a grass land area of 633.32 acres. 
According to the donation decree it is set aside forever as a pasture for 
use by the people of San Luis, San Pablo, and San Pedro. Its use is 
limited to horses and cattle. No goats, sheep or swine are permitted. 
Each head of a family is entitled to turn on four head. This land can
not be taxed, sold or rented. 

The original document establishing this V~ga was rather ambiguous. 
A law suit instituted by the Costilla Estates Development Company against 
s. N. Smith, Delfino Salazar and Francisco Barela, Trustees for the users 
clarified the status of this land. On January 21, 1916, a decree was 
rendered which forever sets this area aside for a commons and pasturage. 

Among the first community projects undertaken was to dig an 
tion ditch to assure the production of food for the settlers. This 
ditch flowing here by this monument was put into operation in the early 
spring of 1851. It was surveyed by digging a small trench with a wooden 
shovel and letting the water follow. Here by this monument are the 
remains of an ox yoke and a wooden plow used in its construction. This 
ditch has been in continuous operation and use for 100 years. Many of 
us gathered here this morning are descendants of the settlers who built 
this ditch. We have gathered to unveil and dedicate this monument to 
commemerate a ~entury of modern irrigation in Colorado. 

Ii'ather Cnofre 1:·iortterell dedicates the monument. 
Delfino Salazar stands by 



Fresent<1tion of State Historical 

James c. 
State Historical Society 

Pueblo, Colo. 

of I am much 
and ....... .._,e:,~ ... .J'-,Y to be able ',.;i th you, on this lOOth 
year use of the vJaters of one of our streams. 

, by their foresight, nerve and determina-
out of this, which was a barren t·Iilderness_, a land 

and loyal citizens, we must never lose 
the hardships endured, and remember the help 

received 1-vas from each other and the v-rho 1-vc:.tched over 
them. came to Colorado in • ) 

Cur efforts and our goal must be to 
and safe from the encroachments of 

selfishness of some feH of our citizens. 

This plaque is presented to 
of Colorado, 1-vhich I 

and a strong 
and all lvho 

Let this monument stand as our tribute to pioneer 
make us mindful of our rich heritage from the past, our 

to the 
with courage for the 

tasks, with aspiratlon to emulate their most illustrious 

and a 
dedicate this 

the future. 

. . . . . 

as a memorial to t:1e 
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.IICFltPrS JR())f ADJUDICATI(I( DEatD granted bT the Court 1n Coat1lla CountT 

in 1890 giTing Priority lo. l to !be San Lui• People• Ditob - !be olden 

p-1or1tT 1n the State of Colorado Apr1llD, 18.)2 • 

• • • * 
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MAP OF AREA AROUND SAN LUIS OELA~OULEBRA I L 
SETTLED IN 1851 ; 
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Above are the names of the original owners I "'-.oLc.,t:¥(1; 
of land as donated by Carlos Beaubien. /~ ~ 
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COl\'IIDA 
DINNER 

POLLO CON ARROZ 

1952 

FRIED CHICKEN WITH SPANISH RIOE 

PAPAS 
POTATOES 

CHICI-IAROS, GARBANSOS, EJOTES, FRIJOL. 
PEAS, OHIOK-PEAS, STRING BEANS, BEANS 

ENSALADA DE VEGE'TALES SALSA DE CIIILI~ 
VEGETABLE SALAD GREEN CHILE SAUCE 

BUNUELOS 
A BUN FRIED IN DEEP FAT. 
PANOCI-IA CON CREMA 

WHEAT PUDDING WITH CREAM 

JALEA 
JELLY 

CAFE 

COFFEE 

THIS MEAL IS BEING SERVED AT TliE OLD 

~LA~;{!~~~ 7 LfiiRAIItT 
COlORADO A. l M. COLlltl 

fHT COLllftl. COltiAM 
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